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PR/TACE TO THE SERIES

The Intel-national Health Planning*Methods Series has been developed
by the Office of Intatnational'Health, Public Health Service on
request of the Agency for International Development.

The seri& consists of..ten basicvolumes Whielscover a variety of
,health issues considpred vital for effective 4evelop4ent planoing.
.These ten volumes are supplemented by 'six additionia gorks in
the International Health Reference Series,'which list resource and
Jeference.material in the same subject areas.

The International Health Planning Methods Series is intended to
assist health sector advisors, administrators and planners in N's'

countries where the Agency for ipternational,Development supports
health related activities. ..Each manual attempts to be both a prac-
tical tool and 4 source' book in a specialized area of concern.
Contributors to these volumes are recognized authorities with many
years of experience in specialized fields.' S,,pecific methods for

collecting information and using it in the prnini 1"pceelkare
included.in each manual.

The six supporting documents in the International Health Reference
Series contain reports of literature surviwend bibliographies
in selected subject areas. These are intended for the serious,
researcher and are less appropriate-for broad field Vtribution.

....-

The volumes in the International Hffalth -Planning Methods Series
contain the collective effort of dozens of experienced.profess-
ionals who have contributed knowledge, research and organizational%
skills. Through this effort they hope to flrovide thee AJD field
officer and his host country counterparts wils14.4 systematic
approach to health planning in developing countries. -
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PREFACE TONOLUME NINE

This volume deals with the subject of community health planning.
It censists of a collection of papers deeling with the integration
of community health concerns into development planning. It is

the ninth volume in a series of works known collectively as the
International Health Planning Methois Series.

The series'was practiced by the Office of International Health on

request of the Agency for International Development to provide
AID advisorq and national health officials in developing countries
with critically needed guidelines for incorporating healtb planning ,

into national plans for economic development.

Awareness, of the important role that health playwin successful
development has been increasing during recent years. A recognition
and concern for the role of health in development . ingjegg the'

. central theme.of a three-day conference on Pl i 4g for Biala
Care in the Context.of EconoMic Development hel. n San Diego

during May 1978. Conference organizer was Ren ite Fraser, Ph.D.,

University ef Southern California. Proceedings of Chat conference
have provided most of the papers that appear in dip voluue.

The San Diego,conference was sponsored by the U.S. Office of Inter-
national Health in conjunction with thd Agency for International

Developmeet. Its purpose was to identi y problems and suggest
solutions which would encourage and ove planning for health

eare in the developingipountries of th world.

11k

Preparation of this lume was undertaken for the Office of Inter-

national Health by P:i Research, Inc., of Reseda, Californ?a,

functioning:as a su ntractor to the E.H.White-E. Co., Manageuent
Consultants of San Francisco, California.

Authors of articles presented in this manual have frequently
expressed personal points ofview with reference to specific health
projects. While their viewpoints generally coincide with organiz-
ations or agencies with Whom they are associated, the material in
this text should not be construed to eflect the official.policy

of any agency or organization.
CC-

Paul I. Ahmed
Project Officer
Office of International Health



INTRObulrftw

.Community health planning is emerging at the present time.among health

planners as one,of the more promising avenues for the formulation of improved

health care delivery systems in the developing countries of the world. Comm-

unity healtkplanning, of course, means many things to many people, and the

subject cattle approached from several points of vicw, all promising some

degree of validity.

Some planners prefer to emphasize the aspect of planning for the comm-

unity, basing commitment of.personnel and finances on as much specific

knowledge of the particular needs and resources of a community that it is

possible to obtain through systematic assessment procedures.

Other planners prefersto'emphasize the. aspect of health planning y the

community, attempting to incorporate perceived needs and expressed desires at

the local leirel into the overall planning process. Vile degree of input to

development planning permitted at the community level is thought to be relevant

to prospects for later cooperation and ultimate success or failure of a comp-

rehensive health plan.
Implicit in an emphasis on community health planning are two fundamental

concepts, both of which are discussed at length in the following pipers. These

are: (1) a sensitivity toward cultnral differences and traditional preferences

in populations that tahabit rural, relatively pdor areas, and (2) a recognition

that the indigendus medical system or practitioner can be'incorporated adVantag-
0.

eously within naffehal health inprovement plans.

The first paper in this manual is "Bridging ehe Health aap" by_Paul,Ahmed

and Aliza Kolker. This paper is specifically conierned Olth the use of ihdig-

enous resources in developng countries.

Attention is focused onalysis of the "western", modalof medicine, its

essentially biomdkical approach, and its approprate ess for applications in

commiunities. The biomedical model, with its perception of disease

a tree ble phenomenon separate,ind'disti the personality ok envir-.

bnment of be sufferer, is suggested as bei opriete.under many circual-

stances. Problems of medical techno04, tiiifer ere'lieked to inabilities

to foresee cultural conflicts and toptiCchireliapce On the supposed universality*

of the western biomedical model.

_The persistence oetfiditional conceptions of disease and traditional

ica practices side By aide withweeternimports" is re6ognizect as proof

traditional system contiAnues to have something to offey/hich the

al population finds importaneN1 A rIview ofpertinent literature revel-els that

not nly are many aspects of indigenous uedicind actually "scientific", 'but

also that western medicine is far from omnipotent, particularly with reference.



to meeting the needs of rural, poor populations in the developing nations of
the world.

The authors c i1e that a rational'viewpoint is to dismiss the notion
that western and indige ous medical models are inherently antagonistic and.to
develop, instead, an integrated medical care system that takes from each
tradition those elements that best satisfy the needs of a particular community.
The point is made that, in order to conform to the WHO,definition of health,
it is essential to focus the efforts of the health care.system toward the needs
and values of people in rural communities.

Susan C.M. Sct4.,nshaw and Gretel H. Pelto provide the next paper, "Family
Composition and Stru ture in Relation to Nutrition and Health Problem: Impact
and Measuremenu". \

This paper is cerned with predicting outcoMe variables for studies of
the impact of nutri on and nutritiontrelated health programs on family compo-
sition and structure. A model is offered and methodological issues are delin-
iated. Finally, some concrete suggestions for data collection and analysis
are proferred.

Several types of evaluations are ()Alined that can be utilized to "prove"
that a given health program has achieved a particular effect. The puthprs
emphasize the?, while a perfect evaluation which a ns everything may not
be possible or practical, it may be altogether possible"to understand a great
deal about a programXperhap all that is necessary when ppropriata measuring
techniques and devices sed,

The authors oint out that, while it is difficult to be certdIn of precise
causality in th assessment of a health program impact, the_evaluation of
nutrition and health is an hmportant function with far reaching relevance.
Lacking An accurate periodic assessment, a program runs the risk of completely
missing the means of achieving its goals within ehe communitSr.

Richard H Hart, M.D., then offers his report of "Rural Health Reorganiz-
ation in Tanzania: The Implidations of Change Implementation."

This paper desks specificallywith thecultutal Impact of plans for health.
care improvements in the country of Tanzania. The report offers specific examp-
les of the manner in which societies can be expected to respond to pressures by
a combination of gradual change and a slmultaneous reaffirmation of traditional
beliefs. The author points out that accelerated societal chahge in the form
of improved health servieps can be expected to be disruptive.

1 . 4

Proposed,services are itemized, and planning procedures are described.
This is'followddLby a report of an implementation program consisting of a pilot
program, seminars, manpower training programs, and other pertinent aspects of
implementation, including equipment, supply, and legislation support.

The author concludeg that successful development of a rural health prqgram
hinges on many variables, but that an accurate assessment of community resources
can do much to ease progress of any planned change in health care procedures.
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Aaron E. Tfekwunigwe, MA). , supplies the next paper,4hick is entitied
"The Coimunity Healdh Worker: Guidelines fos Training the'Communiey to Power the,
Program." This paper is directly concerned with community' imp!.eentation of
health'proirami.

-The iluthor beliexes that it is of the utiost importance that health PrograMs
,e planned and undertaken in partnership with the community, based en their.

expressed needs mullet& their f2llest.possible involvement and participation.

The.point is.made that nutrition and'health are inseparably reletid, and
diat food supply ie similarly linked to food production. The iMportance of
agrieulture,_the economic mainstay of most developtng countries, is thereby
linked to heeltb. .total community'organization =A leadership in the economif,
realm (farm cooperatives, etc,) are, seen as potentially the most effective

4
agents for effectipg,change in the ribli,c_health sphere.

. .
Selection'ind training of coMmunity-based health worked 14S desetibid,

and thequpctions of the coununity health worker are outlined./ 33 ese functions
.1,

. are subdiVided into the areas'ofbasic health services, nutrition ervices, ,

family planning sQrvicff and envirommenbil healJ services.,
\..-

, Climis A.

and Economic Inter
upplies the next paper,
encies; The Search fo

emphasis again is on gh need to work withi
taeleetablisegoals pit are relevant ta

s -

The author'parguelp that ft is not enougVto plan for heal
ing health need6 alone,.expressing them as scale , and
accomplish these stated goals. Three dislinct areas fo
identified, Which will impact on/the success or failur

The first area of research is the interdependen
that maght be referred to as environmental. Secondl
these interde endencies must be determined. Finally

,estahlished
o

ich-is "Cr
Societal Val

the context o
needs and res

yond which'health -concerns and impact
economic advaneament or other societal

rch-areas is described
eludes that he has argued

of health concerns into.pl
0

The next paper is "Health Seetor ASsessmen
Kolker. This'paper provides background for the
assessments as a tool for coordinated and integ
particularly in areas with limited resources.

of these
offered The author c
systematic integration

ical Environmental
es." Here the
alocal culture and

rces of the community.

development by Asie
signing strategies to
farther research.are

of the program.

ies among all of the wells
the health impact of .

boundaries mbst be
shoUld not be traded in

oals:

detail, and examples are
op a participatory and
ing for development.

by Paul Ahmed and Aliza
evelopment of 'health sector
ed health services planning,

A discussion of tht concept of assessmen s is followed by a detailed
description of the initiation and nature of a el assessment. ,Procedures are

outlined and personnel requirements suggested

The authors discuss a numbet of critici s and limitations of health sec-

tor a essments and conclude that the asses nt has proved to be more'useful

as a art-term, program planning document t an as a comprehensive effort to
organjtze or coordinate the health sector of n entire conntry. The community

\"



ot;ientation for effective assessment applications is thus suggested, ultimately"'proving its worth in directing limited resources to the point Where they will
produce.the.amost good.

hn .J. Hanlon, M.D. contributes the next paper, which is entitled, "Socio-Culture Factors in Health Planning Throughout-The World." The essential messagehere ia at socio-culturgi factors can be extremely inportant in planning forhealth e systems in developing countries.

11111 auther makes the point that western-trained medical professionals
may bec "strangers in,their own land" as a.result of their training, failingto reali ically evaluate the needs and resources of their native society uponreturn to lt. He cites unrealistic reliance on sophisticated equipment and
misdirected goals to provide "prestige" medical treatment in an environment that
demands merely adequate care for the greatest number of persons.

The usefulness of indigenous medical practitioners is recognized beneatha burden of.cultural bias, and the author is encouraged to note an increasingpemphasis being placed upon the application of the social sciences to healthproblems. Certain.sociocultural components or factors that should be taken
.into cohsideration in health planning are out4ned. Similarly, pitfalls to beavoided are considered.

While conceding that political and economic realities cannot be ignoredby the health planner, the author believes that sound and effective health
policies and programs can be developed in any given political-economic systekif the health planner is sufficiently skillful in the political process.

The final paper in this manual is "Psycho.Social.and Cultuxal Aspects of
International Health Planning: The Challenge of Providing Health Care Assistance
to Developing Countries" by Paul Ahmédi4nd Renee White Fraser.

This paper attempts to answer some fundamental questions about health
eare assistancp programs. Has this massive help been successful? Have donor
nations met the challenge appropriately? Are there new approaches worth explor-ing? The authors point out numerous criticisms and deficiencies in early
attempts to provide health care assistance, most notably attempts that were oised
on ah ethnocentric bias that western medicine was easily transferrable toother regions. Numerous psychoi9gical, sbcial and culturallbarriers to the
transfer of thedical technology are mentioned, and the authors conclude that itseems clear that the application,of physical and biological sciences alone willnot solve the problem.

k Alternatives to the basic western biomedical model are described,from
existing literature, and a diagramatic analysia is supplied to depict an indiv-
idual's process for assimilating information about disease and making decisionsabout medical care.

,

The authors close with an.appeal for greater community 'participation inthe health planning pkocess. The need to involve local people in participatpry
planning and management of local health projects is described as a difficult
task, but one that offers the greatest long.range benefits.

Pa,131-I. Ahmed
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BRIDGING piE HEALTH GAP:-
THE USEfOF fNDIGENOOS RESOURCES IN MEETING

THE MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS OF THE WHO DEFINITION OF HEILLTH *,

Paul T. Ahmed, M.A., L.L.B;
Deparment of Health, Education-and Welfare

Alia Kolker
George Mason University..

The WHO Definition 4
-

The goal of adequate health care for all the earth's peoplei pursued by the leaders
of the world's hations in the last three decades, was forMulated in the Preamble to the
Constitution of the World Health Organization it 1946. That document defined health as
"a state of complete physicali,mental and social well-being anenot merely the absence
of disease and iafirmity." This stativas regarded as the fundamental right of all
human beings "without distinctions oflrace, religion, pcgitical belief, economic or
social condition," and the health of all peoples was declared "fundamental to the attain-
ment of peace and security" (Chasse, 1978). This definitiot, vague and idealistic as
it was, has beearused as a focus for health planning guidelines and policies by donor
agencies and developing countries alike. In this paper we will discuss the implications
of the WHO definition for health manpower planning and the obstacles that impede its
ull realization. These obstacles include the general problems of institnting planned %.
change, the shortcomings o e Western medical model itself, and the severe shortages
of trained manpower that se more or less permanent in developing nations. We will
contend that the only realistc means for the realization of this adbitious goal is the
mobilizatioh of all the resources of recipient nations, including traditional medical,
personnel, who.at present serve many unrecognized functions not being met by the Western
,medical systems.

The WHO definition of health, as a state of "coillpleie well-being" has been attacked
. as "frankly unattainable":

Did the framers of ;he 1946 Preamble seriously intend for alLl family
disputes, political contradictions,and the risk of being run overby
a truck to fall within the province of the medical system? I think
not. More likely, "healthlwas redefined in phis context as the
ultimate social intent (GuiXotti, Personal communication, 1978)

Consequently, the usefulness of this definition as a basis for health planning has been
called into question (see, for example, Mechanic, 1968).

A careful cdnsideration of the background of the 1946 Comititution, however, would
lead to a different interpretation (see Chasse, 1978). The goal of pursuing "the
complete physical, mental,and social well-being" of all the people of the earth, and
not only of the privileged few, may be construed as the expression of a precarious ethical
consensus of the world's leaders arising out of the chaos and destruction of World War
Il and the Cold War.

In addition to providing a unifying goal for a conflict-torn world, the WHO defini-
tion also gave expression to the uneasy recognition, long-growing in the forefront of the

*The 'views presented are those of;the authors and not necessarily those of the
institutions to which they belong.

,t
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medical profession, that modern medicine, for all its Spectacular successes, was not
7 --yushering in a btave new world; many old problems remained unsolved while new problems

were being created. If modern medicine was unable to fulfill the unlimited.promise that
.-it had held out, then it was necessary to replace the purely physicardefinition of good
health--the ab)sen,ce of diseasewith one that called for till/total well-being of
so that other disciplines and resour.cew could mobilized to pursue .that goal.

The Western Medical,Model

The limitations of the 'Western medical model have been amPly documented (see Engel,
1977; Fabrega, 1975; Twaddle and Hessler, 1977). Brieflyvstated, the biomedical model,
which dominates the concept of disease in the Western world, "assumes disease to be
fully accounted for by deviations from the norm of measurable biological...variables.
It leaves no room within its framework for the' social, pdychological and behavioral
dimensions of illness" (Engel, 1977: 130). The model is positivist in that it.assumes
that only olyjectively measurable phenomena are "real," and reductionist insomuch as it
claims that the language of biochemistry will ultimately suffice to explain such socio-
psychological and cultural phenomena as "illness."

The biomedical model has dominated the academic study of disease at least since the
Renaissance ushered in the scientific approach to Ihe study of man, but it has gained
complete acceptance only singe the middle of the 19th century, when *the causal link between
germs and disease was definitively established. This discovery has been considered "the fr

moat powerful single idea in the history of medicine...the single greatest weapon in the
so-called conquest of disease" (Twaddle and Hessler, 1977: 11-12): It has made'possible
a ssive and effective assault on acute disease through immunization and tx-eatment, and
uØcered in a period of optimism in which it seemed possible to eradicate all illness of
mankrnd. .

Tbe biomedical model, based largely upon the germ theory of disease, became the basis
'of medical practice as well as academic medicine at the turn of the 20th century, when
medical training was reorganized and put on a seientific basis in the wake of th Flexner
Report (1910). Both the academic and the, clinrcal branches of the medical profession
readily embraced "the notion of the body as a maehine, of disease as the consequence .of
the breakdown of the machine, and of the doctorts task as isepair of the machine" (Engel,.
1977: 131). Indeed, the '&iomedical model has been so spectacularly successful that it
in addition to being the only "legitimate" scientific model of disease, it has also become
the domPnant folk model of disease in the Western world. (A tolk model,"according to
Engel (1977), is an effort,at éocial adaptation; it is A culturally specifix belief system
used to explain disturbing natural phenomena so that some corrective action may bd under-
taken.)

While the sutcesses of the new model were beyond all expectations, there was a cast
involved. Lost was the pregerm theory conception of the individual as organically related
to his environment, and of illness as consistin of behavioral and psy'ihosocial componenIs
as well as biological ones. In a dramatic shif the discovery of germs transformed
medicine "from a people-oriented to a disease-ori ed profession. Physicians became
absorbed. In the study of disease, and their mission and training shifted from the care
of sick people *4the diagaosis and cure of disease" (Twaddle and Hessler, 1977: 12).

Notwithstanding the.spectacular successes of the biomedical model (with the under-
lying basis in germ theory) in eradicating acute disease and reduclng.mortality, for at
leaot the last generation many doubts have been voiced about its ultimate adequacY (see
Twaddle and Hessler, 1977: 132). This decline in morbidity due to-acute disease has been
accompa4lied by an increase in the prevalence of )nic disease such as cancer and

2
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diabetes, prompting ouch noted authorities as microbiologist Rene Darts (1959) to claim .

that complete health is a mirage, and that the'ultimate conquest of!all diseape is an
un:attainable ideal. More receatly, a.variety of nonbiOlogicsk factors contributing to
disease or cotrelated with itd incidence hdveteen isolated; from environmental edreinogens
to.accumulated life stresses and the preseures of rap sociaichange. Conseq4ently, '

some anthors have called.for the inclusion of.envire.. ntal, social and'psychological
factors in the stady and'treatment of diseise (Kidg,.1972; Coelho and Stein,%19774 &aim

;. and Vevenson, 19,66). 'Indeed; according to spme critics, tbe.biomedical.model constitutes
an impedimentarde;,further aAvances'in hgalih case.. Thie.is so because the.Model Oas 0
systematically xcluded natbiological phenomena from the ,category:of disease of.insisted
that these phenpmend ere ultimately explainable it physiocliesdcal termsand do it has
become a dogma,d-atiy questioning of whese-basic premises constitutes heresy (Fabrtga,
:1974, 1975; Engel, 1977)1

-

Some apthors have suggested alternative models ofoliseese tha do not sacrifice
the enormous adVantages.of the biomedical model,.while.ae the'same t ineorpcurating
sodiopsychological and cultural.aspeditU left out by thpt model. :Thu's Tabrega (1975)
calls for a theory.of Rumen diffease'which incorporates culturally specific interpreta-

. tions of'disease, 4mmediate and long-cipm behavioFal effects of the diseadd
imp irments in routine activities and Interactions), and the modes of organizatiop
use4 by tite social*roup to deal with disease. ,Rviel (1977) simIlarly calls for 'the
syeematic incorporation of behavioral and psychoacial data (e.g., laficmation sbout
stress-producing life changes) both in diagoosi4 and in treating disease

-nkY4-

"To provilil a basis for understanding the atterminants ordisease and,
arriving-EX rational...health care, a medical. ,6_.,del must also take

the patient, the sogial context in which hd-TiVes, and-the codple-'
mentary system devised by society to dual with the disruptiVe effects
of piness, that is, the physician ro'l and the 1ealth care system.
This requires a blopsychosocial model" (1977: 19

If the need-for incorporating monbiiilogical factois in diagnosing kind tfeating
disease is perceived as imperative in Western cultureo4lere the biological model is uni-
versslly accepted, it,is even move com "lling.in 'non-Western cultures. This is so because

. a very large gap betyeen the culture pecific fo model'ét,medicine and tike "scien
tific" model sigrilificantIy hampers the 'effectiveness oE treatmentY"Villagersin Gopalpbx,
India, for example,javoid going to the hospital beca se they trust'the local medicine
man. more faly (Khare, 1973). Guidotti (1973), for example, points out that a Western
physician may fail to diagnose illnesses which are very real to the:odoc Indian in
California, or he may overly umphasize a disease which cfoes not greatly bother thg
Indian: ...lita.toand slowly killing diseasels have been a condition of life tO,the Indian
for countless centuries. Guidotti severtly indicts the narrow perceptions of We-Wm
medicine on the Modoc reservation:

V'

Western medicine fails to provide the close support and attention that It

native treatment'eprovides and eeems determined to alienate th patienta
from his family, his land his culture, and all the other sou ces from

...4"which hp draws strength...hot only are ehe [Indian] attitudes ards
health di*ferent, but the collision of centgries of trival exper ence
end a discordant aggressive alien society have produced perceptions
and...constructs which are interpretable only from within the .

patient's own culture. Indians who haveretained their traditional
beliefs often see Western medicine as a very superficial, palliative
magic which fails to perceive or deal with the profound disharmony
'in the umiversal order of things which is illness (Guidotti, 1973:-
101-102).
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It- should be noted p i4enthetically tHat a recent effort to estalish a Navajo Medical
school in New Mexico.in order to bridge the gap has been enmeshed in bureaucratic delays
for the Oast aeven ears ((!oldberg, 1978). 0.

v

a

. .
,

The Western mdical Abdel, then, in.addition to encounterdng the general,problems
Of technology transfer discussed *low, is inhibited by the prevalence of alternattula
folk modeis that prevent a consendue-between'doctor and patieat, a consensus oftem6con-

!

'eidered necessaryfor effectivernedical intervention (see Fabrega, 1975). We feel that
,

if alternative folk models are incorporated.into the Western health eare system, instead
of being viewed aa competing with it, the chancea for effective intervention will be -

.higher. this is in addition to ihe current roli of folk or traditional medicine in .filline
the gaps left by.the spiere shortage of Westetn7trailbed manpeoweat and facilities.

-t

ThecProblems of Technoloiy Transfer'
. -

1.
The importation of-the Western medical system into'non7Western countries, in addi--

tion-to being hampered fly the built-in rimitatiOns,discussed above, also:sbffers 'from the,
general problems confronting the transfer of technology.in any sphere.

.

Spectacularly successful as the Western medical systim has been, its effectiveness
.

alone is not eaough to assure that once available to the:people of a developing country.'
' It will be gratefully accepted and itidely utilized. Indeed, as we have learned from four,
decades-Of research on planned change and the utilization of innovations in'such diverse

.

spheres as agriculture and education-as well as medicine, the mere availabllliiy of an
innovation whose technical superiority has been deionstrated is rarely enough to secure'
adoption (see Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971; Havelock, 1971). Rea:archers have repeatedlyi.
-poinwd out that the following fa,tors are nb lets important:.

1. Relative cost. Effective though the' innovation may.be, its sheer cost may'limit
-,its ukefulness. Medical services at ;he Village level, even When nomipally free
or available for token fees, are often prohibitively-expensive when bus fare and

-absence from Irk arelcalculated. Press (1978) nOres, for example, that in,Third
. World citieb dein physicians,,clinics and hospitals tend to serve the middle. ,

and upper classek,.whereas the poacest turn to the Much cheaper neighborhood
healbrs. Even mdre unfertanate is Ihe fact that operating modern, Western-donated
facilities in the capital%rity'may drain the nation4s health budget and thus
result in even poorer service to the eural population (see Ahmed, 1977), Indeed
Foster (1977) and others believe that prohibitive costs rather than cultural .

resistance to -change is the major sbstacle to greater utilization,of modern
health care.,

I N.

2. Manpower.shortnge, .It ia undeniable that even where modern faciliries exist,
trained manpoaer is in- deSperatel7 thort supply and time is not 'reason to believe
the shortege.vill'be alltviaeed-in the near future. In Mali, for example, there

..were only 108.physicians in 1972 for a pop4latibn of over 4 million, a ratio Of
-about 4(1,0001persens per physician. Of these:physicians 82 or over three fourths
lived in the major,cities. The majority of Ole rura1Topulati6m, therefore, was
not served.by physicians at all. As Imperator (197.5) paints out, in the rural
areas in Mali modern heajth facilities are extremely limited, consisting often of
a sMall bush dispensary with a few diagnostic facilities and'a handful of medi-
cations rather than a fully staffed dispensAy with a well-itocked pharmacy.'
The situ4lionais no'better in other African and Asian countries. Compared.to one
physician per 6q2 persons la the United States, irdIrChad there Is dne physician '

a
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Per 44,382 persons, in India one physician per and in Nepal one

physician per 36,540 persons (United Nations Statist 1 Yearbook, 1976).. As

FOster (1977) points nut,."Paradoxically, the growing acceRtance of Western medicine

- is creating'a crisis in moat 4p/eloping countries. There are not now, nor will

there be in the foreseeable faure, sufficient fully-trained health personnel to

ieet all health needs." It itvinot surprising, then; that most the population of .

the worldp,especially in rurhl areas, is served by traditional-medicine men, not

by modern medical pracptionars. e

3. Unanticipated c'onsequences of planned change. The benefitwof Western. mç4icine

in developing countries have teen considerable. In Egypt, for example, he '

crude-d Ate has dropped from 20 per 1006 in 1948 to'12 per 1000 in 1974, with

life e ectan at birth increasing from 36 (males) and'41 feniales) in the 1930's

- to 52 (males) a d .54 (females) in 19,4. In.Brazil the crude death rate dropped to

9 and life expec andy increased from 37 (males and femafis),to'58 (aales) and

61 (females). B comparison, the crude deatt rate in t4e.United kates is 9 and

the life expect ty 68. (males)"and 76 (femalea) (United Nations Statistical Vearbook;'

1951, 1976),.' Notwithstanding these gains, the importat.ton. pf theLWestern mbdical.

' system has.resulted in some disturbing unanticipated coneeqUeticed: Chief amang

these have been overpopulation as a result of reduced_moftaitty, verious'problems

resulting from the prolongation of life beyond its econotically.producOme span,

an increase in the prevalence of some chronic diseases, and occasionally

extessive dependency on drugs. These have contributed to some disenchantment wit

modemmedicine in the developing Cougtries no less than in the West.

Compatibility.- One oi the moat impoitant factors in the adoptien of innoVations

is the perceived compatibility of the innovation,with the user's'beliefs, values,-

and behavioral.patterns. A now classic example from the field of agricultural

extension is.the introduction of hybrid ieed corn in New Mexico in 1946 (see Rogers

and Shoemaker, 1971). The results were spectacular: The yield frem the hybrid '

seed was.double the yield from the old seed and within a year over balf the farmers

adopted tit-knew seed. During the next two years, however, all.but three Of the

farmers. whb had adopted the new'seed discontinued it, although its technical

superiority was unquestioned. The reason was that the corn was used to make

tortillas for local consumption, not only for Animal,feed (as the extension agent

had assumed), and the farmers' wives did not like the flavor and texture of the

new hybrid corn: The innovation had failed despite its undeniable technical'

.superiority because it did not agree with local taste preferences. In another

case, as Guidotti .(1973) points out in the,excerpts quoted above, the incompati-

bility.betWeen Western medicine and the native perceptions of .fhe Modoc Indians

in California seriously hampers the utilization af such modern medical care as.

is -Available. The Western-trained physician may fail to diagnose or.to perceive

illnesses which are real to the Indian, or may emphasize diseases Intl:eh areneither

discomforticag nor disabling to him. It will,be remembered that to the Modoc

Indian, as to many millions of the Earth's inhabitants, neither min nor's slowly

killing disease presents a frighteningrimospect: Hellas lived with both for

countless centuries. A different sort qT value clash centeraken the.importance of

privacy, which may prevent the Modoc Indian'from revealing his personaf affairs '

to the health; worker for fear it might come to the attention of opposing factions

in the Village and thus be used against him.

The Rockefeller anti-hookworm campaign in Ceylon, (Foster, 1977) rdyealed another

.example of the need to.overcome percepiteel and attitudinal irmompmibilitrbefore health

.care can be effectively administeredr The.campaign to...eradicate hookWorm failed partly.
4
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e
because it was conceived as
logic of preventing disease
problems, wounds; abscbsses
medical teams today Combine

)

A different type of value incompatibility is manifested tn the resistance of
Weste -trained .paalth bureaucracies and-professionals to changes Chat may threaten
their psition or thefi cherished roleexpectations: In this reSpect'they are no different.
from ireauçracies and profeseiona S elsewhere, of course; indeed from human beings and

.

strictly preventive, and the.Ceylorse could not sccep,t the
, . .

through environmental sanitetion whiletpeir more pressing
and acute diseases, were going untreated. Fortunately most
prelaientive with cp,ative care (Foster, 1977).

organ zations in general. A COM= .example is,the frequent relUctance of physiciara,
.

and.nurses to relinquish same of their tasks to sdbprofessionala,.eVen when the phypicians

. and nurses themselves are.hopelessly overburdened and ehe change will cfearly'benefit , ..

the client population. This was the-case in Tanzania,'where a reorganizatibn of mother-
and-child-health clinia0 to-offer more,comprehensive and adcessible care was initially
opposed by-the clinics',staffs-(Hart, 1518). AsApater (1977) notes, "Phyakians are
anxious46 use everY level of healtp, worker in furthering a hdalth program...but ;he '
words 'diagnose' and 'prescribe' evoke the strongest feelings ofprofessiofialrosSeatiive-
ness," Another bureaucratiOturdle,toimproving health:eare delivery is the reeistance,
of clinic staffs to combining preventive and curative care, a practice which, aa.we saw
above,,is necessary if the.people are to trust the government clinics and utif/U.t119m
extensively (see Foster, 1977p Hart, 1974). Thede are but a few examples of entrenched
buireaucratic patterns and professional attitudes which, like the traditional values and
attitudes of clients, impede change.

These,Ahen, are some f the obstacles to a wider'utilization of Western medicine
in developing countries, obstaclewhich prevent western medicine in these countgies .

from achieving the same speclacular'gains ds in the-West. There ia a growing awareness
in the international health community that C e only way to assure adequate health care
in the future is to integrate traditional he lth resourceS into the Western medical
system and thus to utilize all of the countrys resources in the service of effectiv,!.
medical care. Such integration must be done on a limited.and eareful basis, of coerae,
to prevent the abuses of traditional medical practices'from being perpetuated.

-,

What are the systems of medicine now serving.the majority of the populationlIn .

developfng countries and what areiheir implications foe the Western medical system?
! .

Traditional Medical Systems

The,persistence of traditional-conceptions of disease and'traditional medical
practices side by side with a Western medic,01 system fies been amply documented. Thus
the government of India's Report of the COmmittee on Indigenous'System of Medicine (1948:
76) says, "It is admitted by all that at the preaent time Indian medicineministers to
more than 80 percent of the population, and that it is perhaps the only kind of care
available in the rural areas." _That the ipbation in India is not greatly different
tdday ifit attested by Dunn (1976: 154-5):

In modern India, the indigenous systems remain enormously important
as providers of medical care, not only in the villages t also in
the cities, and there Can be no doubt that Ayuverda Unani [the
schdlarly m'edical traditiona of India's pastl contribute substan-
tially to the cumulati4 impact of these systems on Indian health
and ill, health...There can be little doubt that popular traditional
medicine will indefinitely suxvive, whihtever the. level of develop-
ment of cosmopolitan [i.e., Western] health ca,re.

6
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c
/ -; indeed; 6-Leslie 0976: 1) points out, "tile health concepts and practices of mogt

people in thedlerld.:todpy continue traditions that evolved dUring entiquityX althoug
'

only a few, sucg ad the Chinese, Ayuverdic and Unani tradItiena, continue as scholarl-

ap well+as portlier traditions.
AP

.

.ThesA three Asian systems share in tommon au overall conception of disease,and an

:overall omgenigetion okiractice which actually underlie many other traditional exist mt)
of medicine (gee pielieN976; Opler, 1933; Kit-eine, 1976; Imperato, 1975). They ar

based on a finite number of "Inumois" which are actually aliguments of Opposing qual -

ties: hot-Cold, wet-dry, male-female, strong-424k, etc. , The e tibrium of these

physi4ogy are vi d as intimately bound with the social attd.p sical enviroamAnt indea#1i, qualities maintains ealth and their disequilibrium causes,illne a. Haan anatogy d

with the coamet- Ience treatment cepsists of restoring-a state of hermalby between he_

of diet, bal medications,.b vioraI modifitatipnat or ritua;e,
e.environinent within the body. Thig is.done byrthe manipuli al

.

-body

It must be eq-haeiged that wpile many'folk curers are charistansand quacke, o f

ceurse, much tradit -nal medieine Xpe firmly grounded in(i4cient.traditioes of ratlonal

learni and, re res lengthy periods of .formal education before one ftiowed to
:

prEcati, Les ie (1976: 7), for example, rejects the assumptioptfiat all non-Westem

me ci is uns ientifict .-

By,c-. y recognized criteria, Chinese, Ayumerdid, and-Arabic Medi-

cines are scientific in substantial degrees. They invplve the

rational ude of naturplistic theoriei to organize'and interP et.

Algtematic empirical observatioes. Thiy have e41ftit, orde
Ways of recording and teaching this knowledge and they have s
efficacious methods for promoting health and for curing illness. N.

. ,

Thus Kiteme (1976) reports that the training of African hearerfOs a life-long

enterprise, often learned from one's father thtough an arduous apprenticeship. The

apprenticeship requires periods of meditation in.the forest, communing with the forces

of nature, the mastery0 over.200 pharmacological'herbs, x'egsive self-martification,

elaborate rites-depassifge and a rig d code of ethics: Cui tti (1973) similarly reports

that/the Ach shaman, beforbei1g admittedto practice, must undergo a long.and

rigorous tr ning during which he mus ster and control a variety of npains" which

are consid ed the etiological factors of disease. To incorporate these-"pains" into hia

body the shaman must cooperate with an interceding spirit, be instructed by an older

shaman, and uniergO special initiation ceremonies. Thua "Shamanism was not an arbitrary

and disorganizZd body 'of belief, although it may have degenerated te this in the hands

of some quack practitiopers after the.white invasioTO indeed, fused with insights obtained

flrom mysticism and altered states Of.consciousness, shamanism has made major contributions

to yestern pharmacopoeia (Guidotti, 1973). It is not surprising, then, that in many

coubtries native medical traditions are highly orgdnized in associations of practitioners, '

teaching institutions, and research institutions. This is particularly true in India and

in China, where the governments recognize and support the-native traditions (see Leslie,

1976). It is harder to accept, o'r to justify, ttle disdain 'commonly manifested by same

Western-trained medical practitioners toward native practIces, particularly in light ctf,

thelna4equacy of Western medicine at its current level to meet the needs of the people

in many developing nations.
I

That traditional medical systema serve manyLneede not being adequately.served by

Western medicine, id addition to filling the vaccuum created by the shortage of.Western-

trained manpower and the high cost of training, is undeniable. These functions are' both

.4p

.
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psychological and sociological, and they differ someahat between stable traditional
Societiesand.those undergoing of rapih urbanization and modernization.
They include the following:

, l

,

1. Relief pf stress and anxiety caused by the uncertainties of illness. By treating
:the "whole personelity""and by viewing health. "as a domplex; ecologically confained
phenomenon, with natural, super -nateral, ritual and social causaiion" (Ademuwagum,
1969: 1087), they operate on the basis of the same cultural premises as their
patients and are able to invoke cultural, religious and peycholegical upport tO
relieve anxiety,_41,n addition, the medicine men uge therapeutic'devic .whiCh are
familiar to the fitient, including everyday feods and drinks, familier taboos and
superstitions, and a common language or dialect. This'further reducke_the anxiety.
inherent in contact with the unfamiliar world of modern-pedicine. Khare (1973), for
example, reports that in India villagers Are often relucthnt'to seek medical aid
.outside the village because ;ley cannot expect the same amquetof sympathy and
care that they get from the nativedhealer. They also trust ihit native healer more
beCause he does not use unfamilisetreatment. The hospital in the nearby town

unvisited, becaUAOthe care it provides is perceivecias-dold, dehumanizing,
and stress-provoking. .

7

2. Cost and convenience4 As we have seen above, modern medical care, even when offered
-.free of charge or for a nominal fee by a governmegt clinic, is exeensive and _

inconvenient when we calculate the cost of,transportation for a mother with several
children or of a day's unpaid absence from work. Press (1978) estitates that of '

the low-income 'clientele of a Bogotaclinic, 30% to 40% could ilot be cured either
because they could not afford the coet of,propet treatment or because their im-
poverisheci environment counteracted the.effects of antibiotieg-10"mtbe drugs,.
Women in Moslem sOcieties may be further inhibited from trayeling outs e the
village to seek medical help because of strong cultural restrictions on
bility. By contrast, the traditional healer lives nearby, Charges affordable fees,
and is available day and night.

.%

Primary group involvement. Not only do traditional hearers manifest a more particu-
laristic, affective and diffuse attitude than do Westerii'medical practitioners (i.e.,
the former are more personally involved:with the patient'and tend tcotreat "the
whole person"), but they often involve Ahe entire family as well as,the community

t

lithe process of diagnosis and treatmedt. This is not only emotionally gratifying
he patient, but it reinforces his motivation to comply with the prescribed

OW treattent (Ademuwagum, 1969).

4. leontrol of deviance. For the closely-knit traditional community,
may constitute an important mecheaism of social control, by.diagno
-disease or ill-fortune'and by prescribing corrective Measures. -
b Opler (1963} is the Indian villager who suddenly became irrati
an alarmed his family by loudly criticizing india's national leaders and praising
those of Pakrstan. A shamanistic-rite revealed that-the cause of his daagerous
behavior was the evil influence of the ghost of a Muslim and that he was being
-punished for having stolen an offering to the gods.4, He was ordered to pay back and
the deranged behavior, once isolated an4 codOemned; ceased. In this anstance the
eause of the deviant behavior was diagnosed as supernatural yet ultimately the doings
of Ale deviant; his dangerous behaV'ior was safely contained...The traditidnal healer
also acts'as an agent to control overly lusty-Appetites, restoring sociareqUilibrium
by draivatiing and reinforcing the idea thlit it fb daaserous to covet unattainable
wealth and wer (see' Landy; 1974). Unlike Western med cine, which asks, "How did

es%

raditional medicine
ng the cause of

example offered
1 and violent

AMA
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I get sickt," traditional medicini'aska "Why.did I
Tt ultimately ptovidea a astisfiingamawer douched
sykem of retribution.and Ihstice. Ws imparts a
'acceptance of.the inevitable.(sed Hughes, 1978).

_and ncs,t ',say;tteighbor get sick"?

in tetms of !Some super-human
senser of ritaignatiop and. an

;

Presiv(1978) and Landy 0.974).note thelipedial4"additieeal functionsef tfidi-:
tional healers.in transtional societies.- hialera servingrecent urban nig anti
in the_tedming cities of developine,countriei. 'Th7funcifena include t
following: .

5;2 Minimiz4 the trauma of'61tural change; the-traditional healer as IIculture.;'
, .

brokerfl. araditional,4esleis help to maintain the per!Onality integraiion of
the rural migrant in a'baffling urbih milieu:hi interpreting illneasin familiar

,tertos and by,exhibiting familiar behavidkal, linguistic and iittitUdihiLspatterno..-
At the same time; the urban fOk healer Oftelaineorporates scientificrermiholmgy

. into older magical:throeght patterns, prescribes entibiotics,and refers difficult
cases-to a.governmant h9spital.64 clinic. \Ile thus helpit..0 ease the migrant'fi7
.adaptaredon to modern health usage and to moderft_cultural patterns in general.

,. The healer's role then, n 'Deny cases, has been resynthesized to intorporate
modern elements; he hail-become mot i change resistor butei change agent,. mediating.
beiween'the old and thenew worlds.

, .

6. Alleviating personal'stress resulting from social disorganization; uprOotingrand _..1--

change. In cities wider econo;ic opportunities combine.with the attenuation of as--Ir
cribed status and with increased-social mobility to raise the aspiration level of
recent rural migrants. Inadequately prepared and disadvantageouily located,
however, migrants commonly fail to attain their aspiration!. ,As Coelho and Stein
(1977: 382) put.it, "Their hopes are dashed ty shanty towns, social ghettos, under-
employment, isolation, lack of assistance, and nostaligia mixed with frustration.
Little by little the hoped-for well-being turnsinto daily frustration; faintly,
life disintegrates, health VS threatened." Traditional mgdicine, by encouragiilg ..---

displacement of responsibility for failure from self to other sources, rationalizes
failure and alleviates the stress resulting from it. This is different from the

efunction of rural healers in lowering aspirational ifvels'or miniaizingsattempis
'Ito achie

. ,

ve.
.

0

7. Fostering ethnic identity. X ethnically heterogeneous cities traditional medicine

. ,

provides i focus for'group identity bY distinguisping between ingroup members and
nonmembers. it thus supplements other aspects of the group's culture such *as
religious and ethnic rituals.

q e

.

When we

i

onsider the diverse functions of traditionalmedicine in rural as weft as
oin urban scie

t
ies, it is not surprising that it has survived in spite of the increasingly

successful onsl ughts of modern medicine. Indeed.,,it has either,survived intalf or made
a significant comeback even In present-day United States. As the New York Times has
recently reported (Vecsey, 1978), spiritual healing, long associated with Pentecostal
grodps, is rapidly gaining acceptance in Catholic and Episcopal churches.. It seems that
by appealing to deep-seated psychological cravings, spiritual healing fulfils a need
nat being met by modern.Western medicine ia4n in a society where the dominant Aolk-model
is the scientific one. This is much more true in societies wl ong-nonscientific
folk traditions and where Western medicine does not have EirinTt4qat npower to meet the

needs of the population.
0

a
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Conclusions: Towards Integ eed Medical Care. -

In the final account the WHO dainition of health as "a state of total well- ag"
cannot be :Ilk without an integrated ort-at rural development, Since freedom fr
disease must-be complemented bylfreq from hunger, frqn repression, and from ignorance.
It is clear that efforts to improve health care must be a c.oinpanied by economic develop-
ment, educational upgrading, and political liberation. Thedetalls of sUch an integrated -

u

approach, however, lie'ouside the scope of the present paier. For the purpose at hand, 4

it is important to emphasise that.in order to meet t.1*.goal set by the WHO definition
the issue of health manpower needs must be reconsidered in ther,context of the tatal
national health system. The questicioti to ask is,,"What kind of health system do we need"?'
instead of "What kind of health manpower do we.need"?

WHile the ciaestipn of %kat kind of health skstem a country needs.depends on its
unique sociocultural and economic chracteristits, it is possible to establish some general./
guiAelines. It is clear thae'heelth care must be oriented towards serving the needs of

-41 the people in the country and'not only the urban or the more well-to-do. The fecus -

of health planning should be on primary health care in the villages rather than on
technologically sophisticated health care in the cities, as has been traditionally the
case in bard-pressed developing countries attempting to modernize rapidly. ilahault
(1976) seggests an integrated hierarchicaPapproach to structuring national health systems.
At the'lowest.leVel he envisione village dispensaries praviding rudimentarY'primary health
care to'local communities. 'irimary care, acCording te Flahatilt (1976: 442), "provide
simple and effective services that are readily'accessible_to patients and help to improve
the living conditions of individuals and communities." This includes preventing the
spread of communicable diseases through vaccination; treatment, and referral;,mother and
'Child care; health education for better hygienic and sanitary habitsiletc.) Village , 4

dispensaries are to be supplemented, supported, and cbordinated by rural health centers,
by rural hospitals, by district and.regional health servi s, and finally by specialized

p
national institutes university hospital centers'; At ach level of centralization the
services provied ar more specialized and the level o all training is more advanced.
Thus while rural hospitals and.regional centere are to at least partially staffed-by
fully trained medical personnel, village dispensaries re to be staffed entirely by
auxiliary health workgrs. These workers will originate from the community; .receive only
a few months' trainivg, and continue to work at their usual occupations. They will need
to besupervised and assisted regularly by the central vganizations. It is at ehis
point that the Western and the traditional medical cultures intersect.: The auxiliary health
workers may be recruited from the practitioners of traditional medicine who are willing
to undergo training and to sUbmit to supervision. Tflis will assure the cegmatibility of
the health wcirkers' approach with the attitudes and perceptrons of the clients, and at the
same time will incorporate into the Western:medical system alternative folk medical systems
which constitute'poteitial sources of resistance to it.

6.

4htN
One example of an integrated approach to primary, health cere is the WHQ project in

If So:belie (see-Ahmed and Steinglass, 1978). Folldking independence in 1960 all practicing
physicians left the country. By 1973 there were 193 physicians in the country, of whom
.135 were Somali. rThis meant a ratio of one physician for every 15,500 persons. More than,.
90% of these physicians worked in urban centers. There were only four dentists, 770
nurses and midwives, and_74 medical laboratory technicians. Since 1960 health planning
'efforts have followed tbelraditional pattern in sleveloping countries. In the last decade
Somalia has devoted a veryOlirge portion of its health budget to establishing a medical
school, where the'teaching, done primarily by Italian doctorsis largely theoretical and
academic, and to,Aexpanding the three schools for nurses and midwives; thus still Leaving
the rural populftion alio hout'access to modern medical care. By contrast with this

1/4
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familiar pattern of centralizing health resources in urban, hospital,based,.hith quality.
medical Care, WHO bas undertaken an innovative experident to'improve primary care to the
rural populatidn. ,Community -based village health wekkers, re5ruit4d partly from the ranks
of traditional ptactitioners, are being trained in rudimentary preventive medicine,
nutrition,,sanitation, and the treatmeni of common illnesses. After the training (which
lasts about three months) the/auxiliary health workers return to the village, Aete they
continue to work at thier usual occupations but are also responsible for community health
care. They are supported and supervised by the distrjet st f. To be sure, the project
.has encountered numerqus bureaucratic obstacles, particulii y objections to its "alien'
origins (it,is supported by WHO and thus is not a part of tfhe national health system).
It has also created a need for mare personnel at the distr t lever to supervise and
train the auxiliarrhealth workers, as well as a nded fA. tIçining in community health-
care at all levels. In anyfisase, the iriterfacs between the lkalth hureaucrecy and the
people it serves has been transformed and the balance has shi ted back to the community.
Far the fiist time the tural population is being served by Western7trained medical 1

personnel, howe er rudimentary their tS'aining and equipment.

yhet.er menot traditionAl dical practitioners can be formally integrated into
the natio 44i 1 he lth services, the important point is that health care should be-avail-
ab,ls to 41. Ir..der to-make ."a state of physical, mental and social-well-being" hvaia-.'
ableto all peo e, it is necessary to refocus the efforts of the heelth care system
towards the needs and values of the people in rural communities; it is necessary to
b ing them intoNtbe process of healthtare which affects their

..
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Purpóse
. .

. .

The purpose of this paper is to aid in conceptualizing and predicting outcome
variables for studies of. the impact of nutrition anA.nutrition-related heeith programa
op family composition and structure.. An attempt is made tO emphasizeAriutceme measures

. of potential utility to action programs. After a discussion on the relevance Of the c
problem, this paper presents a model.of the impact of be#lth and nutrition programa.on .

family size and structure. This model focuses on the st pertinent variables aad tele:-
tionships in the experience of.the authors.. Sectioi tiiree delineates some basic
methodological issues, while Noction four presents some concrete auggestio a for data
,collection and analysis. A true methodologicil manual would run to bookI egth. We have
merely.highlighted several important aspects,of data collection and refer the reader

. .
.....

6 other sources on methodology that we feel are particulayly useful.

Relevtice

During the zourse of the conference where'this paper-was presented, many questions
were raised about the validity'sad utility of evklbation efforts. .1Ieny of these comments
were Airected at the difficulty of "proving" that a'given program had a'specific impact.

,

For example, how can one know whether an observed drop in merbidity in infanta wae due ,
to a supplemental feeding programowhen other factors such as lowered exposure to pathogens
due to behavioral changes, vaccinations, etc. may.have been operating? There is no
question that theobjfctivea of many health and nutrition programs ma5,, be.realized through_
a multiplicity of factors which are difficult Or impossible to distinguish. A "perfect"
evaluation, which explains everything, may be Impossible or possible only at great coat.
$ut it may be possible to understand a great deal about your program with 20 percent of
the effort of,the most comprehensive evaluation. Such coMprehensive evaluation may not
be a readonable goal, but the other extreme of rejecting evaluation leaves a program with

,

no parameters co guide it. An empirical assessmeht Of the impact-of, program, based on
as much evidence as possible, will be better than assuming you are on the right track with-
out ever 7ooking for evideoce to support or disprove your assumption.

There appear to be several types of evaluation possible where the impadt of health
programs is concerned. One tkpe measures the extent to which program-goals are
achieved, and the extent to which thosa achievements can be attributed'Io the program
(program impact). A secondAype measurei the effectiveness' of the dellvery of the
services offered. This is actually a'measUrement of program process, huf that process
in turn affects the degree to which the program is,.:need, and thus affects its imPact.
A third, less usual type _of evald6ion attempts to measnie the,unintended consequences
of a program, its impact in areas other than the district program goali. An example of
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the type of goal measured in the first type of eValuation would be "to lower the infant

mortality to leVel 'x' or below," ,In Ihis case, questions are asked about the best way

to do this (vaccinations, food supplementation, treatment of infection, improved economic

status of the family, health education for the'mother, etc.,) . As Patrick Marnane says
in his paper presented at this conference, the type of experiments (such as treatment
for one grou0 and nof another) which planners woad like often are.difficat to carry
out for ethical and practical reasons (45). Oftem, ercarce resources dictate "natural"
experiments where a type of program may be tried firit in one region., Many other tines,
the oatcome of.compbnents of theprogram can be predicted, thus aiding in ,the assessment
of the impact. For example, if you know a measles vaccine is highly effective and if.is
administered to roughly 80 percent of the children tn,a given population, a drop in the
incidence of measles may be very likely due to the program efforts. Mortality as well
as morbidity may be affected, since it is also known that the death tate for measles is
higher in a poorly nourished popelation. Thus, you might Also be able t.401ypothesize
that.an obgerved-drop in the:infant mortality is due, at,least in part, to the vaccina-

tion program.

The second type of evaluation mentioned abovelt; lot of whatpyou decide to do,
but how wellyot do it. This is, the evaluation of the efficiency of a program in deli-

vering-services. In many ways, this type of fvaluation is easier than the first, It

.is possible to find out who is using your *vices how'they feel about them, and how
to improve the services so that more peopfe.will use them and ftnd them easy to use.'
The value of this type of evaluatioa shouldbe clear. Obviously, you want to make.the

most efficient use of-your resources. (Unless your goals also include factors such as
employing as many people as possible eventhough that is a less efficient way to deliver

pervices.) ObviOusly, if your programls poorly delivered, that will affect Its
iMpact. No,t incidently, that would also makegigLe difficult to,assess the value
of a given course of action. A good example ype of complication is when you
assume that people didn't use.a contraceptive program because they didn't-want
to space or limir thetr families, when in fact, the women in that society Nippened to
be extremely reluctant td be examined by male physicians, and the programtmaff
included no female physicians.

As discussed previously, impact evaluation has another dimension as well as tise
two just described.- Whatever your goals, your course of attion, and your health care
delivery system,.any or all of.these cen have unintended consequences. The example .

ofiiiemeasles vaccination program described above may We taken a step fut-ther 'If the

.infent mortality rate has dropped (supposedly due in ;Sart to lower rates of itction),
then more children will survive than.did previously. If this is not reduced a ordingly,

then the completed family size will be larger. Depending on economie and other'circum-

stances, this may be either/4 advantage or a disadvantage to tshe familY-. In any'

case, the growth rate for the population will be higher and this in,turn. will have a
set of ippacts such as increased need for jobs, education, health services and othef

resourceq. This is an example of the impact of health programs on familrsize and'struc-
ture which went largely unpredicted during the early decades in ehia Century when great,
emphaske was placed on reducing morbidity and mortality. This prediction caald have
.helped sooieties plan for these changes in population size and structure.. While
causality can.never be proved, such analysis and predictions of ,likely outcomee are
essential for planning, and for feedback to programs. For example, an atteMpt to \

improve the nutritional status of families may be thwarted by the.increase in.family sae
as more children' survive so that'family resources may be shered'aPong more people, thus

lowering the amount of food available per capita, and lowering.the nutritional status
of the family once more. Clearly, unintended consequences can be either related or:

unrelated to program goals.
A
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lese uninteided consequences of prograidi calf for a broader t}i0: of evaluation than

has been previously the rile. Family composition and stiracPure are among the variables
infldwing and being influenced by health and nittrition programs which have received
relatively little attention. Because they both hffect hea behaviOr and are affected
by health programs, it becomes doubly important to measure em and their relationship.
to such programs.

C.
1

41. ,

There- is abundant -cOmpafat.ive evidence ftpm the wide.ranga of different.human
'societies that familiar social groups Play-an exceedingly important role in human life,-
ways. From the very earliest periods of humpa.(Ind-even pre-human) hi.storyç the primary .

domestic or houaehold unit has been a majoCcomponent of human adaptallon. in many
societies it is the primary unit for'procuring, preParing and digtributini food. The
maintenance ahd socialization of children,..awell as the provision of affeO4ve bondS
hmong adults., appear to,require stable, JongLlasting family clustrs,4ad.eVery human
society for which.We have adequate dit-a.is founded on strong fanny units. -

0

Withokit downplaying the iMporptance:of larger social groups the baud,_village
or more complex,'city, state and'hational communities ft is,clear thft.thehousehold.
is a ;fery basie elemAnt in the successful-maintenance of hhhan'life systeMs. It-is tp
be exPeCtecrihat the nature of this unit, in terms:Df its orgatizition, composition
and atructurSwill vary in'relationto particular ecologiCal-econOmie requiremeats;
That is, different types of enVironments.4equire,different kinds of family or.Aanization
for their-successful exploitatiOn.- For.example,".the divisiPh-of labor between,adult male
and fetale.within the houpehold will take quite differene forms in-,an Eskimo hand, as

. compared wifh a-Mexitan fargling communityor an Amazonian-horitcultdral village. More-
dOrepver intracultural differences,in family,_orhodsehold structure refleet phis Same
.principle. For example, ruraIhouseholda-often have different compbsitionthan'their
urban counterparts, even when cultural origins are the pame for both.

.Marry.human.groups save fatilieathat are quite:different from the monoiamous,
nuclear family Aructure that EuroAmeriean tend to regard as "normal4._ WideSiread
in human societies one finds varying types extended family'hodseholds-thit contain more
than one marital bond amohg adult membera,-o ten with generational continuity as well.

-For example, an extended family structdre ma .consist of an older-generation husbitnd-
wife pair, plus one, two or more married sons and/or daughters (and their spouses),..with
their children, all living-in the aame-resid tial unit 00 sharing economic.resources.
Other variations include polygamy (marriage th 'more than one individual at a time),
matrifocal or female-headed household's% and he.4nclusion Of non-kfn orfictiiie kin (such
as compadres5 in the household.

These variations in social group memb rship suggest!that we should distinguish
between the.concepts of "family" and "hous old." Typically, social scienelsts define
the household as "a group of people. liyi Ogether.in a;Single domicile, sharing
food and.other resources, whethtr or n conSanguineally related." Families, on the
other hand, do not necessarily all ye-together; Furthermore, different Cultures and
subcultures may have very diffe t conceptualizations of!whaf a "family" is and who.is
included within it. Even within a society the definition may vary wich context. In

North American usage, for 6cample, the phrase, "just thelkamily," (used in connection
with-a ceremonial event) may-mean husband, wife and unmarried children or.a wide nerwork
of kinspeople, includihs eunts, uncles, cousins and so on. For many theoretical and
practica,1 purpoges"(including evaluating the impact of health and nutrition programs),
the household, rather than the family is the relevant unit of attention.

,

In order tg facus on the.impact of health and nutrition'programs on-hodgeholds,
the importaat Underlying cdhtept of hdman adaptation-must be taken into account. The
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basis of this concept is that much of human behavior is not randoM,'

adaptatioNx particul*-environment (socio-economic as well as phy

pologicar e gists theorize that beliefs and behaviors that affect fer

ut represents an
al). Anthro--
ility, death

and disease rates are major.factors in the adaptationse444telpan societies. Over time:

every satiety develops behavioial strategies which maxiMize gains and minimize losses

in its population size relative to particular environments (I)'. "Good" mlni-max -

strategiea improve theserelatione,in terms of the number of individuals Particular

environments can eupport, and 'N17E-therefore adaptiveA.n strictly biological texts, -

There is goed evidence tha't human societies have always had some control over fertility'

and Mortality, Polgar, Dumond, Snd Hassan (X: 3, 4) present important evidenee that

both were lower during pere-bispric (neolithic) times than previously thought.

Looking at modern peasant populations, we find very few examples of reprodudtion

at the biologically possible maximum (one child every two years fhroughout the woman's .

reproductive *in). For example, an anthropologist working ih Haiti fOund that 404

'peasants in the-cul-de-sac region needed at least two sons and two daughters to survive .t. -

economically. -Given the high infant mortality rate, the mgan number of pregnancies per

wom-dn (around 9) over 40 was about right to achieve this. Obviously, the women are h'et

having the biologically pcPssible maximum nUmber of pregnancies (5). , OU the other hand,

.the mean number of pregnancies for women over 40 in highland Ecuador.was'7, restatihg in

the "tight" nuMber of living children for that economic system given the prevallIng infant. ,

mortality rate. Under a different, more generous subsistencesystem in lowland dor%

.
the mean nuTber of prignancies was 9 (The infant mortality in Ecuador is lower t an in 1 t

Haiti)-(6). Given the iMportance of human lhaptation as an influence on individual,

familial, household, and societal behavior, health and nutrition programs which alter

.ferpility and mortality patterns may strongiY Affect these social groupings. These

bffects are all the more important to note because many adaptations and the behaviors

which suftain tibem'are often not overtly recognized by the indiV%duals and groups whiCh

1
- -,practice them. This is- to say, the behaviors seldom result from 6 societal meeting where

somebodyaays:- "Our death rate just.went down because we improved our agricultural

production, so it's time to lower the birth rate." Moet behaviors evolve ()Vet- a long

. petiod of time, and persist because they are part of a successful adaptation to a given

environment. Gum ass'essment . of such behaviors is complicated by the fact that environ-
% ,

'mental' conditions may change, but thi development of new appropriate behaviors takes

' time. For example, malaria may be eradicated but certain areas may still be designated

"unhealthy" and people will not hunt.ar fi;h there, thus neglectinA a new resource area.

Still, it is essential to observe behavior and not merely ask q estions precisely because

14

. , y ,
many behavrors ao not result from decisions at the conscious 1 el.

On the other hand, even tbough many behaviors may not be o
,fluencing mortality and fertility, program,planners must be aware
being introdUced into a vacuum, but that considerable behayior chan
These changes may have unforeseen coliaequences which are not always

recognized as in-
programs areinot

may be necerisary.
arable in economic

or health terms. For example, introducing sppplementary feeding to a breast-fed infant

might reduce its demand on materna; milk to the extent that the mother might begin to

ovulate sooner than otherwise, resulting in the close spacing of'the next pregnancy wfth

possible detrimental effects on the mother.and bath children (7). Obviously, a program

would not withhold the supplement in this 'case, but would inform the mother of the

1 For a detailed discussfbn of adaptation in relation to morbidity and mortality see

"Cultural Ilalues and Behaviors Related to Population Change" by -S. Scrimshaw (8).
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potential early return of fertility and offer her ,the means of avoidingail unwanted
preghancy. 1

In this paper we focus on the household ae the primarrunit of anallois in ev
'tion. However, it should be clearthat this is but one of the several unils that mus

be eicamined it eireluiting programs, with,equal attention paid to theprOgram and service
delivecy components, as well as to the larger political and economic syStem of Which
-both householdi and programa are ipart. The household.unit shoilld not be regardtd as
either thq.major etiologic.agent in nutrition and health prOblems, nor as_the major. ,

obstaelt to successful change. However, in sone situatiodi it may be necessary to change
health-threatening:aspects of household orgeoization. For example, if high quality protein
foods are very unevenly distributed within the household Unit, improving the nutritional
status of alariembers may require a shift in food distribution patterns. Similarly,
in many instances_familrplanning and natality reduction may be an essential aspect of
a health action program ill order to improve thehealth status of child and.women of child
bearing age. '

0,
Our main theoretical assumption is that the hoUsehold, through its colleCtive re-

eources,'is a key mechanism within which individuals organize their efforts to meet basic-
Evenoin nutrition and health.programs that do net directly set out to.change some

, aspect of family structure land*organization, the changes that are instituted will:often
'bring about,structural reorganization of the bousehold'umit. Thias it follows,that careful
monitoring-and analysis of changes in this unit, in relation to interVention programs, should.
be an essentia/ aipect of evaluation.

II. A MODEL FOR GbNCEPTUALIZING THE IMPACT OF HEALTH AND NUTRITION PROGRAMS
ON FAMILY COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE

,

Evaluating the impact of health prolirams necessitates consideration of many variables
and their complex intertelationships: Even when the discussion of impact ialimited to '

family compoditions and structure, multiple relationships are involved. The following
model.(Figure 1) is an attempt to conceptualize some of these relationships in order to de-,
fine and clarify meavrements. We have not included all possible variables, but have
selected those that abear to be most signffitant for the purposes of this conference.
The model is constructed around independent variables that describe program inimits, and
dependent variables that may reflect the impact of those programs. The intervening vari-
ables represent the conditions through whiip the program may act, and the context variables_
reflect the effects of larger social forces that also influence changes in the dependent

,

' variables over time. It should be noted that the division of components into "dependent,"
,"intervening," "independent" and "context" variables is for heuristic purposes only. In,

other situations (e.g., epidemiological research) the status of these components may change
with respect to their categorizaticin asiPindependent,' "dependent" and so on. In reality

,

these components are related in a with-multiple and complex inter-
actions.

Independent variables in the Model.

'

Programs

In the usual case programa.of planned change'in the health field involve some
intervention (e.g. in the form of education, medical technology, health aides or a,
service facility),that introduces aspects of modern,,biomedically-based.health care
into areas of high infant mortalAty, chronic malnutrition, specific serioUa diseases
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(e.g. malaria, schistcisomiagis) or Combinations-,4,Plese. Tile interventions, or

inputs,-ewe often introduced into a geographic area, especia ly when they involve

day-to-day activities of health professionals and paraprofes ionals. Thua, the

independent variables are, in principle, observable in the f rm of specific adminis-

trative procedures such as food supplements, numbers of imm izations, measures to

eradicate mosquitoes and intrnductlon of speafic faily plain1ng information by

i&ntifiable petsonnel.
w

Despite theapparent clarity of suCh inputs, it is imp rtant ,to realize'thet

programa with prebumably similar inputs may have differentia iinpact-depending di the

local acceptability of the program content Ind the ways in wIich the program is(Pre-

canted or administered. "Medicine and Politics in-a Mexican Village" by Oscar Lewis

igand several other artiaea in the same anthology, Health,CUlture and,Community (9),

provide excellent examples,of this point. Because of such differentialeprogram
impacts, input variables must always be carefully obsetved at the point of impact

tn terms of both content and administratiOn (mode of delivery). An article On

"Cultural and Other Practital Considerations in tlie Evaluation okliaternal and Child

Health Services" by S. Srimshaw (10) containan'detailed discussion on the assessment

of .these two factors as they affect program acceptability. I.

+-

Context Variables ,

. -

There are many variables that may affect (and bp affected by) nutrition and

- health programa, which for the purposes of this paper can be Called context vari-

ables, as they are part of the wider community picture. The most relevant of these

for nutritionfand health programs include: education, economic status, migration,

political, forces and economic forces. A clean separation of variables is often not'

possible. Under the circumstancesowithin which families ata groups live, behavioral

.outcomes are often the results of complex interactions of economdc, psycholegical,

cultural, biomedical, and other factors. Evep the best research designs cannot cope

with all the "extraneous" variables that can affect oetcomes.

4.

In one example, T. Marchione (11) developed a rigorous before-and-after

pethodology to test the effects of a health aides program in a Caribbean coun;ry..

During the period of the study (1973 to 1976) the people affected.by the heall1) aidea

program showed improvement in nutritional status (as measured in the heights and

weights of smallchildren). After careful statistical assessment of the reaults,-

Marchione concluded that the improvements were indeed real, but they were apparently

brought'about by factors beond the Program, notably changes in cropping patterns
in response to world-wide price fluctuations, as well as national land'use policies.

Economic forces, especially as they impact on food produCtion, are often.the most

significantcontextual, or confounding, variables.
4000.4%,.

Within the'household, both economic statusAnd educational status are important

variables which often influence factors such as the u2e of health progEams'and the

effectiveness of intervention at the household level. Other importanfvariables
that affect household composiftion and,related characteristics are migration and patterns

by which additional persons (kin and non-kin) are incorporated into household units.

2 These two variables are each the major focus of other keynote papers prepared for this

conference. Consequently, they will notbe discussed in detail here.
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There ere ve ry few places in the world that,remain unaffected by urban in-
migration. In many areas of Latin America, es elsewhere, practically every family
is affected directly, usually through outmigration of younger members (12, 13)4:
Research on the *Pact of health program on femily compvition and structUre must
therefore somehow take into aceount the effects of thifilLigration.

4 a 111

At the receiving end of th e migratien patterns (in towns and cities) there is
often the development of households,with multiple additions, is relatives frem the
fural homelands arrive'to.seek their fortunes. Ugalde and associates (14) documented
the.striking importancs of kinship in the entire pattern of cityward Migration, noting
that "Among Migrants (to Mexico City) --NN 53 percent received help in finding housing,
.ane 48 perCent received temeorary'food and shelter from their Mexico City relatives.
The large household sizes they documented in Cd. Juarez, Mexico City, Cali and
Barranquilla reflect the influx of kinfold rather than high 'birth rates in the city,
In Mexico City' (six neighborhoods) 38 percent of households had nine or more people,
in Barranquilla the filgure was 15 percent, wht1e 27 percentqf households in . 0\

a "suburb".of Cd. Juatez had nine or more persons.

In another stedy, focused on Seuador, urban households were larger than either .

coaptal or mountain rural arees. Also, More than half the urban households consisted
of extended famdlies, as compared to 40 percent of the rural coastal households and -

24 percent of .tbe mountain households. The same study-revealed, great deal of Communi
cation and visiting between family members in rural and urban areas. Clearly, these
interchanges can be hypothesized)to influence the acceptability of programs focused
on changing health behavior, through people's increasing exposure to new ideas (6).

Intervening,Variables

1. Health Behavior

PrograMuse, as reflected in actual health behavior, is classified as an intev-
veni varia Thble for the purposes of this analysis. e contefit and administration
of p ograms and the context variables are all teen as affecting program use. Healtk
behavior in turn affects rates of mprbidity, mortality, and fertility as well as (

household composition And structure. However, it may be affected by them as well.
, (These concepts will ire- discussed-and illustrated in the next few pages).

.
..

Morbidity, Mortaiity and Fertility

.
.

The inputs from health and nutrition programs are generally expected to have a
direct ipact on rates of morbidity, mortality and fertility. In almost all cases
reductidn in these rates is the hoped for outcome. The re ctions in illness, un-
timely deeths, and unwanted pregnanciee in their turn have ffects on a variety of ,

social, saltural and eqpnomic features. Therefore, as,indi ted in Figure I we
consider the changeS'in morbidity, mortality and natality to be intervening variables,
elthough they may,also be considered dependent variables since they are affected by
health behaior and by househq/d (and family) size and composition.

3. Household Size and Compositiee

For the purpose of this analysis, household size and composition are mainly
considered dependent variables. However, it must be emphasized that these variables
may affect and be affected by the context variables, health behavior, and by
morbidity, moitality and fertility. Thus, in some cases they act as intervening
variables.
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Dependent Variables
0

.
As noted above, we have selected a set of concepts fro:1r the general domaie of house-

hold (*Any) composition and structure for discussion here.. This list is not a cemprehen-

sive set of all potentially-televant.variables that could be categorized under the general

rubric of "composition'and strature.." Rather, it-reprepenti e number of main elements

that appear to us to be of some significance.j

-However, defined in particular societies, houaehold or family couposition includes the

following variables:

1. size

2. complexity

3. age structure

4. nuuber of living children

5. child spacing

------d-'these variables are frequently measured in research projects and action prograns

concerned with health and nutrition. However us ful such data are, additional meaning can

be acquired through the examination of other va4iablas. The broader understanding of the

basic household composition variables is partic larly important to the question at hand,

which seeks to understand the impact of programs on househOlds. These additional variables
,

deal with household structure.

Houtehold structur is a mote_abstract conceptualization that an refer to a variety,

of features of households. We-have chosen tO focus on the following:

6. ltelative position of house hold members

7. patterns of residence

8. dominance..or decision-making patterns

9. the cycle of domestic groups

inter-rhousehold relations

1. Household Composition

As discussed above, amily size can be conceptualized as householdiedize. AA,

household can range fr one individual to many, represenring several.' enerations.'

. Frequently the smalles unit consists of a wolan and her dependent chl en. Com-

plexity, on the other hand, refers to the types of people or relstionshfp that are

represented in the hoUsehold. A household may include people who are rel ted by

marriage, by consanguineal (blood) ties of varying,degrees of closeness and by people

who have no biological,or sartioned sexual relationships with other household
-

members. Households will Also vary in terms of their age structure. They may include

a wide distribution Of individuals across the age range from infancy to extreue old

age, or a much narrower range, as would be the case when the household included only

ont or two generations.
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While the pariebles othousehold 0*e, age range-and complexity may be difficult
to separate, it'is sometimes necessary to do so in ordef to assess the iMpact of
health and nutrition programa. For example, it can be assumed that 13eusehold,size
is liot totally random, but hae some relatimIlahip to effitiency ie eEe feeding and
maintenance of the group. Health programa may.create changes in.efficient household
size. For example, some dietary patterns are facilitated by the presence of seVeral
meal-makers, thus encouraging extended family organization. If new, more individualized,
food preparation is introduced, households may.tend toward smaller size.

Family tomposition may be affetted if a program undermines the authority,of an
individual, which then leads to conflictjn the family. For exampfe, if a grand-
mother's advice on child care and feeding is considered wrong by the program, the,
result maY be that the mother.giv cslTn to the grandmother (the health program losea)
or the grandmotherois defied ( ndmother loses). -A,classic example of a program
affecting family composition is the welfare system in the United States, where less
aid (or no aid) is given to households that include a healthy adult male. .Families
may split upto get aid, or the adult male may attempt to live with his family
-secretly.

Since health,and nutrition programs often focus on only some membere of a
hddsehold (e.g. children under five,.pregnant women), it is important to assess the
impact of this feature. Does this focus alienate*other members and discourage program
use by favoring only some individuals? Does it improve health for some members_l v
ing the others.free to spend scarce resources on their owA health and feeding
the _program concentrating on the right individual to Achieve its goals?

An OCimple of the latter question is provided b gime entlesearch on the
jenergy expenditures and nutritional needs of ad-lilt males --Win American country
eon the assumption that improving their nutritional status would eermit them to work

harder and earn more money, which would then be used to improve the,nutritional
Status of the entire family. In our.opinion, it, is impossible to make this type of
assumption without further investigation. How does the program director know that
additional energy will go into economically productive labor? If Itt does, how does
one know that any extra money earned will be spent on food, or even on the rest of
the family? It may go towards other items, such as a radio, lottery tickets, or
bee'r.

*Concerned about this issue, one investigator in Guatemala did a comparative
Study of male and female activities. She found that although men did considerable
economically productive work, they had-much more free time than the women. The
aomen in the same community starteditheir day much earlier than the men, getting
.up to make tortillas and prepare other food for the family. Theralso invested some
time in animal care (mostly pigs and chickens) and small garden plots. Then they
did.agricultural work on plantation (often walking long distances to work).- At
doM2'times of .the year, ths agericultural work was identical to the work.the men
were engaged in (e.g. pick ng coffee). All this was done in addition to child care,
washing and otiber houilehol work, anakfrequently; pregnancy or. lactation (15).
Obviously, this situation lls for a careful assessment of who will benefit the
family most through inclusi n in a nutrition program.

Two components-that hea th and sutrition ptograms can be expected to affect are
the number of living children e child spacing. To accurately assess pregram
impact these variables should be derived from carefully collected fertility his-
tories. These histories should include all pregnancies and their Outcomes (induced
or spontaneous abortion, stillbirth, perinatal, neonatal, and subsequent deaths). While
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the number and, spacing of living children relate to the current household sixe.and

composition,, health and nutrition programs are likely to alter these variables

through tbe teduction,of mortality pt all stages from conception on, and changes in

fertility when contraception is soaght. A further complication in assessing program

iMpact is derivedpfrom evidence that differences in spacing betwien births can affect

the child survival. In Ecuador this has been obser4ed for both the first and the

econd child in a birth inierval pair, although the sedond child was more strongly

affected than the first. For example, the second child-of a cloiely spaced pair'

had a slightly higher probability of not surviving if its older sibling was alive

' wt;en the second child was conceived (7). Thus, it is possible that a program cotild

increase the chances for survival for some children while decreising them for others,

oriAspecially if one of the program impacts was closer spacing. Clearly, the biomedical

and behavioral factors behind such mortality differentials need to be more thoeoughly

'Another impcirtant aspect of both,the number of living c ldren and birth

intervals is.that.cultdral norms-mbont them are not-always ov rtly recognized by

individuals or. grptipe'(8).. As previously mentioned, family sizaand 'spacing vary

widely acyoss human ao4eties, eed are usually appropriate for the sotial and.

economiccircumstances .of eath group (except where.rapid change has occurred in

some relevant area such as economic factors, mprtality rated'or land,Ose patterns

and family-Size nprus and _the szcbmpanyiog behaviors have net yet changed to adjust .

to the new situation).. The categOries of kehaviors which affect family site and ,

spacing haVe been descsibed as "intervenidg fertility variables" by Davis and Blake.

Their article on the elpbject is an essential guide'to any 'researcher attempting to

measure behavior related to fertility and, family size (16).

The significaace for health And nutrition programs of the intervening.fertility

variables and both evert and covert norms about familY size and spacing is that these

norms and behaviors may be affected.by and affect program use. For example, if..

cultural norms aid behaviors lead to an average completed family size Ofjilie.children

(with about eight pr6inancies in order to end up withthe five), and the .program

succeeds, in reducing mortality so that more of th eight survive, Otimilies'may find :

themselves emotionally and finally overwhel and reduce their .nse of the program,

thus possibly leading to an increased infant and child'mortality once again. If..

.cultural nerms are recognizedi the program may be able to substitute the.option of

child spacing or limiting to maintain the previous economically:feasible size of five.

Conversely, mortality rates may have been db high prior to the program that the

community needs and welcomes the additional children-who. are surviving. What is, their

impact on family and household-structure, and an the ecoiomic situation'of the family? '

In some instances, their .labor may improve the household's economic situation (17).

In the Javanese &Ise, Ben.jaminyhite has argued that wetland rice cultivation providtd

good opportunities for intensifying agricultural production whenever additional'laber,.

ile-4A even child labor, became available.(18).. In such a eituation the psychological and

economictosts of child and maternal morbidity and mortality were apparently balanced

off againat the'need for greater economic productivitY and the advantages of a large

' family labor force. Similar

to the citigs may provide str
increase tke likelihood of e
to improve the possibility of

in Latin America the steady migration of young people

motivation to maintain large families in order to
ic largesse from urbanized offspring, as well as
eping one or two at hoe to tnsure one's dla age.

At this point not enoush is known about family and community responses to

apid drops in infant mortality and changes in pregnancy spacing. The collection

data to help understand these factors should he an important ingt of,the

a essment of program impact on kamily size and structure.
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2.- Household Structure
.

a

. In a croas-cul ural perspective, the matter ok where a newly married couple
resides is of SMO significance for understanahg a number of aspects of familial,
and 'societal functioning. In the contemporary urban werld, the preference is
overwhelmineXy, for neolocal residence; that la, the new couple establishes an
independentfhousehold, apart from relatives. More common historically, was the
pattern in which the new couple resided either with the young husband's peoplede
(patrilocal residence) of the bride's people Onatrilocal residence!). In some '

societfes the cqeple spends a period with each Y'eide" of the family. Other varia-
tions (=re frequently encountered in Africa and Oceania) include residence with the

,

groom's maternal uncle or the bride's mother's brother.
.

,,

Whether a couple sets up an independent household or is incorporated into an
on-going household as partok a matrilocel or patrilocal extended family may have -
important effects on natality patterns as well is other aspects of health (16. 19
20). While the debate about the relationship of extended family structure to high
fertility is as yei unresolved, there can be little doUbe that health, nutrition,
and other development.programs should be ex,amined for 9ossible influences on
residence patterns. t

.

.

The concept of family power structure or patterns of dominance in decision-
making has been of inferest to sociologists, anthropologists and other students
of family organization. eIt is also often directly relevant to the interests ek
health care workers and administrators, for in many situations the nature of family
decision-making can significantly inhibit (or facilitate) the utilization of services.
For example, in families in which Adult women do not have the authority to make
deciiions about health matters, failure to have children vaccinated, or to peek
prenatal services, may reflect,the viewpoint of the male household head, rather than
the female. In such circumstances, securing the confidence and the cooperation of
6 male decision-maker is a prerequisite to expandisig the, utilization of the

irprogram.

There is a general Xentlency to'assume that thdnature of family decision-
making is culturally-determined and homogenous within a community. Thus,.the concept
of machismo is widely regarded as the "cause" of male dominence in Latin American
Jamily power structure. Without dehying the contribution 91 cultural ideas such

chismo, it is also important to explore the-extent tO'which the composition
e family influences family decision-making. For example, there is consider-

e ethnographid evidence, from many parts of the world, to seggest that the status
of a woman, within a family is drastically altered by age, motherhood, and becoming

' a "mother-in-law." In many communities the low status mother immediately becomes
a high status person with considerable decision-making authority and control over
resources when her San marries and brings his bride to her household: Recent analyses
of women as decision-makers in Latin America demonstrate this samel.ncrease in 'power
with age and states'changes, as well as a certain amount of cover decision-making
(for example in the allocation of family resources for children) which is concealed
from men (21, 22, 23). Thus, we thy hypothesize that' the composition of the family

f may have considerable effect on family power structure, and hence, health and
nutiition programs that alter family composition can also have an impact on
decision-making.

Furthermore, it is.important to note that health aed nutrition programs can
directly affect family authority under particular kinds of admintstrative circum-'
stances. As meittioned previously, in the United States the federal program of.Aid
to nependelt Children, which is available only to children in fatherless homes,
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apparently leads to a situatiOn in which a woman must assume authority, with respec

to the government agencies, although her husbaod or male partner-may actually te

- present in the househad, unbeknownst to the authorities. Alternativelyv'whenf

mothers of young childrenare designated as the recipients of extra food in a supple-.

mentation program, a mother's status as "procurer of food" for the family may change

her role in decision-making in other aspects of household and family life.

Another family component whOse position may be influenced by healit programs-

is the elderly. Not oaly may their authority be altered by programs, but changes in*

family size or structure may affect other factors .such as migration, leaving an

older and economically marginal segment in traditioqa villages.

Unfortunately, even in areas with available- moderft health services, the chronic

diseases of the elderly often receive relatively less attention. In part the in-

vestment ln medical attention for the elderly is not made because it has little

economic pay-off; on the other hand, the infirmities of old age are 'often beyond the

reaches of even advanced medical science;

More detailed study of the effects of health programs on the roles of,elderly

people in families is much needed. Such studies should include attention to the

changingkroles of the eldeyly within household structures, and the effects of dif-

ferential health modernization -- in which certain types of health care become widely ,

available (e.g. immunizations) while specialized long-term care and treatment of

chtoniedisease is neglected.

The conceprof the cycle of domestic groups is widely used in anthropology

to denote changes through time in the structure and composition of households (24).

Parallel to the idea of the life cycle of the individual -- from childhood to maturity .

to senescense -- households can also be said to have a cycle. In many contemporary

situations the cycle begins with marriage and ends with the death of the op-louses,'

but in systems with extended family organization, the cycle is.one of expansion and

contraction, without a clear '"beginning" or "endin ."

From the foregoing description it should be clear that health.and nutrition

programs that'alter longevity,Jertility, or age of menarche will haVe, over time,

an impact on household domeetircycles.

In the event that improved health and nutrition standards, along with other .

changes in living-standards, increase both the number of offspring.and thelife.expec-

tanciea of people, then some aspects of this cycle may be extended, with a longer

post-child-bearing period for the senior generation.and a longer overall adult

career during which families and individuals may expand and "improve" their lands,

domiciles, and other economic holdings. SuCh a lengthening of the family cayeer,

may, however, produce serious new problems if_it is accompanied by incregsed depen-.

dency ritios. One of the solutiOns to.the prospect of longer careers and heavier

economic burdens (or lack of locally,available resources) is outmigration to,urban

centers, whia creates yet another set of problems in both rural and urban areas.

Linkages Bgtween.the Indapendent InterVening and Dapendent Variables

1

Although the.public health and social sciences literature is full of hypotheses and

conjuectures about the effects of health and nutrition programs, very little research has

been directed to the documentation and analysis of their impact on families and households.



. Therefore many oUthe suggesilois in the preceding discueeioe and A.the example below are
hypotheies and hunches to beexplored, although isolated and inconc/usive evidence supports
some of these effects;

a

1. Increase in Family Size

Thera is one clear and relatively unamhiguous effect of health and nurritio'n

progradia that has.been documented widely. Throughout most of Latin America, as in
most of the world, dramatic decreases in infant mortality have been recorded,
fol?owed by rapid population increases. The following example, from Ecuador can
be diiplicated for many other countries.

/1.

Table 1

FERTILITY AID MORTALITY. IN ECUADOR (25, 26)

Year Birth Rate
(per 1,000)

Death Rate
(per 1,000)

Growah Rate

1920 47.9 30.9 1.7%

1940 47.1 25.9 2.2%

1960 47.3 14.9 / 3.3%

1.965 44.0 11.7 .3.2%

Ecador's 1975 birch rate was'41.8, while the death rate was 9.5, resulting
in a growth rate of 3.2 (27). At that rate, Ecuador's populatsion cal be expected
to double every 22 years. It should be noted that the birth rate actually declined
slightly ovel) the period covered, but the growth rate increased dramatically as a
result of falling irifant mortality rates. Re6osfective fertility histories collLted
in 1971 r aled another interesting occurrence. As,infant mortality rates fell

during the 60s, so did the percentage of live births. The differenie,was reflected

in increase rates of induced abortion. This is a clear indicator of attempts to*regu-
late family size. In this case, spacing was also a factor as abortion began to
be induced for the'second pregnancy, and was most frequent for the second through
sixth pregnancies. This is clearly not a populatApn of desperate grand mltiparas,
but of younger women of lower parity making decisfons about their fertility before
it becomed a serious; problem (7).

,

2. Increaeed Ratio of Bepeddents to Adults

At,infant mortality rates deCline rapidly, ,there is a net increase in the
percentage of children per family unit or pet adult "breadwinner." For.example, in

Ecuador in 1975, 46 percent of the popuration was under 15. The demographic assump-
tion that individuals under fifteen are all "dependent" is, of'course, an unrealistic
view of the world in terms,of the 'ages when children in many socleites become econo-
mically productive. In most cases, children contribute to the household long.before
age fifteen (17).

3. Increased Morbidity Burden in Families.with Hereditary Illness

Modern health programs include home instances ih which improved medical systems
add to lamily burdens of Caring for the sick. One example of this is the problem
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Of thalassemia, which is especially prevalent in the Eastern Mediterranean and

certain other parts of the Old World. In earlier times children with.thalaSsemia.
(Cooley's Anemia) usually lived for only a few Months'ar at.siost three or four

years.. Now,. with extension programa, of blood transfusions and drugs, individuals

can .often be 6aintained into adolescence and beyond. Families with two or even
three living thalassemic children are therefore now possible with the new medical'

procedures. Falilies with such Children often .earry heavy burdens of psychological
tensions (guilt, anxiety, etc.), as well as the financial and logistic costs of

caring for the children who usually become progressively more deformed and sickly
in their terminal y'ears (28). .There are other types of cases.comparable .to that

of.thalassemia.

4. Outmigration and Loss of Household Members

.garlier we treated outmigration as a c text ariable, but in many areas

population pressures brought about by sharply dec eased infant.mortality may directly
force outmigration, as families and individuals seek solutions to their economic
circUmstances Outmigration, for economic reaSons, has most probably followed as a
direct consequence of health programs in many parts of theloild. In some areas the

first to migrate are the.young men and womenw, a practice that not only affects
family structu're but community life as well (6).

Migration clue to pofiulation pressure is not generally separable.from the
movements of people responding to'other factors, so it is perhaps nearly impossible

' to analyze,the direct contribution of health/nutrition programs to changes in family

composition.

Marchione (11) in his study of a Health Aide, Program in Jamaica, suggests an
interesting effect on household structure, based on. a.factor analysis of household

and socio-economic variabAes. His factor of "family cohesion" was correlated with
nutrition levels of the young children in the sample. While the relationship may

be one in which greater family cohesion affects.children's health and nutrition, he
also poses.thE hypothesis that, at least in pert, the health and nutritiOn.status
In households may be cOntributing to.improved cohesiveness among the parents. la

this case'the factor of "family cohesiveness" included items such as "presence of

father in the home," "contribution of father to support of child," and "presence

of mother in home."
. .

Clear demonstration of the effects of health and nutrition status on household
cohesiveness, including reduced diirorce and separation rates, will require a ilet,

tight researcil design, probably-incorporating before-and-after measurements in order

to properly assess'the chronological sequences of changes.

5. Summary

The actual effects of 1.health and nutrition program will, of course, be
determined by a variety of factors that will vary from one cultural-ecological si uation
to another, and from one type of prOgrat to anoiher. Since the primary purposes

of this paper are..to develop a framework for assessing impact and methodological
guidelines for carrying out such assessments, we are less coacerned with predicting
ouicomes before programs are instituted! That is, the extraordinarily 4ifficult
problem of accurate prediction of the impact of a health program is not a centrak

focus of discussion here. This would follow more appropriately from' basic research
that monitors existing programs and programs that are about to be initiated. In the

following section we will take up the methodological issues of impact studies.
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III. BASIC METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

Most current health and nutrition programs have developed out of Weitern medical and
.publfc health traditions. As discussed by Rosenfield in a recent paper on "Modern. Madicine
and the Delivery of"Health Services,""there is no aingle system Which can be described
as "Western" medicine (29). Nonetheless, what today is known as Vestern" medicine is
largely derived from European and American practices. In addition, it is only relatively
reeently..(the east 50 years) that this medicine has had a "scientific" basis, has been
able to systematically understand many diseases and produce what Dubos calls "the
magic bullets of medicine" (29, 30); In a relatively short time, Western medicine
has come to.dominate many of the.responees to health and illness throughout the world
(30, 31). However, there remain many health Problems that do not-yield to Weetern biomedicine
for a variety of reasons.

Many dedicated practitioners of Western medicine find themselves uncomfortable with
the levels of disease that continue to coexist in the world with Western medicine. For
example, John Bryant itatei in the preface to his book on Health and the Develeping World
that "Large numbers of the world's people, perhaps more than half, have no access to health
care at all, and far many of the rest the care they receive does not answer the problems
they have" (32). Gee reason for the latter problem is that programs'based on Westeru
medical premises may run into problems when applied cross-culturally without consideration
of the relevant cross-cultural variations. Health, Culture and Community edited by Benjanin
Paul (9) provides an excellent set of case studies on th44 problem. For example, an early
INCAP program had difficulty due to several factions in the village which,the.health weirkers-
were unaware of and did not relate to equally, thus alienating part of tg commuility. It
the same program, beliefs about the intention of the project (they are fattening our
children so they can send them to the U.S. to be eat4h) and about the nonreplaceability of
blood drawn for analysis also created problems (9).

f

Although many elements of Latin American culture are closely related to elements of
European culture, many are also based on preHispanic.cultures. There has been a blending
and an evolution ?f cutlural traits which result in much variation between and withinr
'countries. Ia addition, there is much variation between socie-economic groups in Latin
America, as elsewhere. PAHO has long been aware of this as an important factor inthealth
care for this hemisphere. In fact, this conference reflects the need felt by PAHO repre-
sentatives and health professionals in general to go beyond the evaluation techniques
which currently predominate and to produce sensitive cross-cultural measures of program
impact. This task is made all the more difficult by the fact that there is ah inherent
contradiction between the concept of "sensitive cross-cultural measures" and the use of
a single, absolutely identical research technique in all cases. Because the cultures
Vary,,one technique will oot measure the same thing across all cultures no matter how badly
uniformity is desired. The same approach does not have the same meaning or yield comparable
fesults in every situation. The question, then, is how to come as close as possible to
the goal of maaeurements that are both meaningful and accurate, and applicable cross-
cukturally, so thdt comparisons can be made between prograus and their impacts.

A Qualitative-Quantitative Approach to Data-Gathering

One answer to the problem of achieVing measurements that are both meaningful and.
accurate is to attempt to take advantage of the more qualitative methods that have been
developed by.ethnographers and to wed these with the quantitative techniques tllat 114re
proved to be indeispensable to the development of verifiable, scientific.knowledge. A
period of intensive participant-observation and informal interviewing in the community or

1 !
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communities in which the evaluation is being carried out serves seVeral important func-'

tions:

1. It provides information from Which to generate hypotheses about progpim impact
at the local level that may not bp apparent from fhe outside.

It provides information on culture patterns and family lifestyles'on which specific
questions in formal quantified surveys ean be based.

It yields insights about local .language usage and helps the evaleator to design
questions that will he understood'and will not offend.or confuse respendents. For

example, one of the authors (Scrimshaw4lound,that amot)g Puerto Ricaewomen in New
York City, the question, "Sabe-como evitar loSthljos7".elicited the information about
_whether or not the respendent/haCknowledge of contraceptive techniques'. In Ecuador

the same question bro4ght a responSe-frourWomen-that was a vigorous denial that they
practiced abortion: "no no sacaria'un hihi." In rdei to find)out about a woman's
knowledge of contraceptives, the question had to be phrased ae, l'Sabp como evl.tar

quedar encinta?" Also, in nearly every culture there are some subjects which are
not openly discussed. Chen and Murray present en exCeIlent discussion.of this
based on research in Haiti which should be consulted by anyone planning survey research'

in Latin America (34).

4. It ptoduces data on local conceptions of health and illness, thai may influence
people'e responses to formal.eueetions. Forexample, a mother may-13ay that her
baby is currently "well" but the local:definition of a well child includes a
.child with parasites ("all children have worms"), edema ("a plump baby is
healthy") and so on,

.

.

H
3. It provides the evaluator with general.infortation about life in'the coimunity

that is extremely helpful in'interpreting the'statistical results of the quantita-
tive data.

As suggested by the last item, qualitative,'-descriptive informationis important
not only in the early phases of evaluation research, but in later phases as-well.. Usually

the results of the quantitatiVe data analysis will be presented in the form.of correition
coefficients, tests of independence, testa of significance,and aometimes in.the-form of
multivariatebanalyses, with complex causal Modeling, path analysis or other similar
techniques. If the research has'been carefully done anii the data base itself.is vilid,
then'the patterns that emerge from the.statistical analysis should be referable back to the
reality of life in.the community. That is, it should be possible to identify casds (house-
holds and individuals) that exeMplify the petterns revealed in the statistical analyses.
Thus the use of "case studies" or "case,histories" (a type of qUalitative data) net on
provides.a check on the statistical manipulations, it also giv& a eense'of reality to
the evaluation report and helps planners and administrators te interpret and judge the
intervention program. In projects which have used and cempared a combination of quantitative'
and qualitative methods, both the reliability and validity of the resultd have peen judged
higher (6, 33, 34).

Initial Considerations

When theventral aim of the research is
position,and structure, there is no practical
tensive interviewing in samples of households
variables in the preceding part of the paper,

the examination of changes in household com-
methodogical substitute for direct and in-

. Furthermore, from the discussion of the .
it would appear that a considerable amount

2 9
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of data on age, onomic status, lagration history, social activities, as well as fertility
and morbidity ht,storymust be collected frOm each-hoUsehold if one is to sort out the
effects of thepr gramqrom the welter pf competing and confounding variOles. Effective
household interviewing under such circumstances may call for a complex interview schedule
that.may require several hours .or several visits to administer..

Given the need foi intensive interviewing in'households, it is often necessary to
settle for fairly small samples. This is not the only research strategY available, but,
except for unusual circumstances of abundant research resources, it appears to have the
most likelihood of success, given the complexities involved. That is, whei v. the choice

must be madehetween a large 'sample and less intensive coverage vs.-a smaller sample with.,
mere intensive interviewing,,the latter is preferable in the matter of evaluating impact
ort the dependent variables discuased

Basic Methods of.Data Collection

AsImentioned above, a paper of this length cannot.be-a manual for field research.
However, we feel that it may be useful-to offer some suggestions regarding specific methods
that are important in the evaluation of the impact of health and nutrition programs.

1. Interview SchedUle Design

Interview schedule design is a fine art, a fact which is frequently ignored
in the haste to conduct surveys. High quality in interview schedule design is essen-
tial. Data based on poor and poorly organized questions is misleading and in-
accurate no matter how large or random the samples or how sophisticated the
analysis. In-depth knowledge of the culture to-bi studied is very important, and
pre-testing of interviewing.schedules is essentIal. Much thougbt mutt be given to
the-wording of questions, the order of questions, and their appropriateness. In

general, the.least sensitive information is collected first, the more sensitive
questions are asked after some rapport has been established. Care must also be '

taken to afik only questions which are really necessary for evaluation, in or
.0,

to keep the interview, from becoming too long.
-

Another.important dspect of survey research is great care in interviewer
selection, training, and supervision. The idterviewer must be acceptable to the
community in teilus of age, sex, status and mode of interaction. He or she must .

be thoroughly-familiar with the interview schedule and the concepts behind it. The

training should emphasize accdracy in data collection and respect for the interviewee.
We have found that optimum motivation and accuracy are not found by paying the inter-
viewers by the interview, nor at a fixed rate (daily, weekly or monthly) along.
Instead, half-salary .(the going rate for social worIcers is one possible guidtline
for establishing salary) should be paid during training, with the understanding that
the best of the trainees will be hired and the others Will be atand-bys.. Then, the
basic saln-y.shoad be paid with a bonus (the amount depends on the duration of the
survey) to be paid upon successful completion of the survey. The interviewers are
clearly informed that their performance is evaluated on the basis of accuracy (first
priority) and quantity (a reasonable amount of work per da). Individuals who perform
poorly, particularly on-the first count, should be dismissed, thereby losing the
bonus. Interviewer team spirit is also important. This can be encouraged by
involving them in the contint of the project and holding periodic feedback sessions
on the ,progress of the data collection. Supervisors are also needed for leadership,
checks on accuracy of iaterview, and trouble-shooting. Using these approaches, one 4

of us was able to run a survey with 30 interviewers and six supervisors, which
involved two montlip of data collection underadifficult conditions -(urban high crime
areas, swamps, extremely hot weather, etc.). Only one person was dismissed (a
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supervisor was unwilling to pxoceed accuratAy with the sadpling). All others

completed the work, saying that it had beetpsdifficult, but that.their involveaent
in the project and the final bonus had been important incentives (35).

Clearly, interview schedule design should involve consultation with more
detailed Sources. Several whW1 we have found.to be useful are Survey Researeh
Methods by E. Babble (36), Survey Research by C. Bachstrom and G. Hursh (37),and
sections in Qualitative Analysis by P..Lazerfeld (38) and Anthropological Resgarch:
The Struct5re of Inquiiy by P.J. Pelto and G. Pelto (33).

2. Open-Ended Questions

Many of the interview techniques essential to research on household composition
require quite structured, even pre-coded questions. In complex interviewg
prefirable Where.possible, that questions be pre-coded for computerized processing
(after careful pretesting). On the other hand, significant areas of household
structure, concerning topics such ag male-and-female roles, phe plate of elderly
people in household "Interaction, and other topics, may need to be explored by means
of other techniques, .

Open-ended questions may produce wide array of responses with content much
different from Okydicted cut-and-dried answerd. In those Many commUnities:where
people are fairly open about discussing such topics, it may be quite productive
to frame open,questions such as:

4What are the daily activitiessof the grandfather in your hoysehold?"
, .

(direct question to elderly person) "Could you tell me about how your
life and activities are different nOw from ten yedis hgo?" -40

I. .'
. ....."--

.

(direct question to adult woman of household) "What are the tiff erences
leitetweeti males and females.in deciding things an inethe work.of

the familyv: ...
.

a
If open-ended questions of thidiort produce

emely useful if structUred content analysis gf
archers can establish lists-of "themes" or

with clear rules for coding, in order.io convert
quantifiable enumerations of.sucliciintents as:

lengthy replies, the data can be
the replies is terrier out. Often
itiveand negative attributes,"
qualitative'statements into

1. "freqUency ofsjoini male-female tasks"

,2. "positivism of emotions tiiward,others"%.

. -"number of mentions of death"

%dr
4. "ratio Of instrumental vs. non-instrumental tgsks" and others.

3. Pictures and Othep Controlled Stimuli

Many.redearchers have foond it useful to employ ind4ect methods in seeking
information, especialfy about pore sensitive subjects. One sehndard technique is to
show each respondent some pictures, asking them to construct fictional narratives
such as:' tell illiyhat is happening)in this scene, and fell what will happen after-
wards..." This pitture technique IA sometimes used for eliciting psychological data,

4.0
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but it serves equally wefl to provide,direct expressions about family roles,'intei-
family interactions, and other. topics. The general assumption is made that people
will usually project quite realistic and.true-to-life content into their functional
narratives. George and Louise sOndler and associates used this technique to gather
information about "instrumental activities" among the Blood Adians in Alberta (39).

The Spindlers' pictures shaiiindividuals engaged injakious instrumental taska
such as farming, afice work, roping cattle, as well asibilre traditional roles in-
cluding healing end ceremonial activity. This use of pictures to draw out informe-,
tion concerning family roles and structures is best_operationalized with Pictures
(even photographs) tailored to details of loeal conditiong-ind,cultural patterns,

4. Pail cipant Observation I.
- .. .,

PartiCipant observation discussed.in detail in.Anthropologicalltesearch:

18
The Structure of Inguiry (33) nd in Field PrOjects in Antbiopolegy OW.: For the
ollection of the type of dat discusged'in tide paper, participant ohservation is
use 1 during the pre-survey desien stage, in obaerving use of health programs and

-
health behavior (10), and in observing interactionmamdnehousehold members related .

.;-1,
to aspects of family structure and'dy46mIcs. Ln sum,Taiticipent ebservation is
impertent for the,understanding of human behavior, and for.comparison with data
collected by other methods. It is particularly important for researchere and
adMinistratori in terms of helping them develepxleer And understandable perspec-
tives on the users of health programi..

5. Direct Observation

In general-it is advisable that research data for testing complex questions
about effects on family composition and structure be drawn from several different
sourees, in order to provide cross-checking of signifieant relationships and. des-
criptive (contextual) data. Some important data arelavailable through direst observe-,
Lion, kncluding locatiod of household, nuMber of rooms, "eype of neighborhond,"
"socio-economic level" (as estimated from house construction, furnishings, etc..)
Often it is possible to construct "material style of life" iatings for households
and families from direct observation, in the course of interviewing.on other signifi-

. cant Ni'ariables.
a

6. Archival Data and Other Public Records

. Archives, perticularly ehureh records, hospital records', and Cavil registers4
can be major soefces of data bout births, deaths, marriages, and other .iamily data.
In most'cases, howevei, such rchival records of family data ere inadequate by them-
selves for testing significan applied questions, eye ou thRy can'be extrebely
importabt as supporting, conte tual information. In ome cOse archival data may

cbe useful for cotparin§ and contrasting different ities t at are targets in
health and nutritionfprograms. .

,

.
. .

Records of peePle.using healtlycenters, lists of earticIpahts1Metrition
programs, and a large variety of othey secondary.data sources can be useful in com-

.

prehensive study of impacts on families'and households. . - 1.
"b.

Given the ever-expandfng scope qf long-term and short-term. migration, plus
the complex problema of legal and illegal domiciles in barrios, favelas and other
kinds'of new settlements, it is obvious that in most areas the,official census

I
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records, church records, and other recorded data are seriously incomplete.resources

for easessing atid evaluatting the impact of health and nutrition programs.

7." Rating and Ranking Tasks of.Housqholds and Communities

In many instances it is very.i. rtant to ascertain locall appropriate ranking

e.g. in prestige or political power) of families, social groups, ccupations, or

, other categories. Highly useful and consWent results have been demonstrated by

a number of researchers-Using quite ditectlftd simple ranking techniques. Simon (1968).

asked three of her'most inf8tmahts,to (independently) rank ordera

large series of households in a community in'terms of prestige or "categorie." Their

rankings were similar ineugh to trate that some sort of jinspoken eammunity-wid0

assessment.of familial prestige we= --rating. This-Same met od of ranking of families

or households has been 10.dely used-*in taly,'India; and ot r placesto,establish

.the locally relevaqt dimensions of soCiaf stratification and differential prestige

(41, 42)., k

In many cases it is tWportant to compare different °communities in a health

program in terms Qf their institutional complexity, "modernization," or other

qualities.. One way tb egtablish a rank ordering among,communities-is through key

informant interviewing in the range of selected .communities. That is, two or three

key idfdrmants in.each community.(or neighborhood of a city) cad be asked qnestibns

about.significant lecal faeilities, ceremonial evenia, elected officials, and ..

phygical structures.' Commonitiog can then be rahk-ordered in terms tf the presenoe

or absence of. key characteristic's. Poggte and Miller used this method to rank-

order a series of towns and hamlets in 4dral,Mexico in relation td a study of

.modernization (43).

8. Use of Existing, KnowAedge-and lesourees
.

.
.

.In mostaituations,involving health care, delivery, resources exist that can be

helPful in the assessment of the program. These resources qui provide imporfaht. .'

data complimentary to information collected through quantitative and ciaalitative

community studies. However, resources are not alWays available for a systematic

analysis of prOgram impact through,community, household and family studies." Under'

such tircUmstances, using information availabl4 through Other miens is a good dial

better than no assessment at 4111.
. .

a, Other studies: Other research projects can be an ilaiortant source:of infiorma-

tion, even'whentheir primary focus is not on the most Ce4ral variables most 4

relevant to the health project. Fieldawilich are likely to provide helpful

information include epidemiology, anthropology, economics, psychology, and

sociology. For example, in'.many cultures midWivesnot onlyatt.end deliveries,

but,provide prenatal Care, post-partum care, and pediatric care as well. An

anthropologicpl study of midwives mayinclude data aboUtthe impact of a

health and nutrition program on the community; since someeof the same variables

are involved.

b. Commbnity-groups: It hardly needs to be gaid that programs need VD work with

community groups on all aspects of program impact. Most programs need to

be planned and implemented with tile knowledge and participation of relevant

community' groups (as discussed in other pap in fhis volume). To do other-

wise lead to disastrous opposktOn. ee.Lewis 1955). data
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obtained from these groups are important, tha researcher. or adminietrator
must keep in mind VIA goals sad concerms of each group in the sense that they
will affect the groups' perceptions of-the uogram's impact. Thus, a.pre-
.dominantly male group of community leaders net considers itself politically
radical. will differ in its assessment from a "club da madres."-

j
c. Program Staff: Whether an evaluation is conducted by individuals responsible

for the program or by outsiders, 11,is extremely important that the input of
program staff at all levels be obtained wherever possible. In another paper in
this series, Patrick Marnane dis sees this in the light of the importancp of

eNs
program invoitimaht for the staff 6). In addition, program staff often have
an exCellent sense of many things t t evaluations tend to look At, particularly
in'the evaluation of itrogram process. Discussion should not belconfined to pro-

' gram staff atthe topiof the hierarchy, but should also include people in daily 4
, contact witA program users. .For example, community workers (promotoras) may be

' at the faly level and other levels within the ommunity, and if they ate

an excellent source of information. It'is know what is going on
mi

carrying it out well their insights can save a great deal of trouble. One,

obstacle to obtaining these insights may be the hierarchies which exist in
any program. The community woikers are often low in the hierarchy, may

.be hesitant to communicate with their superiors. Another difficulty4g: in
asseqsing the accuracy of their information (Are they covering up their own
shortcomings?). Despite these problems, these individuals are an important
resource for evaluation. With sensitivity and column sense, Iliscussions with
them can be helpful in plenning intensive and extensive researeh, as well as
in getting a senee of the erogram's impact. In more than one instead!, a

. team of foreign evaluators has been called in to "solve" a problem which Ould
have been equally or more clearly understood by telkieg with the prograis staff.

d. Data Analyses: Focusing on Intra-Group Diversity: In the matter of data
analysis we would like to stress the importance of paying close attentiop
to within-group differences for understanding the impact of a program. In
experimental 'research comparisons are usually made between "control" and
"experimental" groups, and in epidemiological studies, data is typically
presentedrin terms of the mean or normative standards from which segments
of the population are said to deviate. It is, of course, very valuable to be
able to categorize populations with respect to particular parameters and to
be able to specify whether an intervention had a "statistically significant
effett." At the same time, hiwever, analysis of the range of variation

6 withiA the experimental and xontrol groups can yield important insights About
the Processes through which the program is having an impeet.

The work of Munoz de Chavez, et. al. (44) exemplifies the advantages
of an intra-group focus in etiological studies. Their comparison of families
with well nourished chil nd families with malnourished children in a small
farming community led to tb identification of a series of variables that 4appear tote i icated in the etiology of,malnutrition in that area. A similar
approach can be applied to studying the impact of a nutrition program. For
example, in the matter of household composition and structure, it is very likely-

," that some households will be strongly affected, others only moderately and
still others will apparently be unaffected. In such a situation, it is useful
to 'attempt to identify patterns of association that help to explain the dif-
ferential impact. Is the degree of change related to differential program
use, to characteristics of honsehnlds priorgto interrention?, to geographical
or ethnic factors?, and so on. :
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This,type of analysis is especially useful when the evalatioe4irocedure

.is in'the fora of on-going."process eValuation." .In such a eituation W can

provide importanefeedback to the program, which.can, in turn, guide future

activities. However, if:it-is alUO valuable in post hoc evaluatitn

can help'ta idettify those segments ofithe popplation.that are most likely

to benefit from a particular type of intervention, as well as those who are

,most difficult to reach.

IV. SUGGESTIONS FOR OPERATIONALIEING THEmMOEL

Many suggestions on data collectiOn and references to good soOrces on ressereh design

have been made throughout this.paper. A detailed variable by variable, question by question

guideline would prove far too lengthy in this context. As has been discussed in the

previous section, we feel that most variables will benefit from the multi-method approach.

Far example, the relative status of individuals in the household ahould be determined by

asking one or pore (preferably no.re than one, independently) k:suaehold members, and by rob-

serving how individuals in the hodhehold actually behave towards One another, and how

decisions appear to be made. .Brief suggestions will be made below on date collection of

the various categories of variables, and guides to research design.

.
Independent Variables

The paper by S. Scrimshaw entitled Cultural and Other Practical Considerations in

ihe Evaluation of Maternal.and Child Health Services" (.10) provides a more complete die-
_

cussion of.aul ural factors in the delivery of services than can be presented here.

Therefore, th reader is referred to that paper. Similarly, educational, economic and

political fa ors are covered in otharimpers prepared for this conference (47, 48, 49).

purpose of tt:e:type of investigation proposed here, the data on.iligration

should focus on what is happening twho.41grates, do they send money back, do they return, .

.is there visiting betimen country and city., how do urben inrmigrents.fareeto.).rather .

t'hin on the dynamics of migration a4d.the reasons for it except where chenges in house-

hold composition'and structure as a "hypothesized outcome of nutrition and.heatth programs

are suspected to influence.migration. This means.that datacollection on migration should.

probably be confined to relativelY few interview questions. .

-

The assessment of political and economic forees, on the other hand,.should probably

be done mostly through informal meanasuAl as conversatione with individuals and groups,

observations, and study of national and local political and.economic situations.

Intervening Variables

Health behavior is best ssessed through a combination of ptogram records, observations

of program use, observatlonf use of other health resources beeides the program (other

Western oriented programs or practitioners and indigenons practitioners such as lay mid-

wives), interviews and conversations on health behavior ("When is a baby sick?" "What do

you do when....?"), and observations of behavior (seeing a mother dilute milk to feed a

baby). Clearly, the focus should be on behavior which is hypothesized to affect family

composition and structure. Of course; this could mean ail behavior affecting fertility,

mortality and morbiditY, which leaves the area for investigation fairly broad. This is

where the qualitative data collection becomes useful, as the information gathered can

provide,a basis for focusing the study design.

: Although this paper focusea on program effects on household composition and structure,

the effects of househeld composition and structure on health behavior should not be :
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neglected by evaluators. In a common example, if °tie par (for instance, the man) makes
most of the health related decisions in the household and a program is aimed at women (as
maternal and child health programs often are), the program may be underutilized. le
another example, mothers who have relatives in the household (extended family) or nearby,
may be oo likely to use health services because they have someone to leave children with

See
Owhen they take one child for health care or go for care emselves. More than one health

program h improved attendance by providing chid(' care services at the health center in
places where extended families are not common. In much of the discussion on household
and family throughout this paper, it should he easy to hypothesize the effects of various
types of households.and families on healtlf behavior and program use.

*Data on mortality and fertility can be collected through vital regiatrations (usually
of limited accuracy) and as part of a survey. Details will be presented when household com-position is discussed. Data on morbidity may be available through the program, but should
also be part of 0 survey. Where possible, repeat morbidity surVeys (aeveral visits to a
household over a period of time) or morbidity surveys of the entire community or a very large
portion of it are useful.

Dependent Variablei .

1. Household Composition

Data on household compositionlan be used to determine household and family
size and structure. One of the most efficient ways to collect such data is to elicit
information for a diagram of the household. In such a diagram, males are represented
by a triangle, females by a circle. Generations are separated vertically. Each
individual in the diagram is assigned a number and relevant information is recorded
next to that number on a list below the diagram. We have found that the diagram
often involves the person interviewed in a positive way, and is well accepted.

Data on fertflity and mortality are most easily collected'with some adaptation
of the fertility istory form proposed by Donald Bogue in the manual, A Model Interview
for Fettility earch and Family Planning, Evaluation (44). Other manuals in the
same series tbvide tichniques for the sailysis of the fertility historty data and
other relay8 data. The series is available in Spanish as well as in English.

Sexual union (marriage, common-law marriage, visiting relationship) histories
can be collected using a grid form similar to Rogue's fertility history form. In
the past, it has been most common to only collect such histories for women. We suggest
that careful thought be given to collecting them for men as well. Fpr examp/e, ie
cultures where men have mere than one family either serially or simultaneously, a man
may be supporting more than one hbusehold. Eitimates of family income by the
nutrition or health program (for purpose of fee,setting, helping people plan how
to spend income on food, etc.) will need te take into account how many families or
at least children are being supported.

Obviously the data colleced using,grids for fertility histoties or unten
histories must be supplemented by questions and obsefvations which collect data
on attitudes, and reasons for attitudes and behaviors.

2. Household Structure

The most frpquent method for operationalizing he concept of faiily pawer struc-
ture is to ask,a series of 'questions about hypotheticaNe actual beha with
respect to a series of typically-encountered family decis ons. Questi can range
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from the domain of mundane, day-to-day activities to gnificant life-altering deci-

._ sions. Researchers often try to get responses, sepa tely, from male and female

household heads, and sometimes from children as wel in order to assess the extent

of agreement in individuals' perceptions of the d ision-making OlOss. Responses /

to thaoquestiOns can be,scored by .combinin$ thim t.tO a simple, arithmetic index, or

pattliular items of greater signiticaace fiem th perspective of the'researcher may

.be weighted more heavily./ o ices can be constructed, (Tie which

measures decision-making in day-to-d fa nd another that deals with more

significant life events.
% -

Some researchers'hhve attempted to measure family power by means other than

question-,response in an,interview. There is little doubt that behavioral obserVig-

tion'is 6fien highly produdtive of insights or more accurate information since it

is lesomsubject to the ifroblemp of distortion and misinformation that tyllically

accompany an interviewer7respondent forma data-gathering. In order to gather 'data

on family decisiein-making behaViorally, it is usuaily necessary to tet yR some tYpe

of standardized situation in which decision-making,can be obperved. fiy creating a

standardized situation the problels of comparability of obiervation and scoring

proeVdures are minimized and effitency with respect to the amouni of time required

to obtain the data can be maximized. On the other hand, not all communitieg are

,readily amenable qt this type of data-gathering, which requires a particular kind

;of cooperation on the part of respondents. However, a "game" designed by'Murray

.4Strauss and associates to measure family'Rower structure was.apparently success-

fully "administered" in several different cultural contexts such as India and Sri

Lanka, di; well as the United States (33).

Measures similar a) those-discussed for power stru can he applied to

the othlr variables related to household structure.

V. CONCLUSIONS

While it is.difficult to be certain of precise causality in the assessment of

program impact, 'the evaluation.of nutrition and health programs is extremely important is

order to assess and improve the running of thS program (procese),:and to get a sense of

both specifi eed broad program effects. 'Without this, a programr-uns the'riak of tom-

pibtely mis means of achieving itp goals. In the casit ofhroader.i9pact, the

achiev eme nt: and long run assessment, the basic groupings of human families in

households sad the dynamics of these groups are a necessary. consideration.

This ap hrtetnpted to provide a basis for the understanding and stpdying of the

impact of nutrition and nutrition-related health programs on fatally and household size and

structure. The releVance of such an approach was discussed, arid a model of the important

variables related to health program:a-and sodial strUcturp and their possible interactions

was presented. Throughout the paper, examples of portant linkages Were provided as

were euggestions for data collection. Sections f cusing on data collected toudhed on

important methodological issues and copsiderati s, And presented some suggestions for the

collection of information related t si4ci c enables. Because of the complex nature

Of research design, the.methodologi 1 se io a provide.only a beginning of reeearch

tools along with leads to appropria s containing more detail.

This paper, then, should be seen as a springboard for the -conceptualization and design

of projects to..assess the impacloa nutrition and health programs-on family size and sfruc-

. ture will provide helpfUrinformation as.to the rple of such projects i4 positive

changes is dividua4s.,,households, and communities.
. t
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RURAL HEALTH REORGANIZATION IN TANZANIA:
THE IMPLICATIONS OF CHANGE IMPLEMENTATION

'Richard H.- Hart, M.D., Ph.D.

All societies respond-to both, internal and external pressnres by a eombination of
gradual change and reaffiriation of traditional beliefs. AdOre rapid societel changecas
.desired by solie national-leaders is often accomplished only throUgh more disruptive and

revolutionary-processes. Even when a countryts political leaders haveboldly endoraed
new ideas and structured., the internal implementation phase remains difficult. It ip
this aspect of local change implementation within a developing health care.sYstem that .
will be reviewed here. w

The Tanzanian Situation

During the last decade, mainly as a result of the Arusha Declaration of 19f7,
Tanzania has pledged itself to rapid development of its large rural areas. This is.in
keeping with its national policy of socialism in whichsthe government is:attempting to
-spread the activities and benefits of development throughout its entire 16,000000
population: Ninety-three percent of this population is in the rural areas and still depends
,primarily Op splisistence-agricuftuze. One of the majOr steps in, the rural development
has been to bringecattered families together into co-operative villages vhere there can
be reached with social services and can take part in community projects. More than 402
of the rural population now live in these ujamaa or "development villages."

All of these events carried'significant implications for Tanzania's health care

system. The already established pyramid of health auxiliaries needed to be rapidly
expanded. The rural health unies themselves needed to be increased in both quantity
and quality. Both of these activities are already well under way-as reported by Chagula
and Tarim° (1974), By the end of 1975 there. were nearly 1,800 dispensaries and 160 health
centers in the country. These were distributed so that 90% of the population lived within
10 km of some health facility, altholpgh coverage is coasiderably worse-in aome distrietao

A key avelopmental issue was the kind of programs that should now be provided
'through these increased static units-and/or the associated,mobile teama to improve the
level of health care. The existing pattern was of.primdry carative services being provided
at the dispensaries and health centers and preventive programs Operating mainly as mobile
teams from a distfict and regional hospital base. Many of the preventive activities were
organized as single, diaease-oriented programs and a wide proliferation of auxiliaries

had been trained for them. These included such cadres as the TB/Leprosy Home Visitor,
the Malaria Orderlies and Aabistants, Sleeping Sickness Orderlies/Auxiliaries, etc. Other
ckicegories such as the Health Nurse, and later the Nutrition Instructors provided antenatal,
nutrition, and eventually immunization services.

In 1973 the Mieistry of Health was reorganizld into three divisions - Manpower
Development, Hospital Services, and Preventive Services. This made it possple to fulfill
a long-felt need noted.by Timuss (1964) and others for greater emphasis on preventive
activities. But as existing programs were reviewed it became obvious that sufficient
expansion of single-purpose cadres to provide nationwidi coverage was unrealistic.
Consequently, the emphasis was shifted to multi-purpose auxiliaries who would receive
adequate basic training so they could cover a number of different primary 'care activi-
ties. These would be trained in Aufficient numbers to allow them to be based at the
dispensaries and health centers.
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The.three basi cadres which are now heing trained for the dispensary-based team
are the Rural Medical Aid (RMA), the Maternal and Child Mealth Aid (MCHA), and the Health
Auxiliary (HA). Students to be trained in each of these cadres are selected from
primary school levels , with a reference given to those who have had some experience
in the health field. This basic dispensary team,.along with one or two supporting
staff, provides primary health care for gn average of 7,000-10,000 people. .

The next level of health care above the dispensary is the health center. This is
a larger facility under tte direction of a Medical Assistant, who is a Secondary school
levels with.three years of medical training. He is assisted by one or two MIAs, several
trained nurse/midwives, several MCH Aids and other supporting staff. A health center
has 20-40 beds for maternity cases, emergencies, add observations, a total work force
of around 20-30 staff; and covers between 60,000 and 100,000 population. In'principle
it is the first line of referral from the diepensary, and the Medical Assistabt in
charge is to provide supervision.to those dispensaries' in his catchment area.

Standardized curricula and training programs, as yell as a complete scheme of service
and upgrading pathways, have been established for each type of auxiliary. A ndeber of new
training centers are being built with bilateral'assistance to make it possible to-meet
the manpower projection goals for 1980. The following table shows the manpower figures
and trainitw center expansion.

Rural Health Manpewer Production in Tenzania

1973
.

Il 1976 1980
Training butput Training Output Training Output
centers per.year .-centers ger year centers per year

Health Auxiliaries

MCH Aids/Village Midwives*

Rural Medical Aids

Medical Assistants

.

5

5

3

IL

-. 30.

646'
.4.

43

. 72

1

18

13

6

44 .

165 -

259

171

6

18

16

8,

'

a-

380

450

.

480
a

217

The older category of Village Midwives has been replaced:by MCH Aile,'who are
being trained in 18.new training centers.
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Propoeed MCH Services

As the complete health team became increasingly available in the rural areas it was.

possible snd necessary to develop a new pattern of health.care. This was particularly

important for preventive activities including maternal and child health services, for
several reasons. 'First, the old pattern of intermitten visits by mobile,teams to the

rural areas resulted in rather poor coverage even Where iewas consistently maiitained.

This is partly because of the usual hesitation to r9edily, accept newer servides4ind
also because it required special visits on particular days. Even those living near to

established health facilities.had to -return on several dif-ferent auctspecific days for
the different:services, such as under-five clinic,-antenatal clinic, and family planning

clinic. The motivation that brings a sick child to4 clinic for treatment was often
Sot eufficient to bring a well child'on another day for immunizations.. And the newer
and less Understood services, like family planning, suffered even =Ore. This. problem

ocCurred even in tawns where distance was not a problem and the different clinics mere
operating several times each week. The attendances for curative'services continued _tt,

climb; however, often exhausting both staff and space. The disparity in Coverage between
it and preventive services could be shown by random.surveys of mothers esdochildren
waiting in'out-patient queues. Usually C:M, and sometimes more, of thete "sick" childree
had never attended an under-five clinic for immunizations or other preventive services

even when it was being provided on the same day and'in'lhe same building. As is often ,

the case, this Sub-population was from the lower socio-economic levels and would have bene-

fited from the preventive serVices even more than the others.

.

tualther major problem"that threatened the old mobile clinic system was the world-

wide oil crisis. The tremendous effects of these price increases on developing.conntries
-has been well-documented. In Tanzania it meant that most of the district mobile teams
exhausted their travel.budgets within the first few months of the financial year and

were idle after.that. Even the usual problems of maintaining vehicles in adequate repair
became increaSingly difficult on tightening budgets.

It wad in this contexe:of severely limited budgets for the mobile teams butincreased
numbers of rural health enits and staff that the current system was developed. It was

decided the primary preventive services should be provided as much as possible through

.the Rural Health Centers and Rural Didpensaties. This would be done largely by the use

of MCH clinics to be tun by MCH Aids and other auxiliary.cadres. Each MCH clinic would

offer comprehensive MCH services, including-antenatal and postnatal care, immunizations,

familyoplailing, nutritiow evaluation and advice,.general health education, malaria chemo-

suppression,.antsimple treatment of disease. More serious illnesses would be referred

to the out-patielit clinic to be seen by the RMA or Medical Assistant.

,. .

The other.majoedecision was to try and increase the coverage of these clinics'

4y making.them more easily aVailable to all mothers and children. 4 was felt to be

particularly important to avoid the frequent occurrence of a child receiving treatment

'in an o+patient 'clinic, but then his mother being told to return on a "Clinic" day

for immunizaxions, anten'atal care, or other MCH services. Obviously an excellent
ltopportunity ro increase MCH'coverage without t port or additional expense was being

lost. To really capitqlze.on this,,or in effec to exploit the drawing power of the
.most popular service,- curative treatment - it wks necessary to provide MCH services

eviy day. This was to be initiatedwith the requirement that all mothers and children-

coming to.the health unit for whatever reaeon must first pass through MCH clinic before

they can be seen by the medical assistant or, receive medicine. This mix of all mothers

and childien, sick and well, is individuallY weighed, valuated, immunized, treated,

etc. Only thp more seriously ill ones are referred r to the'front of the out-patient

queue. There are obviouely some exceptions to this eral rule, such as the very sick
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Child or one Mho ia returning"each day for treatment with dressings, but in general the.
rule WOuld'hold.

Implementation flan and Experiencere
To indicate that there was caninlete unanimity on phe NCH plan, q a clear mandate

for its adoption, would not be true. In this case ,as.in most, the plan çontinuad to'
avolve.and support for it was generated, during the implementation phase. e various
factors that ware significant id its adoption,'and their relative importance," will be,
discussed. -

".
Pilot.Program-

With,the significant changes envisioned,.it seemed imperative to have a field
labOratory to Wine an&modify soMeof the plan's comPonents. ,Data from such a'"model"
program would,.aleo be useful to.consolidiate politieil.support.for.the plan until the
national programmes well Under way. Indeed, the pilot,program as detailed below,
became an effective tool in both the conceptualcdevelopient andAmplementation phase.

Three representative districts were aelected from among the 70 in the country.,

Outside assistance (UNICEF) was obtained to purchase the required equipment,,incldding
a kerosene refrigerator and vaccination supplies, for each dispensary and hialth center
in the three districts. It was originally Planned to supplement the health minpnwer
these districts up to the proposed 19801 levels, but this beCame politically unwise,
Initially, a baseline survey was used to -establish the level of MOH service uil,i.zation,
general health knowledge of the mothers,end clinical status of the children. series
of seminars on c1inic organization, equipment use and maincanance, anct selectI clinicd1
techniques was conducted to prepare the local hearth staff. Actual implemen ()A

the plan spread giadually through the three districts, its rapidity influenced primarily
by supervisional support and local initiative.

These "Model Districts" proved invaluaile to the nationel program by pointing out
some of the obatacles to successful adoption. Perhaps the biggest hurdle, which soon -I

became evideni, was the unspoken skepticism of the local clipic staff. Evergone was in
favor of receiving new equipMent end learning new skills, but there were considerable
resistance to attempts at clinic reorganization. This is understandabie when one'
realizes that the existing pattern of services had developed over a conaiderable period
of time and was A comfortable "known." In addition, anyone who had been in the system
very long had seen many enthusiastic projects espoused by national directives, an idealiatic
new district medical officer, or local politicians. But most of these new programa
remained at the planning stage only. Occasionally a new 1,..and Rover actually orrived in
the district, intended for soma particuldr purpose, but was soon lost in tAehospitat's
vehiclerool.

In particular, the idea of a daily combined MCH cliniC met with lithe most reaistance
from the local staff. They were Often overwor ed in their weekly, antanatal or thildrdn's
cliniC and saw a combination of Xhese two on one day Is impossible% T1e answer, of''
'coorse, is that the.MCH clinics were to,be every day so the work load;. as spread eipnlr
throughout tbe week. This would.result in a more efficient gee Of bOt statVand
fadilities than..the.old pattern cd overload one day and light work the next.

Sy'dricounteriiig this unexpected staff resistance in the Model pis ricts, appropriate
solutions could be developed. One of the post important factors in con lacing the staff

4 c*
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that this new plan was fOr'real and not another empty dream was the actual dis6ursement

of equipment'to the.bealth units. In fact, lite conditional.offer.of new equipment was
frequently used to'persuade.hesitant staff to change to the new organizational plan.

Once some elinies had successfully begun the new program,', their experience became
valuable examples for thi *ere within the distriet.. This wee especially que when
'the national prograci was bell* launched and the successful'experience of the Model
Districts became widely known. Seminars held in.conjunction with clinics already
following the new plan provided firsthand experience for new staff orientation.

Ap.already alluded to, there were Anny other uasful functions of the Model
Districts. Suchii,tems as field tasting of the new clinic cards and reporting system
weii'dope done here. The development of an adequate "cold chain"-syStem for vatcine
'distribution, along with trials of the kerosene refrigerators and other equipment,
was.also'vlone. And fpally, but notleast in importance,.these three districts provided
"show pieces" for funding agencies and politicians to visit and observe.

Seminars

Considerable reference has already been made to the role of semlears in promoting

the newslogram. Not imsignificant budgetary amounts were spent on.these.' Besides being
a popular event for rural staff, they provided an opportunity for discussion and.training.
Equipmeet maintenance, proper record keeping, clinic floe patterns and vaccidation avid

.-other.clinical techniques were among the topice covered.-

. Two genetal types bf.,seminars were conducted. Initially it was felt imperitive to

securetche physicians' support elnew plan. Three two-day seminars were held.in

different parts of.the country overnment and voluntery agency physicians. In this

settitg, .important objections co e met and protocols establidhed.

lath District Medical Officer Wes than ezomised funds and central assistance to
conduct his own district level seminar for his`health staff. They we encouraged to have

all heilth personnel within the district ettendfthese seminars so import t questions

about supetvision and allocation of responsibility could be settled. This s,especivally

important with regard to the control of vaccine supplies which was frequently considered

a prèstieious position. By.having the various types of auxilialeaolforesent at one '

seminar, thetr respective roles in the MCB.program and other facets of health F.:7re

could4be ppenly discussed.and reilaorced.

The final important point about seminars was to recognize their continuing
importance after the program had started. There were enpugh new ideas ptekented that
few staff were capable of comprehending everything'at the first exposure. WW-graduates
were also frequently being.added and modifications were continuing to be Mede in various

components of the system. Certainly the very definition of an,auxiliary impkie$ the

need far continuing eApEation.

Manpower Training Brograms

An integral port of the national MCH plan wee the preEation of a new cadre called

the MCH Aide. Their one year di ic and six month field training concentratedentirely
on,the knowledge and skills they uld need to provide the envisioned MCH services.
Applicants were primarily selected from the rural areas of the districts to whiah, they

would be assigned after graduation. Those with some previous work'experrence in the health

care syst,eme were given prefer nce. All efforts were made to keep ehe training facilities

and curriculdmder); practical
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A mote dif,f1spu1t. goal te achieve was the integration of the appropriate curriculum
changes, and additions into the other medical trhining programs. Obviously.all students
from the medical school to the rutal medical aides needed to be acquainted with the
various aspects ofthe MCH progtam and particularly their role in it. It was even
argued tbat the primary effort gt Changing the system should.be done through the school.:
Students could be provided with the appropriate knowledge and skillS in.griater depth
than in'hrief field seminars. Each new group Of graduates could then:spread the new
plan to their:respective posting sites. It turned out.that this was not an effective
change agent because the new graduates had no status Or power to influence the gystem
until they had at.least 2-3-years of workexperience. By that time they had usually
became familiar with the existing pattern, of healtH care and were as reluctant'ap the
others to change. .

Records and Reporting System,
7

:The rural healtla worker is at the base of a giant,health pyramid. He is expected
to provide both the basic health segvices and a report that he has' done so: When new
programs are begun, it is often felt imperative to add a new set of reports to.document
its development and to allew evaluation.. The eventual result is that the rural health
auxiliaries, who are often overworked anyway, are called.upon to fill out an amazing array
of reports that are fTequentiy overlapping and confusing. The most tragic part oE their
effort is that the results are seldom tabulated and used in any meaningfpl way to improve
the system.

.0 . 1
Because t proposed MCH system involved the integration of most clinical and

r
.preventive act

j
ities it was decided a simple.combined reporting system was desirable.

Two neW home-b ed clinic cards were first developecT,'.one for children and the other
for pregnant mothers.- A eimilar card for mothers following a family planning ptogram
has subpequently been added..- Then a Clinic-based repnrting form, using the fiire
nought tally system (00000, was developed. This was by no means comprehensive, but
requested.only the specific information which was felt to be necessary.4 theAistrict
and national level. Further details', eakcially diagnostic and treatment information,
remainedonthe clinic cards only. The report form was designed so the information
requested was directly available from the clinic cards awl couj.d be filled out quickly'.
Thei:nitial compilation cind analygis 'of the data was done at the district level and thel
summaries fen/wide& to the ministry. Attempts were made to base the distribution of shp-
plies an the.reports received, but the turn around time was too long to make this
effective,. In summary, records and'reports must ser'Ve the system and not dominate it.

,

,,/ -----..

Equipment and Supplies
A

As already mentlioned,,the distribution of new qu.,met to the rural health unite
was one of the import:Apt factors in conVincing the staff t 4 a real organizational
change was occurring.T This *Mims the.diffiCulty most programs have in getting equipment
out:to the ruraT'areas. An even' bigger problem, yet to be solved satisfactorily in
Tanzania; is the regular distribution of conshmmabI6 supplies. Stable items like clinic
cards and medicines are difficult enough, but to maintain a "cold chain" for vaccine dis- .

tribution reqUires considerably more expense, manpower, and motivation.

Maintenance of equipment, in particular the erosene refrigerators, was another
major ci.yncern. qhe appropriate.knowledge and techniques wete included in each of the
seminars. Each health unit was also requested to identify olne person who wouldotake
primary responsibility foi adjustments and maintenance. Selected spare parts were
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provided with each piece of dquipment and a reserve lupply was kept at thoeliatrict
hospital.

Probably no other factor was found which discouraged the healih staff mere thanto
actively promote a new program to the people and then not,have the necessary suppliee
to meet the demand. Until adequate funding and commitment are available to provide th4
kind of support, it is unrealistic to expect local staff to vigorously atiempt to expand'

, their coverage.
q

Legislation

Primary education is becoming increasingly available in developing Countries.
Tanzania is planning for Universal Primary,Education (Ufbefoz,e ,1980. TOis antici-
pated service for all children raises anotfier posaibiljy fbr the promotion of immuniza-
tions and other NCH services. Legislation is informa ylleing considered that would
require each child to present a completed vaccination card before he could enter sabol.
When the health care system is adequate.to'provide thi quantity of service, such
legislaion'may be utilized.

Conclusions

The successful devbpment of a rural health program hinges on many.variablew,
Each country should,carefully consider these, along with their budgetary and manpower
.implications, during the planning stage. lin adequate assessment and feasible solutions
can ease the ditficult implementation phase.

4.
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THE COMMUNITY HEALTH WHIM:
GUIDELINES FOR TRAINING THE
COMMUNITY TO POWER THE PROGRAM

Aaron E. Ifakwunigwe, MtD., M.P.H.
Charles IL Drew Medical School

Los Angeles

.Introduction

The health servicds of developing countries haVe been-patterned after those of the\
industrialized countriesiof the Western world. This is so, despite the ecological ,

dissimilarities between the-two areas. As would pxpected, health services have t re-\

fore failed to satisfy the needs of these develo ini countries. Thc following kly fac ord
have to be seriously considered if the situatio

.
nirbealth serviceslin-developing count

is to be remedied. 16
,

Lack of Population Awareness of Health Nfeds and Services

Heavy Reliance on Hostatal-Based Health-Services

Difficulty in Accessibility to Health Services.

Class and Cultural Barriers on Health Services between Providers and Consumers'

Little EMphasis on Children - although they coMprise 40-55 percent of the
population r- 0

xLack of
.

Preventive Health' ServAces - although the vast majority of the health
conditions are latgely preventable .

'1E-me.... Lack of Infrastructure of Health Services Delivery - due to.limited bud
personneland workable system

. .

.Ii can thus be.seen that in the foreseeable future, fpod.a numerical and geographical
point of View, the necessary dutreach to make Nontact with the majority of rural populatiOn
cannot be achieved *through this orthodox approach to hdalth services. No wonder.then that
it has been estimated trhat less than 10% pf the population of the developing countries have
access to organized health services of,any kind. ,

From the'foregoing, it is clear that alternative approaches to health services in
developing countries,are necessary. Fragmentation of services increases costs and destroys
efficiency. Approaches aimed at integration of services are therefore indicated. Services
must be comprehensive in scope and focus on priority "at risk" categories. Idtegration
and coordination must occux, at various levels of the health services;

B. Integration of Health Services into Community Development

It is of the utmostsimportancej, that programs be planned and unde.rtaken in partnership
with the community, based on their_ expressed needs and with their fullest possible involve-
ment and participition. Ideally, health action shOuld be community directed and involve
the community as a whole through its leaders, formal and informal, and its various natural
groups. it should be note& that community directed action is not merery action directed
at the community by professional health workers, but seeks to promote health action by



groups withi the commUnity, led by the tommunity's owneatural leaders. Such,leaders

might be tilt, chiefs, schoolteachers, priests, or other.acknowledged persons-who comMandwot

the respec of the community: In'some areas, an active organization directed to community

develcipme will be preSent. Thia is a fori of soeial activity-in.which members.of the .
vil44e ommunity meet to discuss itheir individual and joint:needi. They establish pipri-

'ties, Ate plans to the best of their ,ability and,reeources, seek help froM

precee to undertake a variety of differnt projects. These may'include such things as

build.ltg a well, a market or a clinic, construction of roads, bkidges, schools and.churches.

This type of self-development at the villagelevel is of thlegreatest importance, and

health activities should he integrated into them'ae a means of spreading health knowledge

and providing better:health facilities'.

Agticulturt is the mainstay of the economy,of mo developing countries. Agratian

reforms and changes in land tenure practices have led to the fprmation of farming co-

operatives. These co-operatives not only improve the ef ency and increase per capita

production but also given the farmers 4"coilective-bargaiaing pability. .Tbel have

been very effecrive instruments in strengthening community organ Zations to uhdertake. self-

help community developmeet projects. In fact, in soke cultures where community organiza-

tions bad not traditionally existed,. these agricuitural co-operatives-home been very

useful in acting ;as the nucleus and encouraging their formation. Health services, as
indicated aboVe, should be integrated With these other social and economic community

development projects.

Furthermore, nutrition and health are.inseparably related. One of the main,factors

affecting nutritional status of a community is food availability, which, in turn, is related

to food production. As part of the dissemination of sound health and_nutrition education,

people should be informed as to the best food cr..- tO grow. On a modest scale, they

should be encouraged to .cultivate these in-a 1.4,0 ost, low-effort home gardens. On a larger

scale, the difficult problems of.the anderstandaile competition between cash and.food crops

should be-tackled at a national level. A judicious balance between the two sh uld.be aimed-

at.

In many developiag countries, most, and'at times the only available health services

in parts of the remote aras are often relatively well-equipped, staffed and.managed by

highly motivated individuals, who,,as a result of their tvligious, connections,'have the

confidence and trust of their clients. Hitherto, these health services have been'mostly

* lbspital-based and centered, so tgat there'is the need to modify and broaden their activi.,

ties. .Even in places where the voluntary agencies do not have any Orgenized health

service, the clergy and the priests could play,a vital role as change agents inlany heal

program instituted.
7

ApartI.rom religious organizations, there usually are other voluntary ageneies that

are either involved Ot could be inVolved in healith services.' Examples of these are the

Red Cross Spciety, CARE, 144:men's Guild and other organizations.
4

The activities of all these'organizationa, religious and secular, should be co-
.1

ordinated, and their energy channelled intohealth services with:a defiAite sense of

direction.. Their assistance could be in the delivery of services or in Tublic relations

or as change agents in'health education activities. The need for liaisna and co-ordination

-of the activities of these agencies with governmental health servicel, without'dil ting

thelç, quality of service, is obvious.
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C. Community Organization and Leadership

At the Outset, effort should be made to determine the structure of the community
organization, the types and strengths of leaderhip in the community. It is important
to involve the community organization and leadership in the planning 'process right from,
the beginning. They will be invaluable in supplying necessary information and generally
facilitating the planning process. Furthermore, only lay so doing can they identify with
the project and regard it'as their own rathei than something that was imposed from out-
side. In some parts of she world, for example, parts of East Africa and the Sierras of
the Andean-countries of South America, thg population live in isolated households, sur-
rounded by their farmlands and lack the cohesive force of a.community identity. In such
cases it would be essential to encourege community spirit and the formation of a community
organization with an effective leadership.

D. Community Attitude's to. Health, Expectations arta Receptiveness

A kneWledge of this is necessary in order to enlist the fullest cooperation and
collaboration of the .community in the health,program. It is important in the health pro raM
planning inorder to insure,that health .needs as well as other.neede are provided for.
I recall a Meeting we onchad with a community group in rural Ecuador. When we asked
them what their major health needs were, they replied "saranpion-v\agua potable y rattue,"
which translates into "measles, potakle drinking water and ratte,."),...j

. .

E. - Selection and Trainingsof Community-44sed Health Wprkers
.

Various types of personnel are currently in use indeveloping countries, depending
on the countries' HIstorical past, stage of development, resources,and xype of health
facilities In instrtutions like hospitals.and health cpters,, health service could be
more-intagrated and comprehensive if the team conceptis practiced. It would also improve
efficiency and utilization if arrangements could be made for hoth Mother and child to be
seen in the same location and on the same day if both of them require attention.

In' most rural communities there are to health S4cilitieS and even in some of the
places where they exist, under-utilization is a problem One.must therefore move awAy from
the fallacy that all you have to do is to build:a health-facility and people,will auto-
matically use it. ,Instead,. a better idea is to take health oervices to the people in
the communities and their homes. :For this purpose, a trained, MUM-purpose oommunity
heafth wdrker would be an efficient and effeexive giant in delivering integrated health
services. Specifications for such a communify-basgd health, worker would vary from country
to country depending on the circumstances. .For example, the haalc educational require-7.
ments for such a candidate foi dtraining would obviously depend on what is locally.
available. The infotmation gathered during the planning procgss would be invaluable
in making decisions about various aspects of the-communify-based health worker.

The health workers will have to he trained for expected functiore-e-Cr" The
following steps haVe to be take-el in setting up the training program.

1. Definition of Nee&

#4,

The planning procesa would furnish the opportunity for determining the health
needs, both felt and observed in the community. - It would also provide the basis
for the priority rating of the health needs. Thus a realistic plan to meet the
health needs of the community would be prepared.
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Functional and Task Analysis

The next step is to determitie whit functions are to be undertaken in order to
satisfy the health needs already identified. As a.result of. this it woulebe
possible to determine what tasks need to be,performedin order to fulfill those
functions.

3. Job Descrintlon

Based on the tasks listed, a job 'description could then be,l) argd.

Curriculum Design

The training curriculum.will be derived from the job description and by so doing
will ensure that training is related to function and need.

5. Training Manual

A training manual is essential specifying not only what is to be taught, also
where, how and by whom. This would-ensure uniformity and standardization in the
training.

6. Trainin of Trainers.

A.decision,will be thade as to who will trainthe community health workers,
depending -on what 4's .locpl4y available and feasible. .Regardless of who the
trainerg are,'it Would bedfiecessary to giVe them a short course or training in order
to ensure that they fully understand the aims and procedures of the training. They

instructed in the use of.training materials and teaching methods.,

y electio4of Community Health Workers fon Training

The community health worker§ have to,beaelected from the community by the
community, as,they are more likely to be accepted and respected.in 'Elle community.
However, the community organization would need some-guidance :and criteria fbr the

*selection. For gxample, minimum eduption and background should be set, consistent
with the local'realities of thedituation. Again, if ieis thevish of the community
the local traditional healtersemay be selected for training.

8. Location of Training

, The training facilities should be as near as possible to the prograM area, not
only to make the training more ecologically relevant, but also minimize the
temptation for trainees dot to return to rural areas,after they have been exposed
to the glitter of life in the city during their training. This should ideally be
inithe nearest health center or health siabcenter. pe candidates selected for
training from the surrounding community would be gathered here for training. The
size of the training class would vary from,five to 15,.depending on the training

(ntilities. There would of course be some basic theoretical.aspects of the training
should be practical and on tbe\)job (in-service). The trainees should have practical
experience of working everywhe-re, including home visits.
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Community Rea th Posta A

Each community Organization dispart of,tha commitment to the health program

should be able to provide an.opetational base for the community health,workere.
This base desigaated as a community health post could be an existing building or

' by cemmunity effort.could be constructed cheaply with local building materiale.

The basic equipment, medicinesp.and supplies should be modest and notexpensive
and assietance provided.this could come from.the gOvernment. Community health

workers, 41thoUgh they operate from this base, should spend most of their tine oui

in the community, involved in educatiral efforts through women's social-clubs,
or by Visits to the homes.

10. Procedure Manual

,
Bet3ea on the training curriculum and the training.manuale detailed instructions

should be laid down for the community health workers. Nothing should be left to

the imagination and all the'pessible options should be anticipated and Alternative

courses of action set down in detail. Most importantly, the manual ahcmld attests
theft- limitations and instruct the health worker when to seek for amistance or

when to refer a patient to a more skilled personnel.

F. PluictisoftlonoianunitHealthWorkito

The community health w6rker at the health peat and through home vits and mother*
clubs will deliVer the following services.

1. Basic Health Seivices

(a) Counseling on child health and ehild,reMng;

(b) Mpor curative stifirst aid emergency services.
. 4

(c) Immunizations:
- 4

(d) Pre-natal and post=natal services.

(e) Midwifery aervices,for uncomplicated cases.

(0 General health education.

(g) Registration of births and deaths.

(h) Referral to the'bealth suhcenters:

2. Nutrition Services

(a) Nutriiion counseling and education.

(b) Curative services for patients with ma nutrition.

(c) Mlatoring of the nutritional status of the at-risk groups through weight

(d) Promotion of breastfeeding.
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(e) Counseling.on infant weaning tieing low-cOst locally available high patein
vegetable multimixes.

(f) Influence in the agriculture practices of the commpity tirough demonstra-
,- tion low-coat home gardens.

3. Family PlanninkServiCes '

,

(0.-Family plapning.information and motivation.

(b)'Dispensing under supervision desired contraceptive methods possible in the
home or health pests.

(c) Referral tO the health OUbcenter for.the more cQ.icated procedures.

(d) Follow-7up of accepters.

(e) Continuing review of the non-acceptors.

4. Environmental Health Services

(a) Environmental sanitation information.

(b) Personal hygiene information.

(c) Advice and assistance wi,th latrine construftion.

(d) Hethods for rendering drinking,safe water.

G. Supervision and Witivation of the Community Hehlth Workers
;

It is true to say,that a program I( this nature utilizing low level auxiliaries is
:

only as good.as the quality of the,traieing and the closeness and the effectiveness of
supervision of their activities. Ther fore, a system pf Close-4111d effective supervision
should be devised 'and they should be close touCh with.the nearest hearth subtemter
or dispensary. They should be accouiytable to the local health silbcenteiwhe should.
provide Support and referral servic Their:ativities should be supervised out of the
health sUbcenter. There should be dYstem of referiher courses at regular intervals in,
the health subcenter. In order.to achieve this, it may be-necessary to reorganize an4
retrain the staff at the health s center so that they, will be in tune with the whole -

program. It is essential to off -some motivation to the commueity health workers to
make it worthwhile their remaini,g in their posts,. Although in Some-circumstances it mey
be possible.to have their serv,Ces on a voluntary basis free of charge, the only moti-
vation being their status in the community, it will often be necessaPy to provide fhem
with some remuneration,to ioeet their families commitments. This may take the form
of a modest.honorarium provided either through Community effort or by the government, or
the two.in partnership. Whatever the arrangemedt, it is crucial that this category of
health worker be recognized and infegrated into the healthfservices ef the government.

H. Evaluation,

Evaluation may be defined as the piocess by which infOrmation relevant to decision-
making can be obtained from a pfeject, analyzed and interpreted. The purpose of evaluation
is to provide decision makers with useful information about how programs ere functioning
.vith respect to achieving their goals.
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a
Evaluation should be built into all health programs. It should hp a continuing and

dynamic approach that permits elcamination ofaccomplishments or lack of it at-en'y time.
If a program has not progressed as planned, a proper evaluation can reveal the cause and
make recomfendations aimed at removal of such causes.

i. Conclusions

The foregoing has bee'n a sketch of the guidelines for identifying community
orgenizations, ensuring their participation in.planning and executing health prograMs,
the selection, training, supervision and motivation of the community health worker. It

is my lieliefthat, if these steps are.adhered to, the community will be able to poWer
their basic Vealth programs at the oommunity level, Ntith a minimum of outside support.
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CRITICAL ENVIRAMENTAL AND ECONOMIC ITNERDEPEADEilCIESI.
THE SEARCH FOR SOCIETAL. VALUES

Climie A. Davos, Ph.D.

INTRODUCTION

Economic development is pursued by every society as an end 1;hose level of achievement

will determine the attainment level of all the rest of its goals. With respect to the
health goal,,economic development promises the elimination of the health problems of poverty.
Moreover, it promises an ability to finance an expanding'health care system and to devblop

an effective preventive health program. In this respect, the integration of health into

planning for development may appear to be a straightforward task oftassessing health.needs,

defining them as goals, evaluating their benefit-cost efficiendy, and desUning adninistra-
,

tien plans and implementation strategies.

HOwever, econoMic development also. contribute! to the realization of a great number ,

of eel./ and'critical sddial.probleds. The majority of these problems relate to health and-

are isSociatedOith the steady deterioration of environmental quality and depletion Of

natUral resources*. The historical evolution ofethe concept.of health is only one indicator

of.the recognition of.thege problens and their_bealth.ramifications. Health no longer
implies the absence of bodily afflictions ae it did, during the earlier years oUthe indus-

trial revolution. As long ago as 1946 the World Heilth.Organization defined health as
being "a State of complete physical, mental and soeial well being and not Merely the

. .

absence of dieease.."-,

Further manifestations df the awareness of the "new" problems that accompany
ecenomic development ate provided by the expanding.demands for environmental impact assess-

ments and t:y the debate onenergy alternatives.

'
Tiv problems of economic development become more difficult to confront because it

must be done with conflicting scientific inputs and under aregime of competing societal

values. Both these realities manifest themselves with development. They hove nedessitated,

in the past, tradeoffs among goals and among alternetive development strategie& that did

not always adequately account for their health-related compromises.

I argde, therefore, filet integration of health into planning far development must

not be attempted only along,the traditional lines.of sssessing health neeas, expressing

them as,eohls, evaluating their benefit-cost efficiency.. and designitg adminietration

plans ankimplementation strategies.- Strong emphasis must be placed on three other Areas

of research.

The subject of the first research area mustbe the interdependenciee,amang all the

goals (:;f a development plan that may collectIvely be referred to ae environmental and

economic intetdependencies These most be identified; modeled and closely monitored.
The second research area must focus on'the derivation of the shadow prices of the above

interdependencies expressed in terms.of the.latter's health impacts. Inetrumental for,

the derivhtion of these shadow prices will be the harmonization, to the extent feasible,:

of conflicting scientifie,inputi and.competing societal values. Finally, the objective

of the third,research area must be the utilization of the health shadow prices in order
to establish boundaties beyond which health concern& and impacts should not be traded

in favor of the advancement, of othv societal goals.. I have devoted the.rest of this

paper to an elaboration of these research areas as.well as of my thesis and argument&
regarding the integration of health into planning for development.
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Critical Environmental and Economic Interdependencies

One, if not the most, significant ramification of development is a steadily deteri-
orating environmental, quality. The comprehension of the importance of.its health-and
other social implications cat be singled out as the most pressing-reason for the broadeniog.
of the health conCept by the Wo4ld Health Organization. It can also be considered as the
Mostoeerious .challenge to the ddvelopment goal.

A full understanding,of thevironmental and economic interdependenciee connecting
all the goals of a development plan becomes imperative, therefore, for both the achieve-
ment of health goals through development and for the achievement of deveIopMent without
unacceptable health costs.

As a case /n ;mint, consider the industrialization strategy which is one of the
cornerstones of development planning. It can be formulated by choosing among alternative
industrialization patterns promising differing rates of growth, differing magnitudes cif
production and value added, for differing time horizons. More often than not, the'
criteria of choice are only these abstract econometric indicators of rates of growth and
of gross national product; provided, of course, that the necessary primary production
factors and iesources are available.

, However, altexnatibe industrialization patterns also contribute to differing income
distributions and acquirements of skills and education atong individual members and seg-
ments of society as.well as among regions and urban settlements. itioreover, they contribute
differently to such environmental frohlems as air pollution, w ter contamination, noise

+levels, soild waste loads and safety hazrds. Indirecti a,lt

4
.tive industrializatlon

patterns contribute differently to such problems as: (1),the. ntroduction into the
environment of chemicals,such as DDT, vinyl chlorids, polychlorinated,biphenols; (2) the
use of polluting and health endangering.energy resoures; and (31_ urbanization patterns ,
with impacts in terms of congestion,,sanitation neede, noise, crimes lo of cultural ties,
loss of social orientation, and disassociation framidommunity-Values.,

. ,

It follows, therefore, that the problem of qbdosing an industrial ation plan
cannot be divorced from the problems of choice Fmong alternative.health als, their
counterpart environmental goals, and goals relating to income distributiok energy,
education, urban development, crime and any. other social concern. Mot only ill decisions

. on industrialization plans interfere with the achievement of all other goals .but.decisions
on these other goals may upset the plans for development through industrialization.

Similar.associatioRs among'all the goals of a plan can be established when the
available opttkes ,for action aiming at their achievement are -considered. Environmental
and health goaW, for example, will have an impact on the consumption patterns and the
development of particular induetries. Thus, they can indirectly be regarded as a source
of impacts sitilar to those I associated.with industrialization patterns.

111
Understanding of theae'associations among all the goals of a plan for development

justifies my previous assertion. As I stated it, sucti an understanding and monitoring
of all the environmental and economic interdependencies among the goals Of a plan for
development must.be the first step for a true integration of and orderly progress towards
sll society's goals.
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The tearch for Societal Values'

The next step of goal integration must be thsevaluatton of the environmental and

economic interdependencies among the goals of a deVelopment plan in terms of shadow,

prices. ,The latter express the value for.society of the progression. towarda or retro-

gressioa fram its goals that maY be caused.by an action aimed'at the achievement of a,

particular goal.. The sbadow_price of an industrialization plea will reflect, thus,

the value that society attaches to all health, envlronkental, economic and all other

social implications of the plan. .SimilarlVethe shadow price of health goalsvill reflect

the.value for society of the progression 'towards or.retrogression from the rest of society's

goals necessitated by die implementation actions required for tbe achirvement Of the-
e

health goals.

Utilization pf shadow, prices enables What I have called evaluation wit a social

context beceuse theS7 reflect the values of a Societiperceived as an organic c ooser of

ends- (1, 2). The feet ahould.not be overlooked, however, that different Segmen s of

'society society prefer different achievement.levels for society'S goals: As a suit,

various estimates of shadow prices.for the same can be,derived unless a =anise agreement

on target leVels ofigoals'achieVement can be reached.

%

It is an undeniable reality thet such an agreementia almost impossible even for

such goals as those relating to'health. Two reasons for this impoaspility I consi er

as'most significant;, 'First,'income inequality leads all individuals to have'differi

dreams, goals and prinrities. Moreover, income inequality generates alternative inf.

neede_graong the various publics. It also affects the capacity of the societal unifs

information on goal impacts and evaluate it according to theit,priorities.

1The value and inforMation problemsthat the;.ingliality of inenme presents are further'

exacerbated by the fact that the pursuit okgoels has.an.impact to income. Thus, a dynamic

analysis of communIty,values wad their en0r4lc changes is slsii required.' Moreover, the

pUrsuit of goals will have synergetic impacts on eadh individual's share of rewirde and

sacrifices. Thus, each individual is asked to evaluate the various proposed goal achieve-

ment levels with an understanding of his/her net share.of rewards and sacrifices-that-is

difficult to derive, nay, to comOrehend. .

The second impoi.iant constraint to reaching an agreement among al societal units

on target goals achievement levele.is a scientific input containinglundamental contradic-'

tiona. Any effort to confront_the'prablems of competing societal values will be severely

Undermined by this reality. Estimates of goal impacts both cin an individual and dna
societal basis will have limited value standing alone ,as evaluation factors as long as

there are scientists arguing opposing views, theories, and findings. This reality has

manifested itself in the debate on-the hsalth effects of such,social actions as.smoking,

use'of nuclear technologies, and morsrecently the use of saccharine.

The argument'may be advancedthat in undeveloped countries there can otten be found

a Small and homogeneoes scientific, economic and political elite which can generate unanimous

support for goals and.policies. It must not be forgotten, however, that if indeed develop-

ment is sought for all segments of society this argument dangerously undereetimates the'

importance of societal vane dynamic*.

The foregoing brief disc sion of the difficulties of arriving at an agreemeot on

target levels of goals achieve nt and ihua at a single set of shadow ptices for all goals

justifies the other requiretnentj that I suggested for a true integration of all.development

goals. As I argued in my intr duction, the shadow- prices of the health and the rest.of

.the goals must bt derived afte an attempt to harmonize conflicting scientific evidence
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and competing societal values. For this'task, eparticipatory evaluation approach le
required. ,

The opportunity must be given by the participatory evaluation approach to all the
various publics, spec4a1 interests and decisiOn-making agencies, first, to express their
goal preferences and. secondlyoto reveal ehe value tradeoffs they are willing to make
for the purpose of maximizing the support fon a particular elan. A scanning of these
value tradeoffs and preferences yill lead, then, to an understanding of: (1) the
coalitions of suppert for each particular goal; (2) the consistency of preferences and
values of the various ceaiitionsl (3) the infOrmation needs of the coalitions and their
capacity to evaluate information; (4) the grounds of.agreement and disagreement among
the coalitiond; and (5) theLehanges to maximize the level of accord among the 8oalitions
(3, 4).

0411

I

De the basis of the above information, shadow prices of goals can be derived that
tcwill reflect the value@ of a society bot.in a stage of venal harmony among its members
but in a stage of minimum discord. .Total harmony guarantees,the achievement of goals
while minimum discord promises at least an orderly progress.

Health Tradeoff Boundaries

.In addition to deriving shadow prices for a society in a stage of minimum feasible
discord, a participatory evaluation approach designed to generate the previously described
information input serves another purpose of extreme importance. It enables the establish-
ment of boundaries beyond WhiCh tradeoffs between health and any other goal are unaccept-
able. emphasized:the need for,establishing such boundaries in my introduction as the
third step for a,true integration of health into planning for development.

4 ,

Even in.developed societies, we witness a tendency to regress from absolutely,
inflexible health protectien,legislation measutes to,dangerously flexible ones. In the
U.S., legislatien sdch as the Delaney clause indiceies that absolute protection of health
is the ultimate priority. At the same time, h64-eler, the retreat to risk-benefit
analysis forother'important choices, duch as the utilization of nuclear technology,
implies thlt health concerns may be weighted'against.other criteria such as economics.

.

Undoubtedly arguments maz be presented regarding the actual quantitative valdes of
health tradeoff boundaries.' In general,-one should, expect. ehat the debate will subside
as the conflicts in the sciehtific input will be resolved7 Participttory evaluation will
also minimize the intensity of the debate. As long as all the environmental and economic
interdependencies have been understood and the pkiority tradeoffs of all se: entd44
society scanned and evaluated, boundaries for .the health tradeoffs.can beestablished
that will be protective enough to 'satisfy all riasonable health concerns and flexible
enough to secure the maximum feasible suppcxrt for health goals.

Reflections

When cenfronted with the issue of integrating heafth ihto planning for development,
I tried to address directly the operational meaning of the term integration as it should.
:be applied to health and development,goals.

I advancedmy thesis and arguments regarding the subject of this conference ss a
response to the reservations I have about the attitude of a ggeat number of experts when'
they formulate guidelines for social actions. I characterize this attitude as paternalistic,
analytic, reactive and quantitative.' It is paternalistic beeause it completely
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disassociates evert recOmmendatione *romthe implications of the publies sentiments,'
11;eliefP,'opinionssand habits which maY, in most cases, be an even more powerful deter-

minant of sOcial"values than knowledge: The attitude-of. most experts is also analytic

in the sense, that they fail to study goal interdependencies. This failure results from

the ekperts dependence on the "scientific method" which ip the epitome of analysis.

Consider for a moment the itony ofaddressing the isque of goal'integration by applying

analYsiswhich in fact demands. disaggregation. Furfhermoret the recommendations of

most experts are reactive since they praiiide-a4Swers!,to prOblems that have already-

been defin e. and fail to deal,with the problems they ruby generate. The environmental

iimPlications unaccounted for in the deyeXopmeht plans of economists.prOvide very %up-

portive evidence. Finally,"ealiert recOmmenditions are for the most part "quantitative"

either 'PecpuPethey tranPlate ntitative termseven qualitative attributes'or

because they-exclusively aligntronly a quantitative concern/about the public interest.s.
n:essence, I tried.in this paper to argue fOr a participatory, systematic,

antiCi a.tory and qualitatiye'integration of health into planning for development.

.
* )

.
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HEALTH SECTOR ASSESSMENT*

Paul IT. Ahmed M.A.y L.L,B.

Allza Xoler, Ph.D.

Introduction

The decades since World War II have witnessed growing concern in developing countries.

about upgrading their health serVices, and a reciprogal desire.among developed countries

and.international dotter agencies to provide technical and financial-assistance for that

purpose. A growing recognition of the inefficiency and waste re4ulting from haphazard

programming ind from 'uncoordinated aid has lad to the development of several methodologies

for assessing the health needs of developing countries and for developing rational, iste-.

grated health programming.
.

/

In thia paper we analyze a major methodology for health planning,. Health Sector

Assessment (HSA), emplOyed principally by.the United States Aapncy for International

le Development (AID). Although health planning techniques have been used by international

agencies and.national governmenta for atleast two decades, the concept of Health Sector

Assessment as 4 spe

91

fic methodology le relatively recent (for other methodologies,see,

for example, Chas # , 1975a &A); PAHO/WHO, 1965;. Ahmed, 1976; CutParrez, 1975; IBRD, 1975).

The purpose of this paper is te briefly describe ihe goals and design of the Health Sector

Assessment\and to explore its eses and limitations-as a tool for healthialanning. The i

paper is bilged largely on the author's personal familiarity with thie and other health

'planning methodologies, on internal papers and memos circulated by the Agency.for Inter-

national Defel pment, and on informal interviews with health officials in internatiopal

agencies. .

.

. Health ector Assessment is conceptuali zed as a tool for coordinated.and integrated

planning dire ted toward improVing health conditions in developing nations. It involees

a process of g theringy organizing, hnd analyzing-data op the health policiaa and resoNees

of s. developing Untry.for the'identification ofOossible solutions to its health problems.

The purpose of a health sector assessment ist,e develop a strategy or set of etrateees

foi health improvement in.dev oping countries. AS mentioned above, the concept of Health

'Sector Assessments as a apecjPic methodology is relatively recent; it has on1y.been used

in a few Latin American and Middle Pastern countries since 1972._ The demand for health

sector Assessment arose from the need for long term planning, on part of the donors, in-

ternational financial.communities, and the Countries themselVes.

O
.1

Several factors have converged to create a need for integrated, long-term planning

in the Third World. These factors include:

More demand for health servides;

A scarcity -of Irescairces;.,

*
The authors are deeply grateful to Joseph Hacket,of FDA who shared a communication on

the description of Health Sector Assessment. They are also grateful to Dr. Joseph Davis

for an internal memo entitled "Guidelines for Health Sector Assessmeni." Both documents

have been amply used in the development of this paper. In addition,. they are grateful. to

Nicholas Fusco of Westinghouse Health Systems and to Dr. Kenneth Farr for reviewing and

commenting on earlier drafts of this paper.

The views preented in this paper are those of the authors and not necessarily
those of the, Institutions to which they belong.
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The transfer of neNivology, vaccines, and drupWand

Strong donor interest in providing preventive health services.

Congressional and administrative mandates in the United States °have reflected these factors
and have created the climate for.this new approach. President Carter'xecently reempha-
sized the U.S. policy in his statement of May 2, 1978, announcing a program to strengthen
U.S. participati in efforts to overcome disease and ill...health. The' President-etated:
"Our efforts will be.based on the following piinciples: -- a basic minimum level of health,
nut y planning services should be available to the world'e more whether
they live i 1 areas or urban slums. Developing nations can eventually meet their

a own needs if e assist them in strengthening their institutions and building their own
health systems. Community-based health care, including the use of community rasourcea
and the_training of appropriate health personnel as near at possible to where qty deliver
services, is the most effective means of achieving the,standard of hailth we deere for
all people." The above affirmation of goals of U.S.opternational health policy by the
President awzi led.to active pivolvement of all of U.S..international health agencies in
long term filAhning, this inebrest is also expressed in terms of interest in development
of new methodologies for health planning. Assessment is one of the tools the USAID has
used for long term planning. In ordeF to understand its usefulness to planning, we need
to know its purpose, methOdology, and the naturr of its final product.

first section of this paper will describe the goals and design of this method

The Concept of Health Sector Assessment

Healeh Sector Assesament, designed for efficiency and comprehensiveriess, involves
a team effort. . It is important that members of the host country play a latge part, since,.
ideally, the planning and design of future healtb programs will evolve out of the HSA.

Most
are:

he ultimate golle of Health Sector Assessment are:t.

v 4 t
To provide a data base fOr programming AID support to die health seCtor;

---10.-
is ,

. .

To contribute to the improVement of the country's institUtional capability
in health planning by 61) structurally analyang health sector problems and '

alternative solutions,- (b)assessing the country's health planning require-7
ments and develoging estimates of the manpower and resource requirements needed
to accomplish those reOirements;

N

To establish a basis fbr national and AID investments within the health sector.
''', .

In o to accomplish these goals ertain inteimediate objectives must be met.

si

of thl are accoMplishedin the hos country in the process of the agsessment. Thear
,

1. Clarify the nature of existIng heal h problems within the total social, ecpnomic
and political context. (11n particu the political climate and the human and
technological resources Of the coun y ear relevaht to the HSA; see Westinghouse,.
1978).

2. Place in clear focus the important interrblat onshlEs of the health sector with the
social and economiC" sectors.
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3. Choose among several HSA models t most appropriite to the host country's

situation (more on the'varioui models lows below).

4. Help to elaborate alternative health str testes in.a formet that cd titutes a

basis for choice end that is use441 for decision-makers.

5. Promote and facilitate.implementation bf health development programs n high-priority
areas.

6. Identify progral areas requiring well-managecl development projects. Such areas may
include existing programs, possible revieions of those, and areas not yet addressed

by existing or planned prograMs.

7 Strengthen national capabilities in health planning, i%project formulation, and'.

in prograW evaluation'.

8. Identify program areas and'prnjects for whichcforeign assistance may be forth-
comiediNNe.gl, from bilateral agencies, from the International Bank for'Reconstrhction
and Development,. from Nations Development Program, from the World Health
OrganizatiOn, or from t orld Food Program).

It should also be noted that the idea Of developing and iMplementing a health sector
program that extends over several years and integrates multiple projects, is anOtOr
pqssible objective of a Health Sector Assessment. Ideally, such-a program should lead
to more'efficient utilization of resources in the service of national Wealth goals. Long-

term plenning attempts to avoid the pitfalls of uncoordinated, haphazard health projects
that in the past have sometimes diminished the effectiveness of foreign assistance programs.

The Initiation of an Assessment/

4
'The intricate.processes that precede the AssessMent offer insight into both the

functicifi and limitatiOnsef the method. What follows is brief description of these
40-140P''processes.

The Director of the USA1D mission and his technic staff are responsible for the

first step in that it decides to prov44e assistance to a articular country. The kind

.or extent of health assistance 'that iuigt be provided is determined oh the basisof sug-
estions formulated,by the Country heal Ministrfes. With the aid of the technical

staff's advice,,the mission Director develops a plan concept (PID for an aid program)..
The PID is then approved in Washington, after which the Miasion Director can make a deci-
sion to implement the project on site, provided the cost of the'project is below specified

levels. If the costs exceed a specified level the project is developed in detail, sub-
. mitted to review committees ff'Washington, and approved ag in, before implementation.

V

It is important to. keep in. mind that political interests of the United States
Government and thoReof the government of the receiving coUntry underlie and determine the
total amount of assistance that can be given or absorbed at any time, the nature' of the
projects which might be.undertaken, and the allocation of resources and sites of proposed

projects within the receiving country. Following are a few of the factors that must be
considered in determining what health projects are suggested:

1. What has the host goyernment formally requested ortindicated throulgh informal dis-
cussions? Does.it meetthe AID legislative mandate of helping the poor majority?
De,it in areas of AID priority auch as MCH services, integrated health delivery,
edvironmental sanitation etc7
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4ipme
2. What would be the receptiveness of the host government to the idea of any American

influence over its health policies?

3. What is the.attitude of the existing economic leadership tosiard partial support of%
potential projects in the initial stages of.growth and full support for maintenance

/

future years? .

4. What are the political or eponomic motivations of the central government? Has the
government developed a sincere interest in the health of a segment of the popula-
tion? Does the government believe that improved health conditions of that sbgment
will be advantageous to the economic development of the entire nation? What pressures
are being brought to bear On the government te solve ceitain countrywide health

,problema? Does the government require help for a specific area of the country per-.

ceived is neglected for one reason or another and where the population is believed
to have a disproportionate burden of disease and poor environmental conditions?

5. What countries Or organizations are now participating in joint health programs or
are urging that new programs be undertaken? Do they clash with.U.S. interests or
use up valuable resources or Can they be coordinated to supplement or complement
any U.S. proposals?

6. What sizable existent programs that have demonstratep their benefit eb the population
are being phased out because of inadequate support?

4

7. How many American nationals will be inmdlved in the project? Can the AID mission
provide the necessary support?

8. What obvious budgetary, political, or other constraints would effect the initiation
and continuetion of any project?

The process of project selection is multi-faceted. Sometimes projects are selected
without lOng term planning. Other times, planning aid is requeilted in the'form of health
sector assessment. Prior to the initiation of assessment, the Mission or the Regional 1

Bureau of AID may request ;7hreliminary background paper on the country, or a Syncrlsis.
The "Syncrisis" is based on secondary research, varying in format and scope. It-is designed
to present a.summary of known geographic, demographic, economit,"add health data about '

the Country, as well as astatement of the major health problems and an estimate of the
resources needed for a full-scale HSA.

The Nature of a Health Sector Assessment

1

Several alternatives exist at this point, depending on AID policy considtrations,
on the interest and commitment of the host country, and on the constraint of available
time, money and manpower resources. First, it is possible that,. for whateVer reasons,

nd further action will be taken If a decision is made to proceed with an HSA, several
alternative models are available, ranging in scope from a very limited effort to a rather
comprehensive one. The following alternative models which a givin HSA may adopt were
developed during a recent Westinghouse evaluation of three past HSAs. (For a fuller

discussion, see Westinghouse, 1978):

1. Preparation of an AID p ogram plan only. Thrs plan is the least expen6ive and
places the minimum burd n on the Mission and on the host country's goverpment.
Prepared entirely by AI stiff or by consultants, it is ;ied to the AID funding cycle
ond addresses the HSA bjectives as discrete projects rather than as components of
the program-planning p cess.
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2, Preparation of an AID program plan-with seledted additional objectives. This model
is eesentially siiallar to the girst, except that a limited number of additional
objectives may be included (Examples of additional objectives are formal training

.

or a survey of nutritional eonditions). The objectives., ae well as the degree of
involvement of the host country's staff, are aecided on the basis ofdetailed
negotiations with the host countryis representatives. As 10 the first model, primary
responsibility-for program planning rests With AID.

.

.

.,

3. 'Preparation of an AID program plani with a parallel multi-bbjective heilth planner
effort. .This model is designed tO reconcile AiD's need far a programplanning
document'ried to its funding cycle with the host country's interests in broader
or longer-range objectives. Such hjectives.may include extended treining or other-
wise expanding the health-plannin capability of the country. This,model calls
for much greater commitment 'on the part of the host countryi and is partly indepen-
dent of the AID funding cycle.

.-

4. Preparation of a national healtivilan, with other HSA objectives, followed by
preparation Of an AID program plan. This model aims primarily at producing "a comr-
prehensive national health plan, from which the AID program plan would derive, and
it would be carried out independently of the AID funding cycle" (Westinghouse, .

1978: 8). This model requires the largest investment in resources and the most
extensive commitment on the part ofthe host country.

If a decision has been reached to proceed with a "full-dcale" HSA (model 3), a
multidisciplinary team is put, together. Team members come from the AID staff, from the
U.S. Public Health Service, from consulting firms under contract with AID, arid from the
host country. Strong emphasis is placed on participation of professionals from the
host country, since the concept of a full partnership in evelopment is perceived as a
crucial element of the IlSk philosophy and process. The ctual composition of the team
depends upon the specific objectives of the assessment, bu may include any or all of
the following professionals (of course, several opecialfie may be combined in the same
person):

)

1. Public health physician and primary care specialist, who may act as team 'leader;

2. Maternal and child health physician and family planning.specialist;

3. Health manpower and training specialist4

4. Nurse-midwife, nursing education specialist;

5. Epidemiologist/environmental health specialist;

6. Pharmaceutical, medical supply and logistics specialist;

7. Health development economist/financial analyst;

8; Social anthropologist;

9. Program design specialist;

10. Vital statislics specialist; and

11. Sanitary engineering specialist.
1
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Although team members usually have extensive overseas exPerience as advisors to AID mis-
sions, it is desirable that they have two,or three weeks to collect and digest background
materials before they assemble in Washington for briefings and departure.

The team may be aided by methodological and.technical tools such aa the Guidelines
for Health Sector Analysis,- a aeries of manuals published by AID and the Office of .

International Health of the U.S. Public Health Service. /hese guidelines, which are
also intended for use by the host country's officials as well as by their American
counierparts in planning or administering projects, cover such areas as the following:

Financing the health sector.
4

Economic appraisal of-health projects.

Planning for health manpower.

Controlling communicab ases.

Planning for health services fifties.

Cultural, social, and behavioral aspects of health planning.

The assessment team's visit to the host conntry varies in length, gel:lending on
the Scope of the HSA. Typically, it may last three or four weeks. In advance of the
visit, AID officials in the host country make certain preparations to facilitate the
work'of the team. These include briefings of officials in the Ministry of Health,'in
_international health organizations in the coOntry, and, ideally; in other governmental

,j5teratries relevant to'health. Also briefed are staff members-who are expected to work
with and to hogt the visiting team. In additfon, logistical preParations and work
schedules are laid out as far in adVance as possible.

The Health Sector Assessment

. -

Depending on the model followed, the HSA'will vary in length, format, and snb-

(#

tance. The following ire examples of elements that may be inCluded:

1. Demographic data and forecasts. Information may typically include the age structure
of the population, its rural/urban distribution, crude birth and death rates and

e4fertility rates, infant mortality rates, and as many of ehe vital statistics as
are available. Existing sources of data are used; usually no new data are collected.
The purpose of assembling demographic data is to produce the best possible set of
population (and population composition)'forecasts. This is necessary not only for
assistance in setting health targets, but also for developim strategies.

2. Economic data. The data may include, as a minimum, eXisting and projected health
budgets and estimates of new program costs. Other data may include projections of
the Gross National Project or of the growth of revenues and expenditures in the'
public sector. There are many uses for economic data of this kind, but the,bas/c

. ones are: (a) to fit some boyndaries on potential growth of the, national health
budget, (b)to take into account the likely impact of general development policy
on the setting of. health priorities, targets, and strategies, and (c) to estimate
recurrent.cost implications of new health investments.A '

3. Health sfatus data. The data may usefully include a good national picture of the
incidlnel and prevalence of disease'by age; sex, location, etc. Possible tdbles
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presented' may include ones 'showing mortality rafes . and morbidity rates bY disease
clasa. It is most useful for these tables.tii include relevant inter,Country ar .:. .

intra-country comparisons. These tabfes are used by the team to asaist in the setting
of.health priorities and in theidentification of targets for the program period.

1

.

. .
.

es are preSented
,.and healih manpower
ices and entironmental
an estimatiOn of
access to or utilizes

______ .

Health Services and Environmental Health Services. Summary tab
of existing health establishmeets, environmental health service
(ategories. The tables, showing the distribution of health ser
health iervices'ip different geographic regions, should provide
the extent to whith the population in rural and urban.areas has
such services.

Unit cost data. After determining the appropriate units of output (e.g., vaccine-
tiona performed, hospital bed days,'health clinic'visits, etc.), an attempt is made
to calculate the cost per unit. 'These data, if available, are used in analyzing
the feasibiltty ofkalternative strategies and programs.

6. Policy data. The team collects relevant data on a) national development policies,
seals and objectives, b) national health'policies, c) the extent of understanding
of 4alth planning and health policy analysis and of commitment to them.

The Impact of the HSA on.Health Programs

The suggestions resulting from ihe team's efforts, are discussed within AID and
in negotiations with the host country. These negotiations may (it id hoped) lead to the
development of objectives and projects agreed upon,by all sides, objectivedend projects
arising from, and.:supported by, the HSA:. If AID is to partake in futuri
it may need td recruit'loil-term advisors and/or short-term consultants for assigntent
to the project.

An important part mipthe agreetent concerns-the organizational framework for carrying
out the project. This framework may be the use pf counterparts, the use of a joint

* organization for planning and administration, or the socalled "liaidon approach.'-'

The counterpart relationship, the one most frequently encounteredjn AID-overseas
missions, involves the appointment of loc4 partners from the Ministry of Health to 4Ork
with eabh senior American technician for.the purpose of coprdinating the work and of
exchanging information. In practice, this system world; weli only when the codnterpart
is actually the head of a depaitment and'the American is acting as-his advisor.

f

The joint plan is a small 'temporary organization composed of "technicians" from
both sides led by "administrators" of. equal authority. Ideally, all work together with
a clear common interest and mutual confidence and make decisions jointly. For:this work,
the joint group must have a siznble degree of authority.

The liaison approach implies a.separation between the two countries in, both technical
and poli y-making functions. AID provilde the funds, the commodity support, and the
approval bLthe project. The host governient plans.and executes the project. This approach,
although inéVtQient, may be used out of pblitical necessity when a country does not
desire foreig techniciana, or when AID,does not deem it advisable for AmeriCan technicians
to be directly involved in field operat cops.

met
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.Einally, it should be noted, if only for the sake of completeness,,ehat(no joint

projects or planning at all result from the MA). This may be due to reasons eeplo.red

below.

Criticisms and Limitations of Health Sector Aesessment

Having briefly described the purposes and process of Health Sector Assessment, we

will now discuss a number of problems and issues raised by the implementation of HSA

(in several Latin American end Mid-Eastern countries. The following issues were hi blighted

fby the 1978 report of Westinghouse Health Systems to AID:

1. Cetflicting RSA objectives. The HSA was designed to accoMplish multiple objectives

which often may turn out to be incompatible. These include a'program plan4148

document for AID, a compreheneive health plan for the host country, andi building

up institutional capabilities in the host country (the letter will be discussed

below). 'AID requires a program-pIanning document tied to its funding cycle. This

is a short-term effort which`must be met-in a timely and efficient matter. The

host countrY's need for a comprehensive health plan is a long-term goal which requires

considerable resources. An attempt to meet both of these goals edes the achieve-

ment.of both goals and strains resources heavily. Of the alternative models

outline4tabove, only ot4 addresses this.dilemma; yet the relative weight assigned'

-to eEe differeAobjectives needs to be further clarified, and the distinct endeavors

mo clearly sepkated.

2. Ina quate fulfillment of the indtitution-building soar.. If a major objective of

the HSA is to enhance the host country's institutional 'capabilities in health'plan-

ning and management, different zesources and commitments are called fer. Hot only

formal training of'personnel,.but reorganization of the bealth sector is r uired

Yet this is rarely achieved ie reason is the prepsure o/ time; anotheril the

failure to institutionaliz the ew skills on a permanent basis, since'after the

HSA is compketed the_ host t : 6 rticipants nay return to their previpd jobs

or may evep be transferred outside t., health sector. A further reason i4optlined

below.

Inadequate involvtement of host co 1 nationals. Whether because of lac of skills,

'lack of timejor trainitig, acmcity o manpower, or the'presseFes to produce a

timely and eftiCient planning amcument a discrepaecy often arises between the

roles of.visiting team members and those of.the host country nationals. The latter

commonly contributes little to the endeavor beyona descriptive statistics, while

the former perford the high-pbwered,analysis and eyentually write the documeet.

This undermines the vali of the HSA ea an educational.or institntion-rbuilding

'tool.

4. Conflicting AID and host country objectives. While AID is concerned with producing

a program planning document, the host country may have longer-ienge goals, such as

preparing a comprehensive national health plan ft-building up institutional cap-

abilities. The host coutntry day view the HSA effort as a "(loner project," a

bureaucratic requirement unrelated to its owe real needs or duplicating already

existing efforts. 'The need to withdraw scarce, highly skilled manpower from
other areas of the already strained health sector presents fe)Or problems.

/

5. Inadequate follow-up. On several occasions the HSA has turned out to be a one-shot

effOrt, instead of the hoped-for basis for future planning for cooperative projects.

Th s has resulted from AID's failure to translate the documents into Spaniph

an , in same cases, from the hqst government's reluctance to disseminate a document

perceived as harmful to its image.
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6. Policy limitations. The HSA must operate wUhin the framework of AID's changing'
policy constraints as well as ihose of the hAt counety. Consequently, it may

neglect to look at the total health picture from an open-minded point of view and

to offer fresh policy options. One example is the current policy of AID'not to

build new hospitals. This policy obviously limits the option& that may be considered.

Similarly, current AID priorities do not include several important ireas of health,

suCh as mental health. The HSA will therefore not address itself to these problems.
These constraints limit the utility of the RSA as a comprehensive health planning°

document.

7. Cost/effecaveness analysis. HAA's have ranged in effort from two man-years in one

country to several dozen man-years in another. Given the limited does of the

HSA, it is difficult to justify such variations in expended resources. A asdre

realistic appraisal of the different possible.outcomes of the HSA may help to
tailor the expenditure of resources more closely to the expected benefits.

As it stands now, the HSA has proved to be more udeful ae a short-term, program
planning document than as an ongoing, coliprehensive effort to reorganize the health 3ecltor

of a country. AB an 'educational tool, the HSA has proved more useful in 1mi-easing th
awareness of host country'd personnel of the significance.1 health problems than in
upgrading institutional capabilities in analysis and planning, or in significantly're-

directing.their health policies. As in the case of any attempt to rqorganize major
sectors of government on a more rational and efficient,basis, political, economic, and

bureaucratic forces combine to limit the impact of the change. This is the case'not
only in developing countries but in Western countries, too, of course.- This does not
call for abandoning the efforts to apply scientific analysis and planning techpiques t
social problems. But it should lead us to realistically appraise both the objectives
the priorities of such techniques, tro consider the limitations of resources and of ezt

factord; and to direct our efforts tb where they will produce the most,good. .
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SOCI 4 F.41 TURAL FACTORS IN HEALTH PLANNING

THROUGHOUT THE WQRLO

John J. Hanlon, M.D. M.P.H.
University Health Program' Advisor

San Diego State University

n his "Essay on MA "-Alexander Pope urged,

"Know then. thyaglf,
.Preaume not God to scan.
The proper study of mankine-- is man."

p.

The preface of a recent book on ihe imPortance of*cultural factora to health care
delivery programs presents very well the justification or purpose of theeffort at hand. .

It states that health workers eVerywhere need'to gakh "a more comPlete uaderstanding of
both the visible and invisible elements of, their own culture, and the cultere of the

ComOunity arouad them that`il necessary lf they are to provi4 a prOgram ihat really meets'

the needs of the community."

4

A great world-wide ferment is in process uAth reference .to'the recognition and meetg.,

ipg of the rights and needs of all people. Among the many human rights and needs at issue,

health is.accepted to occupy a key position. he logic is clear. Without health'there

can be no pleasure, no productivity, or indeed existence. Mindful of this, the World

Health Organization recently accepted is its overriding challenge the asSurance of "health

for all by the year 2000." Whether or not this ambitious goal is achieved to any,signi-'
ficant degree-will depend among ouher factors upon the approach taken by those who strive

for it. At test is their very ability accurately to'perceive, define, and assess the

health and related problems which confront them, the manner in Which those affected.per-.

ceive them, and the many non-health factors in the culture which may on the one hand in-
flueice the occurrence and perpetuation of health probleis or may on the other, liultiply,

or enhance opportunities to ameliorate them.

In the aisessment of the health status and problems of develbping areas, efforts

frequently have been concentrated on the accumulation of as much data as possible regard-

less of its qualitative adequicy. r addition, emphasis tends- a:1'1)e placed upon factors
whilich, while perhaps germane to the Western scieatific and technologic mind and scene,
are not necessarily pertinent to the case at hand. Where'this occurs, it is doubly an-

fortunate in that it involves, hence adversely reinforces or affects, not only those sent
by the United States, and other. Western nations or international agencies to serve as_ -

consultants and advisors to the developing areas. More impOrtant in the long run has been

-tbe decreased usefulness of profesgionals'of the receptor societies and nations utho, in

the course of their.education have been perhaps excessively and sometimes exclusively

exposed to Western values and emphases. As a reault they may easily become to aome extent

cultural strangers in their outp land.

Examples of,the foregoing have been all too frequent. Often their manifestations

have been nothing short of tragic.-.. There comes to'personal memory the frustrations in

dealing with several such well-intentioned individuals, by that time in positions of,, high

authority in a nation which suffered chronically and massively from innumerable preventable

diseases. Upon being offered assistance from the then relatively new U.S. t chnical

'assistaace program, the first two iteme requested were a cardio-respiratory hysiologist
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and electron microscope (then only recenily developed and very expensive). More recently
in a natiomwith Similar circumstances an' entirely Western-trained phyaician took,
advantage of.infginational aid to tuive constructed and equipped ender.his direction a
splendid hospital exclusively for heart patients, complete with the most modern and
expensive intensive coronary care units and facilities fOr the most advanced heart
surgery. Meanwhile across the road continued with great but accustomed difficulty the
very,large, inadequately staffed and equipped general hospital which attempted to meet
the general health, medical, and institutional care needs of tremendous numbers of people.

The past century has been a period during which the Western way came to be regarded
widely as the supeiior way, the most effective way, the only correct way. This view has
been accentuated especially during the yaat half century during which the Western way has
been extensively fortified by burgeoning and phenomenal scientific and technological
advances. As the world concurrently became Smaller nd international 'contacts and rela-

\ tionships became more intimate% the conviction that the Western way was innately and -
'.universally superior became ever more firmly. established. After all, since it accom-
'plished more and produced more, anewith greater dispatch; it must be better. This in
turn became parent to a number of other questionable socio-cultural apsumptions. Several

merit special, mention. It was assumed by many that suggestions and methods based upon
Western concepi's and scientifically proven facts would be readily accepted by people in
other societies and cultures. If they did not do so they.were regarded as obviously
obstinate, less intelligent, and4somehow inferior. Related to this is the common mis-
conception that all people share the same (i.e.), the Western) definition and ipterpre-
tation of health, disease, and death: ,This ignores the intimate and meaningful rela-
tionships in many cultures between individuals in the present with those 4n the past,
as well as'with many natural forces around them. As a consequende, they regard disease
not,so much as something to be controlled or cured as to be understood as part of the pled
of life and nature. These 3iews and their consequent actioes have been put in a slightly
different sense by Kaufman:

"The totality of the organism and its adaptIrepess...can be placed in a
fraoe ot reference which is truly psychobiological. Psychogenesis,,
ontogenesis,and ecology.,..Esch with its proper weight and each uniqueI
for the partieular individual involved, remain the bases for under-
standing the functioning of the individual in health and disease."

.Failure to understand such views leads in turn to the common Western attitude that
,indigenous folk healers are necessarily useless or dangerous quacks or charlatans who
prey upon the superstitions ofethe ignorant and who have litt1 e. or nothing of value to.
offer. ,Aased upon this interpretation, 'it.then seems logical that the ,presumably more
corfect4.modern, Western, scientific and biomedical model cannot be adapted for use.by
them or indeed by auch of anything trAditiontl in the ..receptcr culture and society.'
Instead they must be either ignored or discredited,, and repladed by the'obviously sound
and superior Western approach. Thao_glib assumption is, of coUrse, that if Western
medicine and health protectiveamethods are simply made available, the people will not
hesitate to.cast aside their ancient tradit/dnal ways. .MAny have pointed out that,
traditional and indigenous systemb 6f medicine have existed and been followed for many

.centuries in all parts of the world, even where modern care and facillties are available.
Indeed, the writer well remembers exampl,es in the household of his own childhood.
Fortunately, in very recent years the concept of Mobilizing,the manpower component of
traditional medicine for primary 4ygienic intelligence, health education and primary
heglth care services, as-partners of.those who provide the advantages of Western scien-
tific medicine, has been gaining ground in many countries.

4
An excellent example is

given by Dr. Cynthia Nelson, Professor of Anthropology at the American University of
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indicates'"are of paramount Uaportance_inNial societlea, such as.Egypt, wherectwo-or

!more traditions-thrive and wherfthose who.provide medic)a care-64.be,of afferent

. Cairo. Shd points to the 1;eneficial effecti,at the primary .level pf h

,Aerlacer of'the Cooperative ,efforWof thetriditieonal.midwifa (daYa),..
counterpart (haltima), and the university-trained nut-Se (mumarid4a). "

culAural and-social background than their clientele."
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at mtsconceptiOns, such as those t,hat have been, discuSsed to ehis:
e follo d, it is little:wonder that avoidable.blunders, tistakes,
ays have'sometimes occurred in the process of well-intentipned

btanCe to nthems. The'mat imporiant word here is "avoidabl."
-

resepts the purpose of the insightful and.very practical manual that

laelahe .' Its title implies that edseqial point: 7- Sociooultural Factors
Health Care Delivery_ in...beveloping Countries.* The author, Dr. Renee A. Fraser, '

,has perf rmed 4 difficult, yet enviable_tasivwhenani considers,the c.omplexity and exten-

siveness of the subjest.:, Beginning with the developmentofa/necesearily selectiv0

.annotated-bibliography, ;:lhich,Oly its nature is any and everchanging, She has emphasized?
those item§ which addresslundamental issues or which provide useful historrcal or other

overviews and which are reasonably readilY accelsible. From Vaulogical beginning she.
:has proceeded to_a_cAeLse and coherent reView nf:the literature: Thus, beginnigg with

a significant 'und of existing published pbservations and viewpoints, she has'delteloped
,

a synthesis ofAmpotlant basic Cafelits that it ie believed will stand the test of the

flow.of future literature. With-Mese documentary coMponents as a Backdrop, she has
uplied her professional"expertise as a socialevpsycholgoist-te the preparation of a very

practical and,readable manual of'wide patentials use. Wifh riference to usorsr.ehe manual

should-be of specialt value, on the one hand to 6hose eoncerned.with assessment in the

detailed or micro-sense, and on the other band to those concertied with planning in the

broader, presumaBly longer-rionedormacrb-sense. Itr\must he realized, holfiver, that this

represents a some4hat'simplisitc view, Necessarily; assessment is a% iundamental part of

Abe planning process, and "macro" decisions deriv su4tantial meAsyre from "mtcro"

consideratiOns. These fun tions are oot.so mUch-like wp.sides of a Eoin as,,they are

an'evolving dr spiralling c tinuum, the one (micro) oding,and blendinginto the other

. (macro). Furthermore', thro h trim.e, macro consillerat ons, decisions'and activities oon-
actors-to Varying degrees and in varioupayp.rotinuously affect the

In otherwords, miCrp and-macro considerations cons1titute two pgtualiy affectiVe

parts of a time-continuous prOgressive system:' Thus, Montoya-Aguilar iritroduces his

exeellent exposition-of this condept.by,pointing outthat "National.policy.goals1 fbi

example,-Heill with the'various needs and deizands orindividual membere of socrely, as well
is of voupsior classes and Of the nation as a Whole, Oat require.to be fulfillech" -,-,.

,
A. ", i

.
,Whoh-v we& in'this context, the panual appealftto haye many apeCific usespand Values

b both farei n And domestic evaluatorsahd planners. Among thop that may be 11Sted are

the following: . .
.

. avoidance of mistakesantagonislt, resistancef bli:nd,alleys and the loss of fasce,

. -local health assessment andplanninV

natIonali health assessment-and planninig,

adalysia of health and illness and.the reasons for them,

deteriiiiiiing the extent that healah needs Are being met,

* Volume,4, International Health'Planning Beries, HEF, Mashing ton, 1974:

,** Volume 4 Iiternational Health rence Series, HEW, Washingten, 1977-
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determining similarities and differences 6etween places and culture's, inter-
.

:country comparisons, ././

. 4
,

point.te geogiaphier,or population ineqUities, -

1

.determining culture-bound health behavierisma vs. those that gre basic .

-

universaiities, 4'
.

.

. .
.

%. '-'

.. deternaning cultural factorg related to:health care deliveryr
, s, t . $

deierMlning the appropriate reletionship of health plannling to overall socio-
.

. 4
politico-economic planning,
55

.. greater assulante of cost effectiveness,

4 (ehievement of understanding, acCeptance, assistance, and 'participation by
citizens, governdent officials, tradttional healers, etc.,

1

. use as.a tool in training health and other'plrsOnnel.
7

. .

It is encouraging to note the increased emphasis being placed upon,the application
ol the sicial sciences te health and other probleme,of people. This is particularly .

important during the present period of great and widespread changes and transitions, 7-
'in place of abide, So'rking conditions, lifestyle:, interracial and intersexual relations,
communication methodd and access, and education; -- to name but.a few. All of these
and many other changeelof course, have far reaching implications for health and health .
care policy. It hehooves'all health planners and workers to be7densitive to them. As.

a Consultant to WHD4, Dr. Eit. Bocksett of Nottingham University sees social sciencee
4 v. as involved in the assessment of basic changee in the health care horiton, specifying

particularly: "Changes in diseaseprevalenceein our understanding ok causea and in
dui response oi disease to care; changes in health services organization; Changes in
medical and alliedNucation." He added that "sudden.changes in affluence and waysof -
living here already_ rought 'epidemics' of diabetes, met* vehicle accidente,.some forms
df cancer, caidiovascular dissaqes and Perhaps mental illnees to parts of the Eastern

--"---"---Niterranean Region, Where he has been working;"--PreventiOn of these conditions he ,

pointed out "involves Changing habits." It may be.permissible to restate this by
,sayinge "...involves.uAtierstanding habits and behavior and wbeie necessary-adapting or
changing themP

. z .

'The importance of, thie cennot be overemphasized. By now it iexclear that for ski. ,

IVractical purposes these are only two types of diseases: behavioralAnd envirohmental,
and do Many of the environmental threats to health, limb and life arise out.of personal:
or ecololical laisbehaviorisms. Fgrthermore, while some might point to genetic and organic

' diieases as exceptions, more and more of them arwfound attributable to behavioral and/or
environmental faults.' With speciflc reference to health-rele'ted habits or behavior the
fundamental consideration for health workers is to look for them, accept their reality,
attempt to understand their genesis and purpose, determine if they are truly inimical or
possibly helpfill to health, and if)necesaary try to adapt them rather than destroy them.
It is recognized that,some Purists insist that aka, mores and customs"of a culture have
a sort of evolutionary aild hOtbrical sacredness and must not be tampered with. .0ne cannot
help butregard'this viewpeint as folly. After all, history and progress are tampering
all the time, -- and not alwaYs for good.

e
NINO



Dubos
8

has put this'in perspective in saying:

.
All technologieal innovatiods, whether.conetined with industrial, agri-
cultural,. or medical practices, are bound to upset the.balanee.of nature.

40n fact, to master netuge is synonymoUs with disturbing the.natnral
order. While it iq desirable in principle Co maintain the "belence
of nature," it iS pot easy to define the.operational meaning of this
idea. 14ature is ne;Per in a static equilibrium because the interrela-
tionships between its physical and*biological componente are endlessly
changing. Funthermae, man placed himpelf apart from the rest of nature
when hel'egan to farm the Land and,even more.when he became urbaniied.
The survival, let. one.growp, of his,complex societies impltes that he

ii
'Ida continue'to e loit anAr, therefore, upset nature. .The real problem, -.

'therefore, is not w to maintain the halanae of nature, but rattier hoe.

. to-change-tt in sugh,a manner that the overall result isjavorable to. ' ..
v thehuman species.

WesternlapproaChes to illness are based upon demonstrable pathology, Ake ill
health is donaidered essentisily the absence of diseesei Western-treined physicians.and
other health workers,, theteforel,tend so approach the humah probleMs which confront them
by two distinct paths; the reductiOniet based upon beet available data and teChnelogy,
and the humanistic-which depends largely upon.intuition: While these twaapproaChes do
not, and in the minds of many should not.join,-in actuality they frequently do in arriving
atdecisions. Thus; the still uttered phrase "the science and.art of medicine.". Never-
theless, the feeling canhot be avoided that increasingly in the.West,s,such consideration
asImgy be glVen tcythe "art" of health cake, folk ways ortradition tends to'be in a
condescending ajler. 14e .

0 .

,

As increasingly Successful diagnostic.and therapeutic techniqUN and materials have
-

*

been developed over the past half.cihtury, Western medical education ana indeed much else
in the training 'of other categories of health workers has been built upon the pathology-

lesion-disease model. In the process it became reductionist, redecing human suffering

to disease. As a consequenee,e,it was thesymptom, sign pr disease that came to be treated .

and hopefully cured, -- noi the patient. In rather recent years it is becoming realized)
,,that this leaves something quite important unfulfilled and unsatisfied. By contrast;0
humanistic medicine, increasingly referrad to as 'wholistic health" encompasses.much more, --
indeed the whole circumstfnce, experience', envirohment of-the individual or group. 9I1% so
doing it xruly deals with the whole person.-- or the whole group -- as.the patieht. In

its byoad seese, therefore, healing encompaises more' than curing. It implie0 a dynode
relation between,the paeient or group in need of assistance and the healer whose function
iii to.become aware-of and bring to bear ail ofrth various forces which may contribute .

to.the restoration or protection of well-being ration of the-discrete pathologic
.process, While obviously important, is only one of these forges. In practice there are

,
many periphlbal religious end other groups who ignore the latter yet achieve sote degree

of success. By,like token, many Western health practitioners ignore the/former,-yqt .

clearly achieve varying degrees of success by scientific intervention. But how much better
might be-the cohjoined nse of the best of both.

,

ir

There are many sociocultural components or factors that should be taken into consi-
deraiion in approaChing h9lth planning program development.. Among the most significant

are languagO,' beliefs, coMmunication system 'family structure, politics (overt and convert72\
onç,mics, education, religion, rituals, d u.ols, health beliefs and practices., traditional

entific health systems, and rules and interrelatiyyShips including personal, group
g fe onal, and political, and many many-others. JKing has described these in the fol--
lowing more prosaic terms,in his discussion.of'the study of a sterenge 'culture for,the
purpose of health planning.

if\
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The Family. What.are the common patterns of family composition?, What is
the age of marriage and how gitable is it? What are the strongest emo-
tional ties within it? What are the obligations towards the extended
family of uncles, aunts, and cousins? What is the status of women?

After the family, whitt other important associations are there? Poli-

tical parties? Guides? Agricultural mperativeis? Initiation group

Religioue comamaties?

WhcNare the influential =gibers of the community? Chiefs? Party'

offic.ials? School teachers? Ministers? Hospital assistants?

What accords status Aft the community? Cattle? Wives? Children?

Land? Honey? Education?

What are the values of a community? Leisure? Conformity? 6ppinesst
Fulfillment of the personality?

What are the customs 0 the community over the use and ownership of
landi and money? 44 is tre land inherited? What is the income of the

average family? Is money the.common Property,of the family?. Ilihere
money availele iP the community fpr medical expenses?

What are the'atti:tudes and practices of the community in matters of
health and disease? What is the Itaditional-system of medicine? Do
people consult their healets first, or only after scientific medieine

has failed? What ate the conceits of caueation of the common diseases? ,
Does the-indigenous system of medicine include tfie idea of prevention?

this ided and compl stage, what are the pitfalls.to be avoided? This critical

question coulebe ap d examining SOMa of the consequences vf overlookfng such
factors, as well as s o the results to be a ieveU by adopting, adapting and ?sing

certain of them. Exampl of negative results o insensitivity to cultural.divergencies

and variations are legion To produce such.a lita ,. however, while it might provide
2 .

vicarious interest would rve the present need poor . More useful to agree with Newell's

iintroduction of the pro ative WHO book., Health b th eo.le, where he says,,"it is nat. /-

necessary to bothet to d cument the absurdities of the di erent bureaucrati responses

to agricultural, eAuca anal, health service, or development needs." The 'c ibutors

, to that publi on\ .

.6

... do n qu stiod the fact thartants need food, pregnant nothers

need be de4vered, immunizations aANeseful an& prevent illness,
or that silek people need treatment. Op the contrary, they emphasize
that these are some of the expressions of oonnunity actiod and that
they will ineettably follow if you proceed in a ressonable way and take

the wider idaueS ino acctunt. The wider issues.preaented include:
productivity and sufficient resources to enablehpeople to eat and be
educated; a'senee of community responsibil,ity and involvemelt; a
functioning community organization; self iufficiency 1n all important
mattrs, and a reliance on outside resources only for emergencies; an
understanding of the uni ness of such community coupled wiih the
in44.vidual and group pride and di nity a socibted with it; and lastly,

the feeling that'people ha tru. nity'b'etween their land, their

work, and their household.
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What A coMprehensive and wise summarization of a codiplex matifhceted problem: In

order to crystallize the.place of health in this and to provide'a compass _for planning and AL
action, Newell also empthasizes that "health development is,a part of commnilty development Ar-
and that the health of individuals and communities will liprove if a continuing self-sus-
taining procesa of community evelopment can be stated."

While it is true (.conventional insti tionalized health aervices.rank leyer in

many nations and ties than do manY oth r Ctivities,.health planners Should Alx
fatalistically accept,this As an excuse not to insist upon inclusi of health considerS-
tions'in overalliereeror national planning. There are many h d costs of development
schemes, and um& than one has resulted in tragedy as a result inadequate or no consi-

deration of cultural and health consequences. One can.point to nunerout and very costly
projects involving-power production, agricultUral irrigation, deforestation, mining, and
other. industrial development, which eventually produced far more harm, and economic 1416
than good, for lack of sttitt4on to the sociological and hUman health effects.

Aside from their ajiowed major purposes, such as agricultural erindustrial develop-
ment, what other kinds o changes often result which have obvio releftnce to the health .

\of a population?'

1: Overall changes if man-habitat relationships ex . work in new farmland.under
new geogrphical and geo-zoological conditions; r ion to a different climatic'
and.ecologit area, often with different immune-suscept Pity relationships).

.
.-

2. Increased population movement, mixing, and concentration construction-of
roads, highways, .and other transportation networks; migration f rural people to
wns and sites of economic opportunity such as mines, factoriek, hydroelectric

rigation projects; cation of communities, etc.).

3. Changes tterns of
dams, and 'pon use o
crowded towns).

flow and use (ex., building-of irrigation schemes,
ed water resources in undersanitizvd and over- .

4. Changes of vegetation cover (ex., altering ground cover, crop changing, overgrazing,
deforestation, landscape denudation,.and soil poisoning with effluents).

5. Changes in micro-environmental conaitions (ex., changes in housing, neighborho ,

and settlement patterns; in house styles.and materials; in pathways, streets, nd

highwdys; in modes of transportation, water sotirceEi, etc.).
*

6. Changes in value systems and social sanction systems (ex., severe and abrupt cha
in life styles such as an urban environment or in sociologically heterogeneous rge

scale economic schemes; separation from.kinsmen, the erosilm of traditional sys ems
in economically and culturally deprived situations ds urban or suburban sinMs)-.

eko

To what conclusion does this lead? Of necessi

political and economic realities. If they do they
.immediate or delayed. On the other hand, they must
no na4, n is populated with politicians, bureaucra
The Worlrhas estimdted that 85% of the 750
are in a state oJ bsolute poverty -- as measu
to $50 or less. Mo of the remaining 15
poverty, below-ine-thi of their nat
thesp unfortunafes, who .in deep

alth planners cannot ignore
indeed assure, failure whether
tantly aware of the fact that

economists, and industrialists.
ion poor in the developing world
an annual perwcapita income equivalent
dered to be in a state of relatixe
And importantly, more than.80% a
most elemental hea h and sanitary

*ti
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.
-assistance live in rural areas, 'LT. far from the true comprehension and awAreUess of the

majority of politicians, bureaucrats, economists, industrialists, and yes, scientistS

and professionals.

Recognizing 'that the deteriinationef national priorities and the'ailection,ef.

principles to be followed in achieving them 4epend in the final analysis upon thd:percep-..

tions of politicians an4.ecoriomiste, it ii insisted that sound and effeCtive health .-

policies and pro rams calbe developed and implemented ip Any given pop.ticalr.econoilic'

i
thsystem, if thos reiponsi le for public heal, in 'addition to ,their profesiional

management and chnival s ills hav14sufficient 4nowledge of how public Policies come.

about isnd develop.% Montoya Aguilar summarizes this. Uelf in_ ng that "... political (..,..

sciefice should eventually piay at the healtli.policy formulat evel'a role similar to

that which epidemiology plays in strategic health planning, i.e., helping to explain

the problems and to find their solutions."

_

4
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PSYCHO SOCIAL AND mama ASPECTS
OP INTERNATIONAL HEALTH #LANNING:
THE CHALLENGE OF PROVIDING HEALTH

CARE ASSISTANCE TO DEVEIATING COUNTRIES*
. .

' Paul I. Ahmed
U.S. Office of International Health

. Renee White Fraser
University f Southern California

I.

16 le

International healtbplanning has faced the challenge of providing effelp
tive health care for alrthe people of each nation, for the last three decades.
The donor:nations have spent billions of dollars to imprOve.the'health status
,of people in the developing countries. -Tbe multilateral fending institutions,
such as the Werld Bank, hAve made large health loans bated bn their persPective
.of what the countries needed. 'Technologies and advisors are pouring into de-
veloping countries to assist their, bureaucracies in the apnagemtent of their4. .

health systegis,.to train manpower, to supply drugs, and,to Clean watet. Hip
this massive help been supcessful to date? HaVe the donor ;unions met the
challenge of providing apPropriate assistance to the developihg countries? Axe
there new approaches to-health planning that need to be considered? .

This article tries to answer some of these fundamental questions, and
fers an alternative approach to tbe challenge in a conceptual frameworit which'

'includes sociocultural factors in internatjonal health planning. Many of the
. donor nation bureaucracies pay lip service to Sociocultural factors as being

good, helpful, and even important, but they have not found-lin operationai,meth-
od to include-these elékentlk in tkeir project planning. our contention,_
not only that Sociocultural factors,must be includeid sYetematically in inter-
national health planning, but ttlat the communities involved should participate
in planning-and'providing services, no matter what the origin of money for the
Wroject. One of th'e authtrs' work in mental health planning- (1), (2), has
supported tbe thesis that roots of mental.heolth lie very deep in.the community,
and.that effective planning needs the participation of'those affected by ,it. '

We suggest the same is trlie in ealth. This paper will deal'with a psychosocial
framework for the conceptualizat n of health and health planning which will .
lead to comMunity particIpation\wdrk. Community.participidakg,tilzy will
'be the silbject of another paper.

. ., . .

s
_Where- are we today in our efforts to telp developing countries?' The an-. -

swerto this is given by the director7general of the WHO, Dr..Halfdan Mahler,..
who stated.that "the most signal failure of the World Bealtb Orginization, as
well as Of Member States, has undoubtedl been t i nability.to provide the
development of bapic health 'services."

1ri Kurt'Wa helm, as Secretary General of .the d Notions, reflecting on .

',! th,is remark, as-supported the:nvailaSility of-ha gth.facilities for-all.
,

r-.

* The'views presented-in thisjaper are,those of the authora Andopot necessarily
those of the institutions to'whict they belong.
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Jee "bialic health services," it ie meant: preventive health care for urban and

rural populations; clean water; the provision of basic medicines, bygielie

, decent standards of li ; the iisposal of sewage; balanced diets; and

- ledge of birth control. Waldheim makes the statement, "it is our judgenent

that in the kv oping. tries--where in some areas there is only one docior

to 40,000 epoale it is/undoubtedly possible to design a health-delivery sys-

tem that bei w14e coverage: that people can afford, and thatiprovides the pri-

mary essentials.r

Given the many well-considered descriptions ofoehat is needed to provide
effective health care and the equally well-considered evaluations that systems

teyrovide quch care are possible for the developing countries, we must ask

what has gone'wrong. Indeed, what atteepts have been mede; how may we profit
from those experiences; what do medical science and the social sciences have to

offer ''the developing countries?'

A review of comments from individuals who'beve beau leaders in the field .

of providing fdeand studying health care in these countries leads to several

mitigeting lied handicapping factors. However, one dramatic error stands out.

count ies is that their patterns of medical care and education of health-per-
Accorrg to Bryant, "A root cause of these inadequacies in the less developed

Gonna are copies closely from western countries, particularly Britain,

france, and the United States. There has been great-reluctange to'deviate
from these.patterns, even though they are often seriouali irrelevant for the

less develeped countries." (5)

lihdPis known today `as "western" medicine is largeliderived from European

and Anerican practices. It is only recently (the past 50 years).that this

'medicine hes had I' "scientific basis, has been able to systematically under-

stensi many-diseases;-and produce wtat Dubos calls "the magic bullets of medicine."

Yet in e relatively short title, western medicine has come to dominate'nest of

.the responses to heplth and illness throughout the world.
a.

Along with thie approieh to health care, there has been a grdwing, if len.

, -overdue appreciation that transferring westekn medicil technoldgy,.systees,°

and approached to devefgping lands is.often an absolute detriment to an effec-

tive.and appropriate health -delivery'seeVice. (3) it has become evident that

many of the mWet inel'actable healeh problems are tlosely linked to factors of

the etiiannInt,-iife gofial eustoms, and.other crucial eletents not,

part the westeen trndition.
In

The eV:idence'abounds:in developing countries of the problems assdElited

with treating programs bdsed on western meOical premises without consideration_

, of the relevant cross -celtural,variations. Benjamin Paul's Health Culture and '

Commlibity (Z) preeentss series of case studies on this problem. One particle-

larly devestaeing%example comes from Somalia.' When that East African nation
attained Independence, theEuropean Economic Commueity (ECC) presehted io thee

natien of nomads An 'ultramodern hospital --a building that belonged' in Brussell.

The strhcture.almost reduced the hationts health budget to the breaking point

ehile also centralizing -almost all.medical services in the capitol 'city.' The

hospital served the wearthy feW, but the great majority of the population,

nomads, suffered even morepeglects Similar is the case-in Liberia where the

budges of the JFK hespital i bigger,than that of-theMinistry df Health.
S.

. .

.Thdreare mgjor. deficiencies in our 'scientific" curative dpproach to

importatst dieeadeel -the relatiye'heiplessness western medicine has deeon.:

etrated. in treating patieetsvith schistoeomiasis and liver-fluke disegses
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are willAcnown examples.. McDermott has pointed out that western medicine lacks
traly decisive treatment or preventitives for the leadlig Causes of death and
disability.in young children:. parrhes and reipiratery diseases. The,mal-
netrition, he ielates, is a consequence of the eating probleMs and.cultural be-
lef ef.these people. These observations lead to the impottant point that
some of the leading Causes of mortality and. morbidity are not Subject te the
easily packaged cures of Modern medicine but are tied ui with Culture', customs,
and the waysln which people live their. lives.

The Technotogy Transfer and Behavior Technolog

For people In developing countries; part of the American dream is the ap-
plication pi science aft teehnology to health. To fulfill this dream, the donors
hmeaported its technology. With technology we implemnt the reduction and
disposal of wastes; for populations um develop extensive drinking water aad
recrea6.onal water facilities. In part, because of the Weet'S remarkable achieve-
ments, whieh have.resulted in health impiovements in this Country, there exists
a great desire to share.this knowledge. However, neither.the.generic value of
the technology, nor the apprepriateness of-such technologyito developing coun-
tries is clear. The introduction of technology brings ineVitable problems:
Chemical agents filtering water ere now suspected to beqtaneer-provoking. Mos-
quitos have become resistant to DM allowing new outbreaks\of malaria in Nepal
and Pakistan. Many of the additives in bread And enriched flour may lead to
cancer of the colon. Bacteria formerly treated with-antibiotics ate now im-
mune to these same drugs. The limitations of western technology are, however,
rarely discussed fully in the developing countries. Complex technology with
its inherent risks for developing countries is far from understbod: even when
understood, risk/benefit judgements ere not always made. Fot example, drugs'
that are controlled in the United States are distributed responsibly rather,
than economically.in the develoPing country,:without even`a warning. Chlormy-
citin is still being sent in loads Without Warning to the dispenser or the
users, The birth control pill is still distributed to Npmen unaware of its
sideeffects.

It seems clear now that the application of physi al_and biological sciences"'
elone will not solve the problems; the solutions lie. lsewhere.' Only if people
are willing to,use birth control methods can better contreceptives control popu-,
lation.- Clean drinking water is beneficial only if used.consistently, for all
injestion purposes, including dishwashing and only if it is accepted by the
consumers as better water. Sanitation projects will work more effectiveliif
they insttgate the general practices of good hygiene imong families. In short,
physical and biological technology are less than fully effective without a svp-
porting kedwledge, some degree of understanding, and practice with behavior
change. ,

. In the developing countries there is a large gap between what medicine is
capable.of producing, what resources are availabe, and what is being produced.
The peepession of technology has not led to its effective application in the
real localpsetting. For example, anemias, udth nutritional origins, are com-
mcisin the developingwotld. Ytung children, pregnant waMen, end nursing
.mothere frequently have a low level of hemoglobin and requite more iron in
their diet. Though iron is cheep-and available to most who need it, we have
tot found a method of increasing the iron intake of vulnerable groups. Simi-
larly; the same situation exists with Vitamin A distribution, a deficiency of

,
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which leads to xerophthalama and keratomalocia. Synthetic Vitamin.A is pro-
duced commercially at a relatively low price, yet the Vitamin A problem is
still with us. Thus, we have technology without the ability to translate it
into local le;rel action.

One reason.offered for these problems ia.the developing nations' lack of
mokivation to apply therapeutic technology. It is argued that the expense is
too great or that many depor technologies are unsuitable. .While this may be
true for some of the higher prided technologifis, it is not a general rule as
illustrated by the problems witti Vitamin A and iron distribution. Probably,
the_reason is somewhat deeper ad understandable, The therapeutic technologies
require health manpower resources, equipment, implementation techniques, and
monies not at the dispOsal,of a developing country. Most popular are those
technologies which can be applied through the village. But application of'even
a preventive technology, like innoculatios; requires social technology for it
involves significant modifications ip the people's lifestyle and acceptance
by them of western Concepts of medicine. No technology whether therapeutic
or Vreventive, can be transferred without changes in attitudes and behavior by
the intended recipients.t. We mmst hd.ve social understanding'along with techno-
logy.

The absence of social technology has made the donors of the western world
into the shippers'of hardware teehnology. The donor agencies have become
"shippingagents," instead ofparticipants in a culture.. Thb.reasons for this
conception Of the aid function are feund in the assumptions under which the
donor programs,operate. Some of the assumptions are:*

(1) Western clinical practices and institutional systeme are Universal
in acceptance and application. The faulty expeetatian which accompanies this.
attitude is that other societies will naturally desire to emulate the/West and
will insist upon the adoption of modern medicine with its accompanyir, systems.

(2) Problems encountered in developing a usei population and gaining .

acceptance are attributed almost exclusively to the locals. There is an impli-.
cit as§umption that their attitudes and motivations must be changed rather than
one examinition-and/or change in the prograM or services. ReasOns for lack of .

acceptance are most likely to be in both camps, But, the bureaucracies of
donor nations must comprehend and acknowledge the incentives which history il-

lustrates in .order to make their programs effective.

(3) The absence.of the application' of a careful social technology is also
evident in the bureaucracies.of some developing nations. The specialists and
medical professiOnals who staff the bureaucracies in most aid-receiving nations
usually have been trained in the West. As such, they have grown to acceit and
appreciate the benefit§ of that system'. ThuS, the bureaucracies of developing
nations accept the programs nf donor nationd due to familiarity And the re-
commendations of other bureaucrats, rather than because ,of the usefulness of
the programs in meeting the needs and expectations of the local people.

(4) Since the West ha; developed an effective health tectnology of in-
fectioys diseases; there twists an assumption that by the sate means it can
master all diseases. But, this is not the case. In fact, the West has much
to learn from the developing world. Healers in those countries have been able
'to identify and affect some of the psychosbcial variables, impacting on heart
disease, obesity,. hypertenaion,,eteo Many of dicse the West is juSt now dis-
covering. So, the'dev6loping countries; even If they are willing, should not
abanaon their own methods and only replicate the western system. Important

elements in healing.and health wnuld be lost. ,.

* The writers are grateful to Dr John
- Aresented in an AID Symposium 1i 6

Foater for some of these ideas which he has
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The answer may be in a .compromiee between indigenous systels or traditional
Systems of medicine and the western approach.- Acute and infectious diseases
yielding to treatment by antibiotics and vaccines should be treated by all°,

,pathic doetors. Disorders with major psychological components ifiould remain
the domain of tile traditional healers, Mimi, etc.. Furthermore; both tyPes
of 'healers wmorking together will cregte a More effedtive and:more populaphealth

-
system. A

_The-Patterning of Culture

A fundamental reasohlor the inadequacy in trdnsferring-western meditine to
developing countries is thit,each culture haw its own way:of organizing:ex-:,

'perience. In the area of health, communities varY in their manner.of 'segment-
ing the gradient of health illneea and in the kinds of phenoMena to Whidh thess:
statei Of health'are assuMed to be connected. The dividing line betWeen
malty and illness shifts from one group tognother, andtheicetegoriea ofsitk-.
ness are subject to.cultural variation. Without awerenessOf these variations
and.sensitivity to the perceptiona of health and illness ln each culture, one

. .

cannot provide effective "health"care.

For example the mestizO:population Of coastal-Fein and Chile divide,eys=
terns of medieine into two classesi scientific and popelar, and diseasee into

,

five Major categories: -
- Obstruction of the gastro-intestinal tract.
- Undue.exposure to heat or cold.
- Uposure to nbad" air.
- Severe embtional upset.

Contamination by ritually unclean persons.

,

Household remedies are appropriate for all classes pf sickness,"Scienti.,
fie" doctors may beconsulted, but. only.for illnesses assigned to the first, two
categprieti. For the.other.clasies of sickness, only heusehold remedies are
deemed appropriate; if these fail, a folk specialist is called. Mestizos have
patronized clinics and doctors for other matters butinot for Maladies' popularly
ascribed to air, emotional upset, or ritual uncleanliness.. For those disbrders,
it has been thought that doctors' reins-gee fromHwestern medicine a ffectual
or actually harmful becauae the westeily-trained doctdr does not "know" t, se ill,
nesses engrdoes not "believe" in them. Yet because of the Similarities in symptoj
matology,.tuberculosis souetimes masquerades as "fright" and so rimains inacces

4 sible:to the doctor or the healih center. (8)

- .

The hisOory
t

of culture shows that coMMunitieb and nations accept only some'
of the elements available for borrowing from anotber culture. Moreover, the
borrowed idea or practice is usually reinterpreted and modified to fit the par-2.

- titular environmental and-eulteral framework. (7) ,

z.1 ,

Programs that seek to, alter.health practices and attitudes constitute ef-
fort: to dhange the local culture: These'health ifinOVations are subject to.

selective acceptance and modification. Indeed, aCceptance or modification is
not a random proCess but dePends on: .

- How the new idea is.perceived by tjle potential recipients.
How it accords withtheir values and assumptions. ,

- Whether it is consistent with their System of social relationshipe.
- 1%e atatus.of the innovation. .

-.The implications of that atatus for the varioum segments of the community.

...
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Some resistances to Change can be,reduced by Changing the presentatidn of
the imnovation to Consider the partioular cultute. Certainly any attempted
change should not challenge established beliefs or practices that ire fundamen
tal.to the stability of the particular social or cultural system. ,Any att
to effect Changes in heaAlth care must te.considerate of these established

liefs and practices. jthe past, the western approach has been to'provide
teededchanges_in health facilities, treatment, and/or sanitation. But, often

..these Changes have.not impacted the health situationbecause of al,atk of fore-
sight lakconaidering the complete canCeption that a culture has of health.'

a

The "Western" Approach

-4 basic.proppsitiam for providing effective health-Carein any\non-westerm
culture has been to be aware of the asic beliefs and.practipes that are funda-
mental to a Culture. It is clear the the imposItiqn of the."westetn" medical
approach has proved ineffective. If e are to be sensitive to cultUral yetis-

.

tion and still atteept to provide the benefits of weetern medicine fp the de:
veloping-worId, how are.wetO accomplish it? Some translation_must.ectur.
Perhaps-dneahould begin by understanding the "westdrn".approach.

The "westerp" approach adheres to the medical modal. Discussing both
sical and mental illness, Ludwig (9) posits that the medicalmodel premises
"that sufficient deviation ,from the normal.represents disease, that disease la
due to known oe unknown natural causes, and that elimination of these causes':
will result in cure or iMprovement in individual patients." This reflects the
dominant model of disease in western culture which?is bio4edical.. Molecular
biology is its basic scientific discipline. It assumes.diseese to be fully ac-

counted for by deviations,fr the norm of measdrable biological (somatic)
variables,. It leaves no ro within its framework for the social, cultural,
psychological, and behavio al dimensions that are so salient in the conceptions
of illness held in develo ing countries. -

. 0

Biomedicine const tes the West's only culturally specific perspective
about what disease is 4 how medical.treatment should be pursued, Like other
systems of belief, bi medicine is an interpretation which makes sense in light
of Western cultural traditions and assumptions about reality.(10)

The biomedical model was devised by medical scientists for the study of
disease. Terms such as "diabetes," Rheumatoid arthritis,".or "multiple*.
sclerosis" seem deceptively simple. A careful description"will disclose that
they,represent a complex set of physiologic, themical, and structural facts.
Such diheases can implicate a host of social and psychological factorp, but
they are not seen as necessary featgres of the disease. As Yabrega points-oat,
when examined logically, disease in,biamedicine usuaily refers to undesirable

' 'deviations in a Cluster ot related physiological and ehemical,variablies.(9)
An implicit assumption (and perhaps an erroneous one) is that many'6f the values

of key variables that.reflect physiological and chemicalprecesses in Mat con-

form to narrow ranges that are cothmon'to the species as a whole. Verbal re-,

ports, or behavioral changes, or both constitute signals of biomedical diseape.

These behavioral changes have been abstracted oui of western cuatom and social

behavior.

Engel (11), in a receet articlekin Science,tracew the'historical origins't

of the reductionistic biomedical mode. He examines the ilmitations of the

ISP"
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biomedical model within western medicine and particularly for psychological
disorders. .Engei suggeits that concentration on the biomedical and eicluaion
of the psychosocial distorts perspectives and even interferes with pd,etieht
care. The eriticism Engel is making is even more important ip the.eaSe of
applying the methods, categories, and techniques of thie syetem todsvpl..OP.
countries. ,

. , , :

.
,

: :.!, ,

.
. ,. .

Engel posits Six hazgr40 tothe.$4000#0.1fpikdel inan application'to the'rea17..
47 of diebetei and aehizOnhien14,0 humdfiexperiences as well as.diSease ab-,-
striCtipna. The-analogylietweem somatic and mental'disorders which he draws,
sii .. dip an interesting characterization.; howeVer, the ',discussion has another.

us ful.purpose foi this presentation. Engel hail presented six liabiiities of

tt Modelthat account for Many of the errorafonnd in imposaing western midi-,
elon the developing world. :

. .

The negative condecnoncer0er health that reault from the,,appltion p
this Model are:

- The presence of.the biochemical defect definea necessary, but'not al-.
waysisufficient, conditiona for the-ocOurrenC&Of the hUmUn eigrer*ence
of disease. Attentiow.tPtheAvariability in clioniCal expreasioe and
individual experience within a culture is necepaary to aq ately' piden-2:

:,

tify illness, but thie is net promotedin the biotedicaf' .6-1, 'It-

stead thii leads to a false consensus,between the doctor an iiie.patiaat--

a very crucial problem in creating,healthIervices in'developing coun-'
.

tries.
- The biomedical Model encourages bYpasaing patients'-verbal accounts by
placing greater reliance on technical measurements. At the same time-,

verbal'expressions di sickness add symptoms are ambiguoUs and often a. .

result of the specific socialization within a culture. At timefi the

same words may skim to expresa primarily poychblogicta. as well as
bodily distufbancee, both of which may:eoexiat and overlap iti t .milex

ways. (For example:.,fright and tuberculoais among thejnestiz, vir-
tUallystach of the.symptots classically associated with-diabetea may ,

also be expreasiona tit or reactions td psychologieul stress.)
- The 4Ple pf:p6chosocial variables in..diseaae causation is blurred,with

the usevf this model..- Cassel's (4) identification of higher rates of.
illness asiong popular/x:3ns expoded to4ncongruity between the demands oi.:
the Social &system in'Iwhich theyrai4e,'.endtHe culture.they bring wlfh'.

them illustrate1d the import:4meg of such factors. 'Certainly the.pdjectiVe,
. -"developing," applied to the tiiirdvot,ld tountrles, implies that the r-

psycho.sOcial factors would be critical in underetanding sickness im th
dations:,- . . .

,

- The .biochentital. defiket:mayideterminaceria fi: charatteriatics A. 04 '1;11.
' ,,

ease; but not neeesharily .thi ptiiiit it WM ' the individual decepts ehe
sigg trIld.;r4r..,amknOi*dgeis- the illneas .. Iti the case 'of proViding a naiw'
heillth airyicetO a itepple, thii informat,ion Would be critical foii pro-.

."144ing an' effective health care systeM. .

- Treatmenetirepted ly at the biochemical pbnoi'mality does not nec'esie -

K.
ily restoie'the-pat ent to4health. Psythological ondsocial'variafilei
are often responsibl for the discrepan* between cor/rection Of the laio-,
logical abnormality and treatment outcome.' Additionially,.in deyeloping'
countries, the short-sighted approach of'the hipmedical model leads to the

/ .identification of'aingle &Lisa lor sickneps, where)* ittention.W7Fultural
1 and social. tactors *a more fikely,to provide a maiiFoa4aal peftpactive,-

- The be4avips.e0he,401701hian and the relationship between patient and
physician poWeINtilly'lnfluen0e treatment. Furthermore, the successful '''''

t.
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application of treatment is limited by-the health practitioner's ability .

to influence and modify the patient's behavior. TWA is particularly
true in developing countries where tdreatment techniquaa,.amd often, the .

practitioners are alien. The focus afforded by the bikOmdical model dir-
ects.the practitioners away frmm the psychological., socitS, and cultural.

.factors related to disease. Yet these are the aspects most immediate

and important to the.patiePte. Such a restricted viewpoint in a develop-
ing country enhances suspicion and decreases the credibflity. and trust
people will place in.bealth'prectWer.

Engel has suggested that the biomedical model is dieadvantageoue for west-

ern culture, and ve have suggested that those disedventages are even more-criti-

cal in developing countries. In fact, it is the medical .Odel itself which ap-

dc'pears to be at fault in imposing western medicine,on the traditional cultures

of developing countries.

Alternatives to the Biomedical Model

An alternative to the westerp biomedical mOdel tire biopsychosocial model

suggested by Engel. This model would lead a phypician to weigh the relative
contributions of social and psychological as well as of biological faetory im-

plicated in the patients'ftcase. Engel does not delineate how one goes about

gaining this information. In,particular, it ig not clear holi one deals with a

variety of cultures. A reliance on cultural definitiona of diseases would lead

to a relativism that would defy utility.
i

-Fs ega (12) has Postulated another approach.he has labeled ethnbmedical,

11Sa
He sugge s that we find order and regularity in the forms of dipease using a

'social fr of reference instead of the biomedical, This would include a set
of more or less universal indicators of disease *hat are rooted inoocial cate-

gories. Thus, an illness could be diagnosed and labeled by the teaks and acti-
vities which interfered with daily lives and the degree of interference.

4-----,
.

Erhnamedicine would require a model of Illness behavior and, perhaps, sev-
eral levels of behavioral analysis and diagnosis of disease. Such a model of

illness behavior is an abstract and systematic seatement of how treatment-
related actions and causes unfold and how these actions and the causes might be

exiirained. Such a model could be applied within'any culture after information'
about the social categories, customs, and behavior had been obtained.

A more socially oriented illness paragm woul
changes and increase sensitivity to cross-culture
social perspective,toward sease and medical care
medicine could dampen, if n eliminat, the haze
the biansdical model.

help doctor-patient ex-
ariationi. Indeed, a
that is groundea in ethno-
s Engel has associated with

op.

In order to provide culture specific information relevant to ethnomedicine
one would need a modal for understanding how individuals process information

about disease and make decisions on medical care. Febrega (10) %las listed top-

ics relevant to this concern. We have taken his topics and expanded them for
utility in different cultures: The model If have developed is presented in the

following diagram.

The model provides a framework for understanding how the individual pro-
cesses information about disease and -how he makes decisions regarding. medical
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care. In order to effectively bring healthcare to other nations, we mac under-
.

stand their perspective ofilisease and-medical care. Thil model suggests the
cemponents whichleed into an lidtviduel's concePtion of, disease in any cUlte*.

The individual and his conception of sickness,(bimedically known 4B die-,
ease) lies at the con of thispmforaulatlim. The three-dimensional cube sur-

f; rounding the person represents ihe different forcala, concerns, and components
'chat affect their conception of "being sick" and of requiring madicaltreatment.
The individual surroh6ded by those immediate influences rests in a country pr
part of a camtry that is ate perticular level of national development. That
level cell be raised or lowered and is important as it affects the svallablAity
and feasibility of 6rtain types of medical cafe. At any point ie time, the in-
dividual is afgected by his cultural heritage. /t permeates his,experience and
is represented here as a bubble surrounding the iddividual..

Host salient to the individualAar; the factora depicted at the base.of -the
cube. The'individual's beliefs about bow affective and useful certain systems
of medicine are; his beliefs Wilt what causes; healing and siekness;,his defini-
tion of being healthy; his beillTd'about what is.inside his body; how his body
and mind function; all these must be.donsidered in treating a bealtfi problem.
Additionally,l'in order to &fact health cere, one must consider tendencies to.
rely on milf-diaenosis and self-medication; the extent to which they are.willing
to cooperate witS medical advice and treatment;.the value and degree of impor-.
tance they place im the sick role, and the suggestion of medical care; andethe
decision-naking they go through in order to nicognise disease and healing.

. This model presents pertions of information' pne must obtain tO design a
culturally relevant health care system. The sumeatian of this information should
enable an outsider to conprehend thet,emic view ot tacitness and medical care.

Sumi_sLaa

This article presents wbere we stand in relation to the challenge of bring-
ing health care to tha develbeing"cauntries of the world. 'it has become clear
that impgsing weatern standarfs and medical technologies without consideration

'for specifie celtural variatien is ieeffective and in some cedes dettimenkal.
Rather than stop at that poiet, this prisentation.has provided.spemilative
reasons for the inefficacy of this epproach. We have suggested thst'the bio-
medical model is at the heart of this apProach'and that'it inherently vredis
poses this approach to be. inadequate. We have also-discussed some specific
dangers it carries when applied within other tultures. This had led.to the dean_
cription of a new medical model, an ethnoiedical model, and we suggest it would T'

be more useful. ,The framework for understanding how an individual in any cul
ture processes information about disease, presented here in the diagram, is only
one aspect of,this new ethhomedical model. It provides a data collection base
that wauld be useful in understanding an individual's vie4.6f health within any
culture. Indeed, its application will provide critical signs as to how we can
better meet the challenges to provide effective health care for all the peofle
ofeach nation.

In the end, we would like tO raise some questiCasthat still need answers:.

1. How can we, the rich, be sensitive to the needs of the poor and im-
plement donor programs without creating massive resentment among those to be

. .

'helped?
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2. How can.we communicate our programa te the poor of the developing storld
with a philosophy of distributive justice and social equity?

The,answers to these queitions lie in many facets of donor progran such as
program designs, types of manpower used, etc. The kind of personnel donor

4 agencies use to direct end implement their programs is a crucial impacting ver-
.

- fable.

If a physician or a social seienhist wiifo a bion'edical orientation la At
the helm of affairs, they will, in-all sincerity, use the biomedical approach.
Therefore, the need is Or bureaucracies to'bnCulturally sensitive, and to
have a proPer mix of health scientists, sotiiA ecientists, and commuetty parti-

cipants like traditional healers. Anotklerileed ie to train donorlaispenel in
the country's culture.. Western donor techdoCrits,nied to receive early educa-
tion or training in a Particulan country.' It may,be that a ryear assignment
on an Indian Health Service reservation la needed; it is hard to learn of the
health problems of those living in remete aresa; from an embassy compound with
air-epnditioning, clubs, restaurants, etc.'

An additional issue to consider is'the motiVation of_the donor buieaucra-
. cies in implementing these programs. I0 it ielf Internet; or is it the spirit

of, mutual collaboration that has led to fun4ing'of the,project.by a donor.na-

tion? Are there:legislative and others given-humanitarian justifications
while therefare political reasons behind the funding? Answers to these ques-

tions are fanportantto bring-hoegsty into the process. Political datives Axe

legitimate, provided we are hone:at,ebout'them.- There faavbe datiple motives,
but that too needs to be discussed *tali._ Theme motives will,affect the ef-,
fort, direction, manpower and content of these programa. Aii,pf these elements
contribute to the effectiveness of a prograNand realistic plenning to meet

.the goals of the donor and recipient nations.

Commmnity Oarticipation is another step that we would like to see included

. in ehe agenda of donor projects. Most denor projects provide advisors to the'

Ministers of Health and do not advocate community participation. Direction and
advice to the top personnel in the Ministry of Healtirrare needed bet acceptence
of such advice &tee not mean that a progrom.will get implemented nor that it

will be 4Uccessful. Needed is the emphasis to seme degree, that projects MUst

- be planned and managed io some degree by the local people. The donor bureaucra-
cies could workrairectly with community boards and local healers as we have

started doing ih the United States. The community participation approach is
not eimple, but it can be effective and it offers the greatest long range bene-

fits. Its bigger antagonists are donors and host country bureaucracies--not

the people. International bureaucracies need more personnel oriented towards
community work who are willing to take less influential positions very often

in more remote places. This means less'personnel to adsofse Ministers and
Secretaries of health. Muire than that we need the determination of the leaders
of the top; that, God willing, they will'help the poor orthn world.into man-
aging their own affairs. This is as possible as is the approach to human

rights.
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A framework for understanding how,individuals process

information about disease.and make decisions on medical care.
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